Auzobillaahi minash shaitaan nir rajeem. Bismillaah hir rahmaan nir raheem.
(O Allaah I seek your refuge from Shaitaan Accursed. With Allaah’s name most gracious, most merciful.)

Perfect proofs of Metaphorical prophecies of Mohammed(s)’s visions!
Last Prophet Mohammed(s) said Jesus the Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh
Dajjaal666 are Urdu/Hindi speaking Indian Muslims but not from Arab, Makkah,
Madinah, Syria! People didn’t understand metaphorical visions interpretations &
hence developed wrong faiths! See Proofs of metaphorical visions of Prophets!
Must read all till last! It’s an Intelligent Islamic peaceful court Challenge to All!
Syria (Shaam) symbolically means World’s East (India) & Qustuntuniyya means
Sub-Continent (Old India)! I Mahdi killed Maseeh Dajjaal by curse & we both in
India(mtpchly.Syria)! Where the enemy there the Hero Isa Mahdi! Do you believe?

This photo of Messiah Mahdi Mahadev dated 10-10-2017 A.D

( I am Jesus of 2nd coming reborn spiritually as Mahdi Messiah Mahadev. My new Arabic names are
Mohammad Mowdood Aihmad Khan as per prophecies. All must join me for my Kingdom).You intelligent true
faithful believers rule with me & I rule with you! It’s not just my Kingdom but the true most deserving faithful
believer’s kingdom too! Don’t join Political parties but Join me & be rulers with me! I am sent among lost
sheep of Israel Ahmadiyya Jamaat who are following Maseeh Dajjaal 666! World’s rule, wealth, Allaah’s
Heavens & honour awaiting you all!

I Welcome only peaceful true certified English medium graduated & Post graduated Muslim
Scholars (Aalims & Mufties) for investigations! Ignorants & emotional undergraduated Aalim
Mufties please set back as you are not intelligent enough for investigations into such a big matter.
But believers are always welcome irrespective of their education. Please Know that the last
Prophet Mohammed(s) prophecised Jesus of 2nd coming the Mahdi’s birth, rise & full appearance
in India but not in Kaaba, Makkah, Yathrab (Madina), Qustuntuniya, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Israel,
Syria, Dasmascus, Palestine, Baab Ludd or anywhere else. Muslims expected Messiah Mahdi
separately from these countries as they believed the Prophecies to be fully literal. But actually all
these places names used in the prophecies are metaphorical for Indian Sub-continent, Punjab,
Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, Bhongir, Raigir, Nalgonda district the Independent India. The proofs
of these facts are the scenes associated with these places. Those scenes & signs happened
exactly, uniquely on prophecised time period in India. This is amazing, unexpected by majority of
Muslims & others. And all the 1400 identification proofs of me being Messiah Mahdi Kalki matched
along with the live presence of Maseeh Dajjaal’s religious dynasty worldwide. Muslims, Christians
& other’s old false faith is broken here. So what? Allah has already told that the end day’s signs
are sealed to be revealed strangely with Messiah Mahdi naturally.This chapter gives you all proof
of prophet’s metaphorical picture language visions of future. I have proved from Quran, Hadiths,
Bible, Hinduism & others. Prophecies of Messiah Mahdi Mahadev the Kalki’s arrival are fulfilled
through me! Enjoy Peaceful Hind’s Ghazwa with Mahadev! Read till end with full concentration!

Please first know the meanings of Metaphorical & Literal visions.
Meanings of Metaphorical & literal: - Metaphorical or symbolical or riddle form means “A
symbol of something similar but not the same”. a figure of speech in which a term or phrase is
applied to something to which it is not literally applicable in order to suggest a resemblance, as
in “A mighty fortress is our God.” It means “not really the same” but something used, or
regarded as being used, to represent something else; emblem; symbol.Like Milk represents
Holy books knowledge & old lady represents the world in Muslim Hadiths.
Literal means: - It means “As it is, perfect true, really”. Suppose if you see in vision 7 thin cows
eating 7 fat cows & believed this vision to be literal then it means “The real 7 thin cows will eat 7
fat cows”. This is called literal meaning of the vision. But metaphorical or symbolical is opposite
to it. This vision means 7 years drought & 7 years full vegetation etc as per Quran & Bible.
Example of your own visions: - Suppose if you see some greenery, rain, happiness in vision
then its interpretation will be success, benefits etc but not really greenery or rain. But in some
cases it may be greenery & rain also. Chances are 50%.

How Qustuntuniyya is metaphorical for Sub-Continent India? - Both are peninsula,
surrounded by water 3 sides & land one side! Both are similar in maps & both are rich famous
lands for natural treassures. Both are countries of pagans (Romans) in history. The number of
alphabets used in names are equal. SubContinent has 12 characters in it & Qustuntuniya also has
12. If we read as Sub-Continent then it becomes 13 due to “hash” extra & then Qustuntuniyya
(Qusṭanṭiniyah= Kostantiniyye=13 alphabets or characters) also becomes 13 due to 1 Y extra.
Both are correct. But new name is Istanbul or constantinopple which are ignored in prophecies as
only word “Qustuntuniyya” is used. So we consider Qustuntuniyya only. In the same way all
places names have matched like this which I have given in short list in this book ahead of it.
Please read till last.
See the Qustuntuniyya map with a small island on left side just like India with Srilanka on right
side. The reverse map of Qustuntuniyya is Sub Continent India.

Now see Indian Sub-Continent (Bar-e-sagheer=13 characters) Map below. Did you notice Jesus Cross
mark as Map of Sub-Continent India? A little bit tilting up & downs like Christ on Cross! It clearly
shows Jesus body as Indian. The manifestation of Holy Spirit as Jesus in India in pictorial language!

How Damascus (Damishq) used metaphorically for Nalgonda district of AP state
(Telangana), India in Hadiths prophecies of Biharul Anwar 51, 52, 53 chapters? The area of both places is equal as 105 kilometer square. And population of both places is almost
same between 1.6 to 1.7 million. And the map also almost similar. Don’t you see Miracle in Area?
Daabbatul Ard Angel Jibraeel (a) emerged as Peacock in Bhongir, Raigir, Nalgonda district where
the western wall of aayaat e ilaahi mosque is demolished by evil Mulims gang in 2016 1ST March.

Braun & Hogenberg map of Damascus, circa 1600

O Muslims & others! I am not Maseeh Dajjaal MGAQ & his Khalifas who claimed to
be Messiah with twisted & tampered proofs. I Messiah Mahdi is a religious scientist of Allaah in
this scientific world. No body can become Messiah Mahdi from their own or Satan’s support but
its Miracle of Allaah. Even nobody can copy these signs of Messiah in their entire life practically!
Messiah Mahdi Mahadev is a complete literal pricture of holy books prophecies in real world with
many locations like a screenplay of movie based upon scripts. All false Christs, Mahdies could
not even reach 1% of the I.D.proofs of true Messiah & I am 100% certified one. They even couldn’t
know from sealed prophecies 1% of personal true identification proofs of Messiah. When there are
no holy scenes naturally in life as per prophecies then no Messiah Mahdi at all! Just gaining
knowledge, preaching uniquely, dressing religiously with many followers & good deeds won’t
make anybody Messiah Mahdi. He is Natraj the main Hero of the Holy Scriptures along with coartiste naturally. Ask all false claimants, “Where are the scenes of Messiah in your life along with
born co-artistes?” Like Messiah’s arrival with 2 persons from Hyderabad (Lion’s living place) near
a white tower of mosque exactly on eastern side of Damascus in India where Maseeh Dajjaal’s
4rth Khalifa arrived in an aeroplane along with 70k Bani Israel Ahmadies in 1991 A.D. with one
body guard wearing sunglasses on eyes? And Messiah should be ignorant of it in advance & just
18 years plus age with DOB 1973 March 24rth?” All directions are from above invisible world just
like robots being managed by angels on orders of Allaah upon earth. This world is true movie.
False Christs can’t fit in its 1st scene itself & how can they complete story of Bond Messiah007?

O Muslims, faithless or faithful people listen to me carefully! Partial Metaphorical
prophecies of Qayamat are not literal! End up your ignorance! Read the books of visions
interpretations of the prophets! Don’t wait for Mahdi to take shelter in Kaaba literally, Don’t wait
for Daabbatul Ard to emerge from Safa Hill of Makkah literally, Don’t wait for Maseeh Dajjaal 666 to
come out breaking chains from island literally, Don’t wait for Jesus son of Maryam to descend at
Ummayad mosque of Damascus or Aqsa of Jerusalem or Mount Olives literally physically, Don’t
wait for Jesus to come in Syria, Damascus, Iraq, Iran, Istanbul or anywhere else! All these
prophecies are fulfilled here in India with literal scenes & metaphorical place’s interpretations!
Now Sunrise from west is ready anytime! Fire, smoke, floods, earthquakes may be due to
nearness of X-Planet to earth. Very soon after these 3 events the X-Planet may finally appear
reflecting sunlight appearing to be sunrise from west! So don’t wait 4 sunrise from west, rush to
me in India! You were already informed in Bible, Quran, Hadiths to look for Messiah in East of the
world the land of Edomites India which you have been ignoring since long despite of my
announcements. Don’t take this matter so easily as you don’t have another life chance in this
world. No more Jesus coming in spaceship with clouds from X-Planet! I am already here reincarnated spiritually as Mahdi Messiah Mahadev fulifilling all holy prophetical signs! If I would
have come in clouds physically from heavens then all books would have become waste which
spoke about my spiritual re-incarnation as Mahdi Kalki Mahadev Dattatreya! I never went
physically into heavens with clouds then how can I come like that? Luke & Mark are not my direct
disciples who saw me going into clouds but I travelled to another place & clouds on mountain
covered me! At last I reached Kashmir by passing many places & died there. I was married with
Mary Magdalene & father of my eldest daughter Sarah & son Yahuda (Juda)! My descendants in
previous incarnation became rulers over Jews! Again my own family is re-incarnated with me
along with many martyrs, disciples & enemies too! I am the Jesus of Holy Scriptures but not the
flying Alien without holy books signs! O Muslims People of Books identify me from Holy Scenes!

Are proofs of Quran, Hadiths (Sahi Buqari books of interpretations & others) , Bible,
Hinduism & others not enough for you? I said Mahdi was never supposed to take shelter
in real Kaaba & he is Indian as per metaphorical prophecies. Kaaba means Mahdi’s
house & Mahdi himself. Do you understand now? Open all the books & investigate!
Daabbatul Ard was never supposed to emerge from real Safa Hill of Makkah & Qustuntuniya
means Sub-Continent India but not real one! Do you still reject Maseeh Dajjaal MGAQ & his
Khalifas like pharaoh dynasty, Daabbatul Ard Peacock & me the Mahdi? Do you really believe holy
books & practical proofs or not? Are you having time?
Muslims are struggling for Islamic states & when I arrived for your rule’s sake then why you reject
your own peaceful kingdom maker? Mohammed (s) saw entire world as an old lady during Meraj,
true guidance as Milk, knowledge as sprouting of milk from fingers, Quran as bunch of keys,
migration Place Yathrab as Yamama, 2 gold bangles as 2 false prophets & Maseeh Dajjaal doing
twaf of Kaaba against Jesus son of Mary. When other hadiths say that Maseeh Dajjaal will not
enter Makkah & Madina (Yasrab), But it will be killed in Syria (metaphorically in India by hands of
Messiah). When the visions of Mohammed (s) were not literal in his own lifetime then how can the
prophecies of future Messiah Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Dajjaal through his (s) visions be
fully literal? All prophecies of my arrival fulfilled in India practically! I challenge entire world’s
Muslim scholars to investigate peacefully with me! All intelligent true Muslim Scholars! Join me!

Don’t you see all end days signs along with heavenly signs which are fulfilled making way for my
rule all over? As per sealed prophecies My DOB 24-03-1973 passed, my 1st appearance against
666 in 1991 passed, My work starting in 1999 passed, my 2nd appearance publicly on 14May 2012
passed, Dabbatul Ard Angel Peacock year 2015 passed! Now Rapture with Fire, smoke, floods &
ultimately sunrise from west for all unbelievers pending! Don’t be so unlucky to reject me this
time as I am going to baptize you with Fire punishments, swords of my mouth & natural disasters!
All unbelievers are waste 4 me & 4 my Allaah (YWEH, OM), They are not required in the heavenly
Kingdom of Messiah anymore! They are born as unbelievers, shall be unbelievers due to
ignorance & enter hell for ever! Allaah have created many such unbelievers, sealed their hearts,
ears, eyes & they shall never enter heavens due to their worst sins! Allaah have given the
unbelievers 2nd spiritual birth chance as humans for repentance but still they are lost in this
world! Allaah made the world tied into internet & other media for universal Rapture! A true
believer accepts me on holy books proofs basis! And foolish people wait for the accursed death!

The future prophecies of Mohammed (s) in Hadiths were through
visions! A clear proof of the visions being partially metaphorical !
Mohammed (s) had the visions about Jesus the Mahdi & all related prophecies were through
visions by Allaah. If they were not through visions then those verses would directly have come in
Quran instead of the hadiths. There are many proofs but here I just gave 4 authentic proofs of
visions which none can deny. This makes sure that all prophecies were through visions of
Mohammed (s) about end days because they are symbolic, pictorial & riddle form also.
(1) Mohammed (s) saw Jesus son of Maryam doing twaf of kaaba with support of 2
persons against Maseeh Dajjaal (Hadiths Buqari & all others).
(2) Mohammed (s) did something strange while sleeping & on awakening from
sleep he prophecised about Mahdi’s taking shelter in kaaba on the questions of
Ayesha (rz) (Sahih Muslim Hadiths).
(3) Mohammed (s)’s Meraj was spiritual journey through a detail long vision which
Quran have clearly mentioned. After this vision Mohammed (s) prophecised a
lot about Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus 2nd coming during end days (Quran & all
hadiths).
[Yusufali’s translation Quran 17:60] Behold! We told thee that thy Lord doth
encompass mankind round about: We granted the vision which We showed thee,
but as a trial for men,- as also the Cursed Tree (mentioned) in the Qur'an: We put
terror (and warning) into them, but it only increases their inordinate transgression!
My note:-Hadiths say that “entire world was showed to Mohammed (s) as a old lady”.
This also proved that the world did not become a old lady but it’s metaphorical. That
means Meraj e Nabi was a spiritual journey but not physical.
E=MC2 is correct but it is also possible that he was energized equally with angel
Jibraeel (a) & spiritually saw all the things in fraction of seconds. So in this way also
he has seen the vision spiritually because his entire body must have become invisible
spirit for some time. And he was back also. But I agree on the vision while sleeping
which was much easier than travelling physically into heavens.
(4) Daabbatul Ard Peacock is prophecised by Mohammed (s) in the most toughest
riddle form which is because of the vision only. Otherwise it would have really
appeared with the real stick of Moses (a), ring of Sulaiman (a) & talk to every
human in their own languages (Sahih Muslim, Ibne Maja & others)!

All 6 major signs fulfilled & proved partially metaphorical! Investigate!

Now there is no more Mahdi Messiah going to come in Syria from clouds or Mahdi in Kaaba
Makkah Madinah at all! Prophecies Fulfilled! I am already reborn in India exactly on time !
Now no Daabbatul Ard is going to emerge from real Safa Hill of Makkah,
No Maseeh Dajjaal the antichrist 666 False Messiah & his Khalifas is going to appear again & no
one is going to come from Allaah to save you from hell & establish Islamic Kingdom from Arabia!
It is 100% true & now get ready for the Rapture which means “When Allaah brings up fire, natural
disaster to you then only you will believe me as true Messiah”! First struggle for the heavens !
For full proofs that visions of Prophets are partially metaphorical please read entire book till last.

Go till last page with detailed investigations & see whatever I said is 100% true.

Prophet Mohammed (s)’s prophecies were partial metaphorical & partial literal.
There are other general literal prophecies also about the world during Mahdi’s
time. But all the propheceies related to Mahdi’s scenes along with Maseeh Dajjaal
& Daabbatul Ard are partial with metaphorical places & literal scenes. Those
literal scenes were supposed to happen in Indian places equivalent of those
metaphorical places names used in the prophecies.The places names were all
metaphorical & the scenes related to those places were literal. They happened
with true Mahdi Messiah in India. Now don’t wait for sunrise from west! I Messiah
Mahdi have come, Maseeh Dajjaal666 False Messiah’s religious international
dynasty has fully appeared & Daabbatul Ard angel Jibraeel in peacock form
appeared speaking for me! Now just understand the metaphorical meanings of
the places with proofs from Quran, Hadiths, Bible & Hinduism. Muslims already
have the books of Mohammed(s)’s visions interpretations. Why they are ignoring
those books approved by Quran also? Here I have given proofs which say that
Prophet’s prophecies through visions are partial metaphorical & partial literal
related to Mahdi’s life scenes! Investigate fully with me & don’t pass half
knowledge to others in ignorance! Without me & my guidance your all
investigations are waste! Let them be the Muslim or any other religious top most
scholars of the world! Allaah have inspired me the wisdom, holy secrets of the
prophecies & taught me directly through practical scenes & true visions!

Daabbatul Ard emerged from Safah like Hill, Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad & his Khalifas fully appeared & I Messiah Mahdi also
have come! Prophecies metaphorically came true in Indian places!

Muslims being ignorant & devided in 72 sects couldn’t understand the
prophecies metaphorical meanings! Now see the proofs about the
prophet’s (s) interpretations after this chapters with photoes!

All end days prophecies of Prophet Mohammed (a) & other old
prophets are over & fulfilled except 4-5 major punishments (Yajuj,
Majuj, Fire, Smoke, Flood & Sunrise from west).

All minor & 6 major prophecies of end days have already happened by
now.

Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his vice-regents the Khalifas
are also Maseeh Dajjaal like Pharoah’s dynasty & they have appeared
fully now. Can’t you just understand the meaning of Maseeh Dajjaal?

Say complete Hadiths word “Maseeh Dajjaal” which means False Messiah Mahdi the false prophet
( As Jesus himself is Mahdi & Maseeh dajjaal will claim to be Nabi). MGAQ & his Khalifas is
Maseeh Dajjaal like Pharoah’s religious dynasty. First Pharoah claimbed to be Mahdi based upon
Noah (s)’s prophecies about Mahdi’s arrival during end days. Do you ever know this fact? There
were many Pharoahs based upon first Pharoh false Khalifa of Allaah (Ra)’s dynasty.So is also
Maseeh Dajjaal. It will be a complete Khilafat as per 2 Esdras 11 in 6 eagle wings form. Bible
Haggai says that 2nd temple (Jesus) is splendid which means even the antichrist 666 will be
splendind as his opponent. MGAQ & his Khalifas Ahmadiyya Cult are splendid latest pharaohs!
Mohammed (s) has certified previous prophets prophecies which said “it’s is a complete religious
dynasty of false Messiah”. Mohammed (s) said, “all prophets since Noah (s) till him have warned
their Ummats about it”. Hence it is clear that previous prophecies are true. Zechariah 11:17,
Rev.13, false prophets wall etc have aso given the same picture of Satanic MGAQ & his Khalifas!

New Baitul Muqaddas Aqsa Mosque in Qadian is already established
by Maseeh Dajjaal in 19the century A.D.

Maseeh Dajjaal 3rd have already emerged in 1947 along with end of
World War2 & conquest of Sub-continent India. All these 3 matters
have happened within 7 years. Qustuntuniya was metaphorical !

Qustuntuniya has already devided into 3 Parts. The two sides of 3
sided water land has fallen as Pakistan on right, Bangla Desh on left
in 1947 with India in centre without wars. Riots & 3 IndoPak wars over.

Maseeh Dajjaal already had walked on Barren land which yielded
treasures to it in 1950’s in Rabwah Pakistan. False Messiah’s world!

The Sufyani have already taken Indian 5 states & formed Pakistan in
1947. His complete picture is given in hadiths wearing a Cross on
neck.

The Flags of Qais, Kindas, Romans etc have already made & joined.
The Khalifa of Muslims the crooked old man & PM Modi enemies of
Muslims from Romans (pagan Hindus) came together with similarities
between them.

All 72 sects of Muslims have already formed & destined for hell. No Imam of
Muslims & hence no recognization by Allaah as Muslims! All 72 sects of Muslims
are victims of Satan, all against each other & hence are destined for hell due to
ignorant’s death! Hadiths clearly say that those who don’t have their universal
one Imam then they die in ignorance! And when I appeared as their Messiah Imam
Mahdi with proofs, miracles of Daabbatul Ard signs then they all misbaved,
abused, attacked & hence became hypocrite! The mistake of some was visible by
many through internet media but none came forward to help me! Hence the curse
fall upon all Muslims due to few ignorants. And now only remains the Imams of
Dajjaals, Shia sects & Maseeh Dajjaal. They are also in ignorance & only one true
Ahmadiyya Jamat is following true Islam but under the leadership of Maseeh
Dajjaal antichrist 666! Though Muslims are 1.8 Billion in the world now!

By the year 1924 A.D. the Khilafat of Muslims ended & if Allaah would have found Muslims on true
path then he would have made one Khalifa for them all. But Allaah have noticed all Muslims
devided into sects running their own ways desiring for only world then Allaah gave rise to true
Messiah Mahdi. In the meantime Allaah collected all left over Bani Israel hypocrite ignorant people
into the Maseeh Dajjaal group. And in that group Allaah sent me as Messiah Mahdi to be the
witness of Allaah’s truth. So all Muslims now scattered in the world with no true one Muslim
leader are subject to Allaah’s matter. Allaah may judge them separately as he said in Quran. But
they are not really Muslims & awaiting Allaah’s Judgement. And whoever follow true perfect Islam
with regular prayers without denying Messiah Mahdi & Daabbatul ard signs when appeared shall
be insha allaah forgiven. But it’s very hard for them to accept the truth because of their ignorance!
It is even harder for the Ahmadiyya Muslims to accept me as their true Messiah because they are
very much hypnotized emotionally in love of Maseeh Dajjaal since long. Joining me with families
is like a death for them which they don’t desire.
All Muslims who don’t have one universal single Imam (the leader) are devided into sects & hence
not at all Muslims though they follow Islam independently. The hadiths say that those who don’t
have Imam die a death of ignorance. Many Muslims say that we are not following any sect but true

Islam only & we don’t believe in sects.It means they are following their own ways &
understandings of Islam. They are also the same ignorant & out of Islam though they also follow
Islam. “Jamaat” the group of true Islam following Muslim with their one leader is recognized as
Muslim Jamaat. All others are running their own ways. So at present true Muslims whom Allaah
have recognized as Muslims are Ahmadies but headed by Maseeh Dajjaal. Allaah’s prophet have
called this Jamaat as Muslims & the Khalifa of Muslims as Maseeh Dajjaal. It means the entire
world now must enter Messiah Mahdi’s group & that’s my group of true Muslims!
About sects in Quran.
Allaah have said that Prophet Mohammed (s) has no connection with Muslims devided into sects.
And the majority of Muslims is sunnat wal Jamaat having no true leader (Imam). But there are
many different Imams of sects in sunni & Shia who are all devided in parts. But it doesn’t mean
that there are no true Muslims left in the world. There are many true Muslims but unrecognized
living independently who shall ultimately enter my Messiahnic Kingdom of heavens insha allaah.
Those persons are not my abusers, attackers & deniers yet. They just wait for the right time &
following true independent Islam.
Quran 23:52, 23:53-54, 30:31,32 159:6 , 3:103, 105

All Muslims hearts have no faith but very big decorative mosques!

All other Quran signs like Noah Ark, Pharoah’s dead body, WTC,
petroleum etc have fully appeared now. Many other signs including
Aviation industries, film industries, telecommunication media. Sodom
Gomorroh, Electricity,Sattelites, TVs, & worst sinners also appeared!

Miracle of Quran in WTC falling. Quran verses certified! This also proves the Mahdi Messiah’s era!
[Quran 9:109] Is he who founded his building upon duty to Allah and His good pleasure better; or he who
founded his building on the brink of a crumbling, overhanging precipice so that it toppled with him into the
fire of hell? Allah guideth not wrongdoing folk.
[Quran 9:110] The building which they built will never cease to be a misgiving in their hearts unless their
hearts be torn to pieces. Allah is Knower, Wise.

Note: - 109,110 storyed building, September the 9th month, 13 stars of old USA flag, day 11 matches
with 109,110 verses of Quran chapter 9 Para 11, section 13 of Quran where Allaah is certifying these
verses practically.
Whoever has destroyed this building was Allaah’s plan but not humans though some human have done it
but they don’t know this secret just like robots of Mars being controlled by earth’s scientists. Even if
somebody say that this is done by Muslim or Jewish or anybody then also its Allaah’s wish fulfilled for
certification of Quran.This is the period of Allaah’s signs revealing as mentioned in Quran & Hadiths.

Hinduism prophecy say that all laxmi (wealth) will come out due to churning of milk ocean because the mankind’s
reasoning power will increase. And hadiths also say that earth will bring out all treasures before world ends & Ummah
will enjoy luxurious life.

I Jesus Isa son of Maryam the Mahdi have already appeared on eastern side of
Damascus, near white Minara of mosque Aqsa Minaratul Maseeh during Fajar
Prayer with 2 persons in presence of 800 men & 400 women Qadian, Punjab,
India in 1991 December against Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth.

Maseeh Dajjaal have already killed & resurrected me in 2007 & 2008
A.D. & my neck have become metallic which he can’t kill me again
spiritually (metaphorical). Maseeh Dajjaal’s followers have already
beaten me on head, stomach, back & looted my wealth with armed
men in 2007 A.D. on the way in Punjab, India. Maseeh Dajjaal have
already thrown me into his hell in Qadian, Punjab in 2008.

Maseeh Dajjaal had already appeared along with 70K Bani Israel
Ahmadies in 1991 A.D. on white donkey aeroplane from the island of
west London U.K. with one body guard wearing goggles on eyes like
bulging grapes! Actually the prophecies spoke about sun glasses!

Yahoodia isfahaan mohalla Ahmadiyya Qadian. Here all Jewish tribe Ahmadi Muslims live 1991.

I have already Killed Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth Khalifa Mirza Tahir Ahmad,
the 3rd grandson of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad the main Maseeh Dajjaal on
Friday evening, False Khalifa of Allaah through my weapon of mouth
the curse in 2003 at Baab Ludd, Afzalgunj in Hyderabad, A.P. India.
And my weapon the curse reached London & there he died. I have
already broken Cross of Christians(false faith) in 2004 A.D. in
Hyderabad, Secunderabad, Begumpet, Polo grounds in 2004 January
17th.

I have already broken the cross on jan 17th 2004 & killed the swine Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Tahir
Ahmad 4rth Kaliph through my sword of mouth the curse on Friday 2003 April 18th evening but
news was on 19th April 2003 after doctor’s certification. Prophecy of my cursing on Friday is over!

Hosni Mubarak’s prophecy during Mahdi’s time fulfilled!

Holes the tunnels like flowing rivers are already made in Makkah
mountains, Clock tower have already casted its shadow over Makkah
& many other top buildings also made by the weak people!

I Mahdi had already taken shelter in Kaaba (metaphorically my rented house)
along with my family on 2012-May 14 & evil people surrounded my house in
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India. Unwillingly I was brought out of my house!
Not so big as assumed by people! But they were more than 600 in numbers!
Police rescued us by Allaah’s grace as per hadiths that yellowish dress (yellow
mixed with brown) people will support Mahdi! The rightful dressed persons are
Police of India. Hadiths said yellow dressed people will attack enemies of Mahdi!

Bani Kalb’s attack on my believing family over in 2013 December 18th
where my family prevailed. It was not a big war but few evil gang led
by Bani Kalb’s maternal nephew Mirza Amer Ali Baig whose meternal
uncle was of Jewish Kalb tribe Kamran! How many people against
just less than 30 members of Mahdi? Not so big as assumed by
people! But they were more than 50 in numbers mingled with Police!

Three places earth’s piercing are over till 2015 A.D.
Three sides earth got pierced by Tsunamies already by the end of
2015 A.D. Haiti Chile, India (metaphorically Peninsula India) & Japan.

Quran’s verses certifications related to Mahdi’s life also fulfilled like
Hypocrites behavior of dog, Wife Najam ‘s marriage by evil, the Allaat,
Uzzah, Mannat mystery, the false cases upon me for certifications &
many other. The scenes of Bible OT, NT, the Population of India in
splendid figure as 1.20+ in 2012, WTC, Psalms & Bacca’s numerical
miracles, the earth’s corners reductions by water seen by satellite,
books from hands & blame Allaah, the falsehood & truth appearance
through Maseeh Dajjaal & true Messiah & many other scenes are over
but people have no time & interest to investigate.

The prophecies of Daniel about weeks over! The prophecies of 4
blood moons, blue star Kachina, Bethlehem star, conjuctions of
planets all over! Don’t you see Jesus in India shouting for you?

The Sambhala village/city of Kalki revealed as Andhra Pradesh
Trilinga the place of Shambhu Shiva. The Lion place revealed as
Hyderabad as per Padma Purana. The coastal land A.P. the land of
Mahdi proved! Kalki himself is Shiva the end’s sign, the last Messiah.
Remember Kalki was supposed to come in India (Hindus) but as a
true Muslim(Basava) the Jesus of 2nd coming the Mahdi Messiah of all.
A.P. is derived from Trilinga which means Shiva shambhu.

The independent Israel nation is formed & replaced also with Andhra
Pradesh!

The sealed prophetical years of Messiah Mahdi which are uncoded
now as 24rth March 1973, 1991 December, 1999 A.D., 2012 A.D. & 2015
A.D. are also over leaving no room for any further Messiah to come!

Kaaba(metaphorically Mahdi’s house) is already demolished on 18th
Sept. 2014 in Hyderabad, Telangana State, India. A man Maslehuddin
of Siddipet (place of black people) demolished it, stolen away all my
holy work items, clothes, articles & curtains also. Khandoba avtar
prophecy fulfilled. He & his brother Ameenuddin are two demons as
per holy signs. I & my wife along with Abdul Ali (white dog, hypocrite)
defeated them. And the prophecy of Bible OT also over here. The
man “Saif” (sword) was one among the attackers during midnight
where I was virtually killed by evil gang! Bible Zechariah 13:17 "Awake,
sword (it means “saif” in Arabic), against my shepherd, against the man who is close
to me!" declares the LORD Almighty. "Strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be
scattered, and I will turn my hand against the little ones”. (Note:-Then Allaah is
speaking about his answer to Mahdi, his family & destruction of many with fire)

My house (Mahdi’s house) demolished 2014 SEPT 18, Mahdi was virtually killed, Bani Kalb scene
also over here in 2013 DEC & Mahdi with wife & follower A.Ali Khandoba prophecy also over!

When no one pledged alliance to me till 2015 A.D. after announcing in
Ramzan 2012 then Angel Jibraeel (a)Daabbatul Ard emerged in the
form of white bird Peacock & pledged alliance to me during forenoon
Ramzan & Zilhaj period. When I called Allaah in distress then Allaah
replied through angel Jibraeel from the black stone on hill during
forenoon in July 2015- 7TH (Ramzan month) !
[Quran 27:62] Is not He (best) Who answereth the wronged one when he crieth unto Him and
removeth the evil, and hath made you viceroys of the earth? Is there any Allah beside Allah? Little
do they reflect!
Biharul Anwar Hadiths & Quran’s verse perfectly true. Allaah answered to me through angel
Jibraeel in Peacock form on my call to Allaah in distress in 2015 7th July Ramzan forenoon after 4
units of forenoon prayer. We were all total 14 persons & 2 Hindu witnesses with their dog.

When none believed me then Allaah brought out the Angel Jibraeel(a)
in peacock form as Daabbatul Ard to speak for me with certifications!

The drinking of poison (ignorants insult, own anger) scene over as per Hinduism prophecies &
Hadiths. The attack of evil gang & demolition of moque western wall had happened in 2016 A.D.
And the Kaala Bhairava scene, Kapali scene also over in 2016. All of a sudden a Kala bhairava idol
was erected on Bhongir fort entrance which was discovered after my scene of 2016. It shows that
all our scenes are managed by Allaah through angels invisible.

Now there is no more Mahdi Messiah going to come in Syria from clouds or
Mahdi in Kaaba Makkah Madinah at all! Prophecies Fulfilled through me!
Now no Daabbatul Ard is going to emerge from real Safa Hill of Makkah,
No Maseeh Dajjaal is going to appear again & no one is going to come from
Allaah to save you from hell & establish Islamic Kingdom from Arabia! It is 100%
true & now get ready for the Rapture which means “When Allaah brings up fire,
natural disaster to you then only you will believe me as true Messiah”!

King Abdullaah & King Fahad’s prophecy during my time fulfilled in
till 2015 A.D. This is 1 of the general literal & symbollical prophecies!

All these big people played the role for welcoming the Messiah in ignorance. Some as believers &
others as unbelievers! Allaah made the world ready to form Messiahnik Kalki Kingdom of peace!

All prophecies are fulfilled in India through my arrival! People have
assumed the metaphorical places names used in the prophecies to be
literal & they are never going to happen literally as they all
metaphorically have happened in India. And other few literal
prophecies also have happened in various places of the world during
my time. So don’t wait further for Allaah’s punishments!

( I am Jesus Christ of 2nd coming reborn spiritually as Mahdi Messiah Mahadev.
My new Arabic names are Mohammad Mowdood Aihmad Khan as per prophecies)
This photo of Messiah Mahdi Mahadev dated 10-10-2017 A.D

My main reason of this book writing with proofs.
The main reason to write this book with proofs is to educate mankind about the metaphorical
visions of the prophets whose perfect interpretations came true now. The ignorant emotional
religious people are believing all end days prophecies to be fully literal & that’s why expecting
Messiah Mahdi from Arabian countries & Syria when already I Messiah Mahdi Mahadev have
arrived in India & all the prophetical scenes have happened in India along with few international
literal scenes also.The topics covered in this book are
(1) I have given the meanings of Metaphorical & literal visions.
(2) I have given the main reason to discuss this topic.
(3) I have given the proofs of pictorial lanhuage prophecies from Hinduism, Zoroastrians,
Bible, Quran & Hadiths.
(4) I have given the proofs from Bible & Hadiths of last saviour’s arrival prophecies in Israel,
Syria & then its replacement with India, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, Nalgonda district,
Bhongir, Raigir.
(5) I have given the equivalent of places names used in the pictorial language metaphorical
prophecies. Those places are revealed in India strangely with exact number of alphabets
used in the names of those places.

(6) I have given the proofs of Prophet Mohammed (s) visions in his own life & their different
interpretations from hadiths & Quran.
(7) I have given the proofs of metaphorical visions of the prophets whose interpretations
came true strangely but not literally the same.
(8) I have given the proofs that all Biblical prophets have replaced State of Israel (Old Syrian
part) with India the land of Edomites in East of the world. And last Prophet Mohammed (s)
has also given the prophecies of Maseeh Dajjaal’s arrival in Syria along with true Messiah
against it & then he (a) also replaced Syria with India at last.

So Allaah’s (Elohim.Yweh, Maha Vishnu, Om)’s prophets also had these types of
pictorial visions whose interpretations were different. But ignorant people believed them all to be
fully literal due to which they deny many fulfilled true prophecies. So this chapter of book will ensure you
that the prophecies about Mahdi, Jesus 2nd coming, Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard etc were all partially
metaphorical. The places names used in the prophecies are 100% metaphorical but the scenes related to
these places are 100% literal. Both scenes & the metaphorical places constitute perfectness in
prophecies & they are fulfilled now!

In this book you will get the proofs that the prophet’s prophecies are mostly through visions
whose interpretations are different & they were all sealed till my arrival as true Messiah Mahdi!
Here I give you few Pictorial prophecies proofs which are not literal but metaphorical, See the
pictorial language metaphorical prophecies proofs from Bible, Hinduism, Zoroastrians, Quran &
Hadiths. I think these given below pictorial language prophecies are enough for my claims
mentioned above!
Through these proofs I want to say that Prophet Mohammed (s) has given all the signs of
Messiah Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Dajjaal to mankind which were obtained to him (s)
through holy visions from Allaah. All these prophecies were based upon Quran’s compact &
hidden wise prophecies about world’s end. So when these prophecies were through visions
then they must be partially metaphorical also as it is Allaah’s unchangeable old habbit of giving
pictorial language metaphorical prophecies. Mostly Muslims have misunderstood them to be
complete literal which is against Quran, Hadiths & all holy books. That’s why they are unable to
recognize me in India & still expecting Mahdi Messiah from Makkah, Madina(Yathrab) & Syria.
Unless & until they come out of this ignorance they cannot understand my arrival with 100%
proofs in India.
All the prophets in Israel & other places have first given the prophecies of King Messiah’s arrival
in Israel then atlast Allaah replaced them with India. In the same way first Prophet Mohammed
(s) also gave the prophecies with those names metaphorically then at last replaced them all with
India in wise style. Those prophecies got scattered in different many books of Hadiths which
were not fully put in one book for references & Muslims have many doubts in them also.
Muslims can believe them all if they all come true. By the grace of Allaah almost all of them
came true but in India.
Public’s questions may be like this “What are the proofs that Prophet Mohammed (s) has given
the news of Mahdi’s arrival in India but not in Syria, Iraq, Iran, Damascus, Istanbul
(Qustuntuniya), Makkah & Yathrab (Madina)? If these places names were not literal but
metaphorical then it can be any country other than India? Why only Mahdi in India? Why not in
USA, UK, Pakistan, Iraq & Arabian cities? What are the perfect proofs that Mohammed (s) has
given the news of Mahdi’s arrival in India only? Where the interpretations of metaphorical places
are given in hadiths prophecies pointing to India only? How can you interpret those places
names used in prophecies related to Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Dajjaal with India only?”
My answer for above public general questions are given now with proofs here. I say that all the
places names used in prophecies related to Mahdi & Jesus son of Maryam (Isa ibne Maryam)
have happened in India as those places interpretations are also given by Prophet Mohammed
(s) indirectly in wise style. All the prophecies of Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard, Messiah Mahdi

have happened in India but not in any part of the world. So it means all the places names used
in prophecies were metaphorical pointing to India only. And now prophetical time period 1973,
1991, 2012, 2015 also have passed leaving no room for any other Messiah Mahdi or Maseeh
Dajjaal or Daabbatul Ard. See the list of reasons given below.
Prophet Mohammed (s) saw the places in visions related to Jesus of second coming the
Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard (Earth’s speaking animal Quran 27:82) & Maseeh Dajjaal
(antichrist666, False Messiah & Vice-regents) but those places names are found to be
literal when their interpretations came true in India. And the scenes all happened literally
exactly on prophecised time period. Remember the visions of prophets are not fully
metaphorical otherwise it can be anything. The metaphorical visions are telling a true
story in the form of pictorial language (picture language). So those scenes are main
literal & must happen as it is. So it all happened but not in any other place except India.
And it is also true that the prophecies metaphorical effected literally on some places to
maintain the secret exam of mankind. For example the destructions of bridges in
Baghdad is mentioned in Hadiths & now it happened literally also but Mahdi is missing
there with identification proofs & related signs like Maseeh Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard. So
there are few separate literal visions also mixed in these partial metaphorical visions
making the prophecies very hard to be decoded by normal mankind.
All the signs of Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & my coming as Messiah Mahdi with 100% authentic
proofs cannot be the co-incidence or man’s handy work. How many signs will you deny just for your own
misunderstood confused faith about Mahdi’s arrival in Makkah or other places? I again tell you that
demolition of Kaaba will never ever happen till final Qayamat because its meaning was the demolition of
Mahdi’s house & attack upon him Those signs have happened in 2014 A.D. with me in India. The
surrounding of Kaaba by evil hypocrite gang of Muslims for bringing out Mahdi unwillingly will never
happen as it already happened with me in 2012 May 14th evening in India.
No more true Mahdi will ever go to Makkah kaaba & announce his coming or no ignorant people will ever
forcibly pledge their alliance to him in real Kaaba as those prophecies were read in parts & other
prophecies are ignored by people. No Jesus is going to come from sky on Ummayad mosque of
Damascus or Aqsa in Jerusalem. No Maseeh Dajjaal is already tied in chains living in any island. No
Daabbatul Ard is going to emerge from real Safa hill of Makkaah now. Mahdi was never supposed to
come from Makkah or Iraq or Iran or Pakistan or USA or UK or Arabian parts. No Jesus is going to come
in Syria & fight with true swrods with ignorant, weak people in this well organixed society of the world. I
am not against Islam or any other religion but to certify them all as true. I am not forcing anybody to join
me but it’s my duty to invite all true believers of holy books with free will & consent. I never claimbed to be
prophet (Nabi) or Allaah (supreme being). I did not bring any new religion but to destroy all false doctrines
being practiced under true Islam’s name & unite all mankind with Allaah. There is no law in Quran or
Hadiths to fight or punish the Mahdi Messiah’s claimant when he arrives without prophethood along with
so many supporting proofs. No doubt claiming to be prophet (Nabi) of Allah is great sin or insulting the
prophets is also great sin which I never did & will never do it insha allaah. I seek Allaah’s refuge for such
evil acts. It is people’s mistake that they expect Jesus to be prophet (Nabi) against Quran & Hadiths. Only
foolish, terrorists, ignorant are against me & must be punished by the society’s & Allaah’s laws.
Strong points of replacement prophecies of Israel with India.
1) 2 Esdras chapter 1 Bible OT said Israel is replaced.
2) Prophet Mohammed (s) being in Makkah, Madinah said 3 times that Maseeh Dajjaal is in east
pointing towards east of Makkah & Madina which means India. And on same place Messiah
Mahdi is to be revealed as per other prophecies of Islam.

Now see the detail reasons of replaced place Israel as India.
(1) Replacement of Maseeh Dajjaal’s place from Syria to Eastern side of Damascus, Makkah,
Yathrab (Madina) where the true Jesus was also supposed to arrive. So wherever Maseeh

Dajjaal appears there the Jesus son of Marium’s arrival as Mahdi is mentioned. 100%
matching of Maseeh Dajjaal signs with Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his Khalifas from India
shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) prophecies were true. This clearly shows that
Mohammed (s) pointed to India 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(2) Jesus son of Marium himself is Mahdi & they are not 2 different persons. And Mahdi is
mentioned as Allaah’s rasool without prophethood (nabuwat) in hadiths & Quran. The
prophecy of Mahdi’s arrival with name as Ahmad for Ghazwa-e-Hind in India. This clearly
shows that Mohammed (s) pointed to India 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(3) Prophecies of Mahdi’s name as Ahmad in India. The good news heavens to all supporters
of Jesus son of Maryam for Ghazwa-e-Hind. This clearly shows that Mohammed (s)
pointed to India 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(4) Prophecies of Ghazwa-e-Hind in hadiths in which Allah’s rasool’s presence is must & it
means that rasool is Mahdi but not the Allah’s prophet Mohammed (s). This clearly shows
that Mohammed (s) pointed to India 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(5) Prophecies say that Jesus son of Maryam the Mahdi will appear exactly on eastern side of
Damascus in Aqsa mosque baitul muqaddas during fajar prayer of true Muslims as victims
of Maseeh Dajjaal where Maseeh Dajjaal will be present along with 70k Bani Israel people.
And by seeing world’s map we can see old Baitul Muqaddas Aqsa mosque’s tower is not
white but pale yellow, even it is not the mosque Ummayad of Damascus because it is in
Damascus whereas prophecy say that it should be on eastern side of full complete
Damascus, present mosque Aqsa of Jerusalem is in south of Damascus but not east of it.
Allaah has replaced Jerusalem mosque Aqsa with Kaaba after the Meraj (spiritual
ascension to heavens through vision). Mohammed (s) did this prophecy being in Makkah
& Madina almost 1400 years back. It means he was pointing a place in East of Arabia,
Damascus, Iraq & Iran also. This also clearly shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier
prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(6) Prophet Mohammed (s) has told to Ali (rz) that he & generation after him will fight the
people during end in Roman’s area with Romans (pagans but not Christians). And those
people will be Bani Al Asfar (wheatish, yellowish, the Indians). This also clearly shows that
Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for
Mahdi.
(7) Prophet Mohammed (s) said that the 2 horns of Satan will emerge from East pointing to
Maseeh Dajjaal from Muzair tribe of Jews. The same 2 horns of satans match with Bible
Revelation 13 which is pointing to false Messiah’s religious dynasty. This also clearly
shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years
ago for Mahdi.
(8) Prophet Mohammed (s) gave the scenes of World war2 (Malhamat e Kubra), formation of
Baitul Muqaddas of Maseeh Dajjaal due to which there is problem with yathrab, its
emergence, world war 2 all within 7 years, the riots prophecy, Sub-Continent India’s 3
partitions without war. The partitions of Pakistan, Bangla Desh on right & left of one big
land surrounded by water 3 sides. Both Pakistan & Bangla Desh are having sea ports; they
are all Muslims exactly as per prophecies & are formed without wars but by Allaah’s
praises. So third remaining area is India. Then 3 Indo-Pak wars are also mentioned in
which 3rd time the success of Pakistan is mentioned. Word Pakistan, Bangla Desh, India,
sub-continent did not come openly in hadiths but the exact scenes have come which only
happened in Sub-continent India. This also clearly shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) &
earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for Mahdi.

(9) Mahdi’s date of Birth 24rth March 1973, place of birth, first appearance year 1991 against
Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth, 1430 hijri onwards, 2 nd appearance year publicly 2012 & 2015
Daabbatul Ard’s appearance dates are also given. Quran have ordered all mankind to
believe all previous holy books prophecies also & Mohammed (s) have certified all the
signs of Maseeh Dajjaal & its killer Messiah. So when we join all of them then these dates
are extracted. This also clearly shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets
pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(10) Entire Bible has spoken about dark people’s land of Edomites in East during end days
where Messiah shall appear for vengeance pointing to India. This also clearly shows that
Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for
Mahdi.
(11) Allaah’s promise to replace coastal land State of Israel with its old capital Jerusalem
which was a part of old Syria facing west (13 characters) with coastal land Andhra Pradesh
(13 characters) facing east which is part of India. When State of Israel is reversed then it
appears like Andhra Pradesh with capital Hyderabad. This also clearly shows that Prophet
Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(12) The mention of Hoopoe (Hud-Hud) in Quran, its becoming national Bird of Israel in 2008 &
the prophecies of Daabbatul ard the Peacock in Quran, Hadiths with detailed descriptions
to emerge & speak for Mahdi in 2015. This clearly shows that when State of Israel is
replaced with Andhra Pradesh then National Bird of Israel Hoopoe is also replaced with
Peacock. Both are considered as royal Birds as both have the crests on head & spread
their feathers whenever excited. And the promise of Allaah in 2 Esdras to replace Israel
confirms it with India the land of Edomites where Hindus put round red mark on foreheads
which was symbol of Edom (Esau). This clearly shows that all Biblical prophets & last
Prophet Mohammed (s) pointed to India 1400 years ago.
(13) Quran speaking about Islam’s prevailation over all religions of past despite unliking of
pagans, hypocrites & unbelievers. The highest rate of unbelievers, hypocrites & pagans
live only in India. This also clearly shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets
pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(14) Matching of Qustuntuniya’s (Old Istanbul) map’s with 3 sides water, 1 side land picture
with Sub Continent India with 3 sides water & 1 side land. This shows Qustuntuniya’s
metaphorical meaning as sub-continent India. This also clearly shows that Prophet
Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for Mahdi.

(15) Mention of Damascus (Damishq) in Syrian state with area 105 km square & its matching
exactly with Nalgonda district 105 km square of Indian, Andhra Pradesh State. This also
clearly shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400
years ago for Mahdi.
(16) Quran say that Mahdi is for certification of all prophets prophecies. And book of Yunus (a)
the Jonah speak about population above 120,000 where he was sent & prophet Haggai
speaking about Jesus of 2nd coming to be splendid temple of Allaah. And the same
splendid population figure 1.20 above matching with India’s population as 1200000000 + &
less than 13000000000 in 2012 when Mahdi will be in his forty years age. This also clearly
shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years
ago for Mahdi.

(17) The place of Daabbatul Ard’s emergence in Nalgonda district, Bhongir, Raigir, A.P. state,
matching with exactly Safah & Marwah of Makkah along with all 100% other signs along
with 100% true signs holder Mahdi in 2015. This also shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) &
earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400 years ago for Mahdi.
(18) The consideration of Muslims for Mirza Masroor Ahmad the 5th Khalifa of Ahmadiyya
Jamat & PM Narender Modi as enemies of Islam in 2014, their matching of Date of Births,
appearances & places of births exactly as per Mustadrak Al Hakim hadiths prophecies
also show that prophet Mohammed (s) pointed to India almost 1400 years back for Mahdi.

(19) The mention of Allaat, Uzzah, Mannat in Quran & Hadiths & their other names as Nav
Durga in India, mention of 9 wives of Messiah in Bible at different place in Bible OT for
certification by Messiah’s 2nd coming metaphorically used for Jerusalem & Israel.
Thepresence of maximum worshippers of Allaat, Mannat, Uzzah as Nav Durga in India
worshipping black stone Hajre Aswad also points that Mahdi was required in India. And
prophet Mohammed (s) pointed to India almost 1400 years ago. The time limit between
1430 - 1500 Hijri & all major signs appearing along with minors in this period only. This
also shows that Prophet Mohammed (s) & earlier prophets pointed to India almost 1400
years ago for Mahdi.
(20) India is highest populated religious democratic country in the world with full injustice,
superstitious, ignorant, illiterate, corruption & hence need urgent savior from Allaah.
Adam (a) the first Khalifa of Allaah landed in India (Sri Lanka, old India) & hence the last
Khalifa Mahdi also must be Indian. Allaah is first & the last. So Allaah’s last khalifa should
also be like first.
(21)Still there are many more evidences that Prophet Mohammed (s) pointed to India for
Mahdi. I will put here later but these proofs are more than enough for true believers of
Islam.

Now my suggestions to all of you: - Gain complete knowledge first or else don’t trouble
me with your ignorance & terrorism. You don’t have any right to fight against me without complete
true knowledge. Now do you again have any doubt that all Prophets including last Prophet
Mohammed (s) pointed to India for Mahdi & all signs have happened related to him in India?
Now see given below pictorial language prophecies from Hinduism, Bible, Quran, Hadiths,
Zoroastrians & Greeks etc.

(1) Pictorial language prophecies about false Christs, good people’s trying to
extract the actual facts of hidden Jesus from books but failed. No literal
Milk Ocean. Shiva drink poison (anger)! Shiva catch Ganga by hair. Mohini!

(2)The Beast of Bible Revelation 13 in pictorial language. It’s about antichrist 666
the false Messiah (Maseeh Dajjaal)! Just like 10 heads of Ravan.

(3) The pictorial language Bible prophecy Revelation 12 about Jesus reincarnation to mother Surayya (woman with 12 stars crown)!

(4) Prophet Yusuf(a)’s vision of 11 stars, sun, moon prostrating to him in
Quran! Did it not mean his brothers & parents prostrated to him literally?

(5) Meraj e Nabi is Vision as per Quran! It was spiritual with many visions!

(6) Pharoah’s pictorial language vision of 7 thin & fat cows in Quran. Did 7 thin
cows really (literally) appeared eating 7 fat cows or was it a long drought?

(7) Jesus of 1st & 2nd coming mentioned in pictorial language as Lamb & Lion
of Judah in Bible killing from sword of mouth! Do you think its all literal?

(8) Daabbatul Ard (Quran 27:82) is mentioned as a puzzle pictorial language
prophecy! Mankind failed to know that it was just Peacock but no other!

(9) Maseeh Dajjaal antichrist666 is shown as Ahri man, Angra Mainyu as
prostitute in pictorial metaphorical language among Zoroastrians. And also
as black evil animals! So do you think Maseeh Dajjaal will be a non-human?

(10)
Greeks have prophecies about Cyclops (Maseeh Dajjaals) who will forge
thunderbolts for Zeus (Mahdi) in pictorial metaphorical sence. Will any religious
man follow such animal like man?

Now come ahead for full investigations about partial metaphorical prophecies of
prophets through visions certified by Quran, Hadiths, Bible & other Holy books!
None can deny these facts! Messiah Mahdi’s place was India in prophecies!

Now I have given below the places names exact interpretations which
came true in India along with their number of characters matching
below. Bible, Quran & Hadiths had already replaced Israel (state of old
Syria) with Indian state Andhra Pradesh. AP’s division is also a sign.

What are the comparisons of symbolic words used in prophecies? What are the
equivalent symbolic codes of places names used in the prophecies? The interpretations
of prophet Mohammed (s) symbolic metaphorical visions are given below. All these
places are associated with the certified real Mahdi who has got 1400 identification proofs
& Maseeh Dajjaal also had appeared. Scenes remained almost the same but the places
names are found to be metaphorical in sence & they came true.
The interpretations of prophet Mohammed (s) symbolic metaphorical visions are given
below. All these places are associated with the certified real Mahdi who has got 1400
identification proofs & Maseeh Dajjaal also had appeared. Scenes remained almost the
same but the places names are found to be metaphorical in sence & they came true.

The interpretations of Metaphorical places used in Hadiths prophecies of Prophet
Mohammed (s)!
Mohammed (s) had the vision of Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & Messiah Mahdi with Arabian places
names in metaphorical pictorial language whose interpretation came true with similar type places in India.
But all Muslim thought them to be literal places & got confused. They say “How come Mahdi Messiah in
India when the prophecies speak about Makkah, Madina, Syria, Damascus, Iran, Afghanistan,
Qustuntuniya (Istanbul) etc?”. They never thought that these prophecies are actually through visions of
Mohammed (s) based on which he foretold all these names as it is. Mohammed (s) did not give its
interpretation because these prophecies were sealed till the arrival of real Jesus Mahdi who is from the
children of Yaqoob (a), the Israel as per Quran Surah Yusuf verse 4-7. In these verses the vision's
interpretations were supposed to be given to Mahdi also being descendant of Yaqoob (a). As per 2
Esdras Old Testament Bible Allaah has promised to replace Israel with a hidden land of Edomites (India).
So how can Mohammed (s) go against Allah's promise? I (Jesus) in my previous birth also said that
Messiah Ben David will come from South (Deccan) which points to south India & its southern side of
Israel also. Mohammed (s) also prophecised about the Syria of East which means India. Actual Syria
(sham) is in North of Arabia. See its only India the exact East of Arabia Mecca Madinah (Yathrab). The
interpretations of the places names came true as "Khorasan" means "the place from where sun rises" it
means East in symbolical language (which means India) which is exact eastern side of Mecca Madina
(Yathrab) & also Damascus. Qustuntuniya (Istanbul) peninsula (29 alphabets) = Sub Continent Old India
peninsula (29 alphabets),"Qustuntuniya" (12 alphabets) means "Sub-continent"=(12 alphabets) (BarSagheer, "greater India"=(12 alphabets) or Old India). "Syria"=(5 alphabets) means Independent
"India"=(12 alphabets), Iraq Bola (8 alphabets )=Pakistan (8 alphabets), (j) Maseeh Dajjaal (13
alphabets)= Ahmadiya Jamat or Ahmadiyya Cult or Qadiani Jamaat or Aihmadia Group or Aihmadia
Jamat (13 alphabets), "Iraq" (Iraq means "Babylonia"=(9 alphabets) means "Pakisthan" (9 alphabets but
not Pakistan, "sthan" means "place" in sanskrit language. But All Pakisthanies are writing wrong spellings
of it) the common border of India just like Syria & Iraq with attachment to Iran="Persia"="Punjab"= (6
alphabets), Isfahaan or Yahoodia. "Isfahaan"=(8 alphabets) means "Amritsar" (city of Punjab state) or
"QaziMaji"=8 alphabets (Qadian's Old name), "Yahoodia" (is now a town in Isfahaan)="Yahoodia
Town"=(12 alphabets) means "QaziMaji Town" or "Ahmadi Colony"=(12 alphabets now the Qadian)
where Ahmadiyya colony is there full of Ahmadies (Qadianies the generation of Yahuda just like place
yahoodia in isfahaan where only all Jews live), Bab Ludd Palestine (16 alphabets )= Fight
at Afzalgunj (16 alphabets),"Palestine"=(9 alphabets) means "Afzalgunj"=(9 alphabets), "Baab
Lud"="Baab Lydda"= "Door of Lydda"=(11 alphabets) means "door of fight" =(11 alphabets) which had
happened in between Messiah & Maseeh Dajjaal in 2001 A.D. (these places are in Andhra Pradesh now
as Telangana state of India, in Hyderabad, India). "Jerusalem"=(9 alphabets) means "Hyderabad"=(9
alphabets), (f) Baitul Muqaddas Masjid-e-Aqsa (25 alphabets) = Minaratul Maseeh mosque Aqsa (25
alphabets),Baitul Muqaddas Mosque Aqsa means Qadian Mosque Aqsa where Maseeh Dajjaal arrived in
white donkey (aeroplane) with 70K Bani Israel in 1991 A.D. "State of Israel" =(13 alphabets) means
"Andhra Pradesh"=(13 alphabets), Bola means a war head in Pakistan may be karachi also. Koofa (5
alphabets ) or (in urdu its spellings are “kaaf vow pesh fay alif zabar”= koofaa=Dekkan (6 alphabets)=
south (5 alphabets ), Kufa or Koofa (4 or 5 Safa Marwa like places of Daabbatul Ard), Safa Hill = a hill
similar to Safa, Marwah=A place similar to Marwah, Hajre Aswad=10 means Black stone=Kala Pathar (10
alphabets), Isphahan Kadi (12 alphabets )= Islampur Qazi (Qadian, 12 alphabets), (p) western Island (13

alphabets )=Western London (13 alphabets ), yahoodi (7 alphabets )=Qadiani =Qanzeer (which means
swine)= (7 alphabets), (q) Muslims conquering Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Qustuntuniya & then resting =
Means Muslim Moghals conquered Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, sub continent & then rested. (r) Maseeh
Dajjaal doing twaf of kaaba with one person & Jesus Christ doing twaf of kaba with 2 person’s support
=Maseeh Dajjaal going round the mosque aqsa qadian when real Jesus also available with 2 persons
going round the aqsa mosque, Hidden, Secret from mankind (s) Damascus (105km square
area)=Nalgonda (105km square area) (t) Antakya or Antioch=Raigiri, (u) Torah (v) Damascus mosque
wall in Kufa=Bhongiri mosque wall built by Mahdi, (w) Mosque Sahla house of Ibrahim (a)=Mahdi’s house
with many children beside the mosque whose western wall is demolished by sufyani evil gang near the
place of Daabbatul Ard’s speaking from a cave of black rocks, (x) Sufyani=evil Muslim leader,
Yamani=true Muslims, Qays=Christians, Kinda, Khorasani=Maseeh Dajjaal’s followers, Abbasides,
Marwani, Quraish=Muslims who are greedy of world’s rule, Romans,Byzantines=Indians the Hindus with
many converted Christians (y) Swords, shields, armours, killings, deaths, wars, fights,defeats, conquests,
resurrections=All wins, losses & debates through mouth holy books & common people’s fights, spiritual
death & lives (z). Kaaba symbolically means House of Mahdi, Rukun means the rented house of Mahdi,
Muqam means the own House of Mahdi, demolition of Kaaba by a man from black people’s land means a
man native of Siddipet (place of black people), fighting & killing with swords means the debates &
preaching of Jesus through swords of Mouth,Protective weapons means the Holy books proofs,
swallowing or piercing of people into earth means the opponent group of Mahdi disappearing or running
away as if earth swallowed them, the voice of Jibrayeel (a) from heaven means the news of Mahdi
through satellite channel (all scenes of Mahdi are managed by Angel Gabriel (a). So whatever scenes
happens with Mahdi are said to be done by Angel Jibraeel (a)), the rising of deads to fight against
enemies of Islam means reincarnation of few chosen people against reincarnated enemies of Islam, A
Bird pledging Alliance to Mahdi first means the Daabbatul Ard, Michael angels pledging alliance to Mahdi
means the rain miracles, people flying in the clouds to reach Mahdi in a single night means believers
reaching to Mahdi by aeroplanes, Jesus wrapped in two yellow sheets means Jesus being wheatish in
complexion just like a wheat is wrapped in 2 yellow sheets of paddy, Jesus descending with hands upon
two angels means Jesus arrival as Mahdi with 2 guardian companions, Young boy being killed along with
parents & brother to become alive again by dajjaal means Jesus coming out safely from the clutches or
net of Maseeh Dajjaal along with parents & brother, young Muslim boy’s neck becoming metallic means
he will become more confident in faith of Islam against Maseeh Dajjaal, Maseeh Dajjaal’s walking in
between two cutted pieces of young Muslim boy means Mahdi’s family one side & Mahdi himself on
otherside where Maseeh Dajjaal keeps on negotiating with Mahdi’s family (Mahdi the Mahadev is called
as shivshakti means Mahdi without wife is half), Swine means the Jewish tribe followers of Maseeh
Dajjaal, Breaking of Cross by Jesus means breaking of false faith of Christianity in an open ground by his
announcement of arrival as Muslim certifying Islam, holes in the mountains of makkah means tunnels,
clock casting its shadow means construction of clock tower in makkah near kaaba, white donkey of
maseeh dajjaal means the aeroplane in which he travels worldwide, years like months/months like
weeks/weeks like days/days like hours/hours like sparks of fire means 6 different eras with the
telecommunication fast period during Jesus second coming, Mahdi’s watching world in palm means
mobile phones with internet, skype, youtube etc, killing of unbelievers through breath of Jesus means
preaching Islam of Jesus through internet, killing of nafs e zakiyyah means temperory death of Mahdi
himself due to a attack upon him & his followers, it also means spiritual death of his follower Abdul Ali &
his brother Owais, Sufyani means the evil Islamic scholars who oppose Mahdi & the different leaders at
different times, Madina means large city of Mahdi, Makkah means a village of Mahdi, Hjre Aswad also
represent the Mahdi & his wife as per Hinduism, Yamani means a man opponent of Mahdi & his
reporters, Sufyani defeating 3 opponents, conquering 5 districts & then other areas means a leader in
Mahdi’s city winning 7 seats in elections by defeating 3 main enemies (siasat, munsif, rahnuma e deccan
news paper editors), one Sufyani means Mohammed Ali Jinnah founder of Pakistan with 5 states of India,
defective eyes with scars means usage of glasses on eyes by leaders, the banners of Qays, Sufyani, red
means flag of India, killing of arabs by a group which never happened before means defeat of Muslims in
debates which never happened earlier,maseeh dajjaal & maseeh seen in kaaba means both will be
working for Allah (one negative & another positive to illuminate the light of Islam) near whose centre will
be a common mosque, people’s seeking shelter in Syria for judgment means all believers coming to join
Jesus in India where he lives, throwing of arrows in sky by yajooj majooj means launching of missiles in
sky by two great nations (Not yet revealed by Allah to me but most probably Chinese, Japanese,

Vietnamese, Burmese, Koreans, Singaporeans, Thai’s Phillipines etc). There a few more symbolic signs
which will be added later inshallaah.
Note:-Metaphorical meanings of the places.Damascus=Nalgonda=8 characters=area 105 km square. Do
you notice this miracle areas of Damascus & Nalgonda? Damishq (7alphabets) (& Damascus=8
alphabets)) is pointing to Bhongir (7 alphabets) (& Bhongiri=8 alphabets).Antakya=Antioch=7
characters=Raigiri. Koofa (5 alphabets) (Kufa=alphabets) is pointing to the Safa (4 alphabets) & Marwa (5
alphabets) like places. The place of Mahdi in Bhongir from where Daabbatul Ard spoke. The kaaba with
black stone & Muqam Ibrahim is pointing metaphorically to the mosque Aayat e ilaahi & the house of
Mahdi with many children.The mosque of Damascus & mosque of Kufa are pointing to only one mosque
whose western wall is demolished by evil people.These are all prophecies through visions whose
interpretations came true in India with me the real Mahdi. Mosque Sahla (House of Ibrahim (a)) points to
the house of Mahdi with many children.Because “Ibrahim” means father of many children (nation). Rukn
(Pillar) points to a rented place of Mahdi’s temperory standing or living. Mahdi is the Jesus himself who is
called as the temple of Allah (Kaaba, the house of Allah) or the place where he lives. Mahdi & his wife is
called as ShivShakti among Hinduism whose symbol is ShivaLingam pointing to Mahdi & his wife. Mahdi
is half without his wife & Mahdi’s being cut into half by Maseeh Dajjaal points to the separation of Mahdi
from his family by Maseeh Dajjaal.The Mahdi’s killing of unbelievers by swords means “swords of mouth”
& shields means the proofs of holuy books. The spiritual resurrection of deads & killing of unbelievers
means defeating their falsehood.The Circumblating (twaf) of Isa & dajjal in kaaba,The enemies
surrounding his house means (qasad of kaaba),The demolition of kaaba (attacking Mahdi & his house
demolition),The descending of Jesus with 2 angels,The killing of young muslim by 666, his parents,
brother means grabbing of Mahdi & his parents by Maseeh Dajjaal,The treasures out of earth by Maseeh
dajjal means the means “ becoming wealthy from that land” (Rabwah, Chenab Nagar, Pakistan 1032
barren land), The white donkey of 666 means the Maseeh Dajjaal using the aeroplane,The safa marwa
dabbatul ard,The animals giving milk to 666 & the mountains of loafs of 666 means lot of wealth & latest
kitchens of preparing loafs,The Rajat (spiritual reincarnation) of many,The killing by swords means the
fight with the holy books proofs,The killing of dajjal by a spear of mahdi means the curse of Mahdi from
mouth,The swine means Maseeh Dajjaal & his vice-regents,The breaking of Cross means the breaking of
Christian’s faith that Jesus will return from clouds physically as begotted son of Allaah (Nauzobillaah).
Rain & greenery by dajjal means prosperous life of world, making a dead man alive again means spiritual
life from spiritual death, the neck of copper means perfect in faith, Kafir (Infidel) on forehead of Maseeh
Dajjaal means declaration Maseeh Dajjaal as non-Muslim, dissolve in water like salt means die in
weakness of old age, die from breath of Jesus means the defeat of unbelieving by Jesus’s speeches with
holy books proofs, Isa son of Marium means the Spirit of Allah, order for treassure by dajjal to a barren
land means the wealth due to acquring of a barren land by dajjal, heaven of Dajjal means the heavenly
graveyard of Maseeh Dajjaal & world’s luxurious life, hell of dajjal means the heavenly life after death of
his unbeliever,blind from right eye means blind in true faith & grape like things on eyes means goggles
the sunglasses reflecting sun light & appearing green, going round kaaba means going round the mosque
aqsa built by Maseeh Dajjal where real Messiah will also come as Mahdi, mountain of loafs means the
kitchens of Maseeh Dajjaal preparing lot ofloafs & means of livelihood in that group, donkey of Maseeh
dajjaal means it will use aeroplanes for going round the world, mouth like shield means the power of
speech of Dajjaal with deciet, 2 horns of satan means two viceregents of Maseeh Dajjaal, swine, eagle or
beast or dragon means the Maseeh Dajjaal & his satan, 2 yellow sheets means two small hay of wheat,
angels with swords means the Muslim guards, 2 angels during descend of Jesus means 2 persons with
him as guardians, old lady seen during meraj of prophet Mohammed (a) means the world, Milk seen in
vision means guidance of holy books,

Dajjaal 666 blind Eye myth solved:- C glasses like grapes, green glass(ibn ka’ab hadiths). All Masih Dajjal like
Pharoahs! Zech 11:17 say “right eye blind” means falsehood but not really blind! Mohammed (as) said that none
prophet b4 him gave that unique sign of dajjaal & that’s “glasses on eyes like grapes”! Both eyes are mentioned!

Mountain of Loafs with Maseeh Dajjaal. The big loafs making machines in Ahmadiyya Jamat!

Present Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Masroor Ahmad flying worldwide in white donkey the aeroplane!

Maseeh Dajjaal Cutting young man Mahdi into two halfs means separation of Mahdi from his wife
for some time as Mahdi is ShivShakti among Hinduism. Shiva is half without shakti (wife)!

Now proceed for all investigations of my claims based upon holy
books! Masi Dajjaal666 mentioned metaphorically in Zech 11:17 too!
Now come ahead for full investigations about partial metaphorical prophecies of
prophets through visions certified by Quran, Hadiths, Bible & other Holy books! None
can deny these facts!Proofs from Quran, Hadiths, Bible & Hinduism prophecies of
Prophet Mohammed (s) through visions must have different interpretations & they were
partially metaphorical & literal also! All places names were metaphorical but the scenes
were almost all literal. Zech 11:17 means “blind from eye of wisdom” symbolically but
Mohammed(s) said both eyes have something like floating grapes on eyes (glasses).

Mohammed (s) did end days prophecies based on his visions! Most
of the Muslims don’t know this fact & expecting its literal meanings!
In this chapter I want to prove that the names of the places used in the propheciesabout
Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard’s emergence & Maseeh Dajjaal done by Mohammed (s) were
metaphorical & not literal. The expectations of Muslims for Mahdi from Makkah,
Yathrab, Iraq, Syria or Afghanistan is 100% wrong & due to lack of wisdom they couldn’t
know that all those prophecies were through visions of Mohammed (s). And the
interpretations were supposed to happen in India. All Christians,Jews & Muslims who
are expecting Christ the Messiah of 2nd coming from Jerusalem, mount olivets or State
of Israel or Syria are wrong as they all ignored the prophecies of Israel’s replacement
with another hidden land of Edomites(Indians) in east of the world. Jesus Christ himself
was supposed to be born as Mahdi spiritually. Entire Bible & Mohammed (s) both have
done prophecies about the State of Israel & at last they also replaced those prophecies
with India. And they didn’t understand the hidden wisdom of sealed prophecies& that’s
why still expecting Jesus & Mahdi from those places. All Muslims, Jews & Christians
had developed this wrong faith as true faith which is now proved wrong by Holy Books!
Hadiths have already spoken for this matter long ago.

What is the proof in Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Hinduism that the all
prophecies mentioned about Mahdi, Christ Jesus, Daabbatul Ard are
partially metaphorical? There may be few prophecies through visions
of Mohammed (s) but not all. What is the proof that all of them are
mostly metaphorical & riddle form (puzzle)?
Bible & Mohammed (s) both first prophecised for Israel & then replaced
Israel with India at last! And the people believed first prophecies but not the
replacement prophecies & that’s why expecting Messiah from Syria,
Arabia!
Metaphorical Places names in Hadiths & Bible.
Prophet Mohammed (s) were shown these below given places names in his prophecies by Allah but later
they were all replaced with Indian places. And Bible also did the same. All prophecies of Independent
state of Israel, gathering the Bani Israel from worldwide into it, formations of highways in Israel Jerusalem,
4 blood moons over Israel etc were prophecised but at last Israel replacement prophecies with India the
land of Edomites are also there. So Bible OT,NT replaced State of Israel with India & prophet Mohammed
(s) also did the same thing at last. But the Jews believed the Bible prophecies & ignored the prophecies
of its replacement with India & that’s why they feel like all the prophecies of Bible coming true in Israel
only. But Allah made fool of them because they unbelieved Jesus Christ’s 1st coming & last true Prophet
Mohammed (s) also. It appeared unto them as if Messiah is about to appear in Israel but he appeared in
India. And I am that Mesiah Mahdi. First Israel should be made independent to replace Israel with
another hidden land. So Israel is formed & now replaced with Andhra Pradesh, India in 2012 14 th May.
And Jews & Christians the unbelievers of last prophet Mohammed (s) have seen 99% prophecies being
fulfilled in Israel but main hero of the scene the Messiah Jesus of 2nd coming is missing there along with
his rival the Maseeh Dajjaal. Israel was formed on 14th May & the same is replaced by Mahdi on 14th May
2012 A.D. The New Israel is the Mahdi himself. Israel means the Prince which means “Khan” which is one
of my names. No Messiah can ever come there now. All heavenly signs are also fulfilled here in India. All
those who are expecting Jesus second coming as Messiah Mahdi from there shall be atlast considered
foolish. All prophetical scenes of Bible are over but they don’t have real Messiah there? Why? Because

State of Israel is replaced with Andhra Pradesh, India. The National Bird Hoopoe of Israel is replaced with
National Bird Peacock of India. The Messiah son of Marium now replaced with son of King David (a).
Mainly the names of the places used in the prophecies are metaphorical but not the real. Like Safa hill,
Marwah, Black Stone (Hajre Aswad), Rukn, Muqam, Palestine,Place of Romans, Qustuntuniya, Baab
Ludd, Iraq, Iran, Koofa, Isphahaan, Khorasan, Kaaba, Mosque Sahla,Damascus,Syria,Jerusalem,State of
Israel,Arabian Peninsula, Bola of Iraq, Yahoodia, Madina, Mahdi’s taking shelter in kaaba, kaaba’s
demolition by a man from place of blacks, Mahdi killing unbelievers through swords etc. All these
metaphorical places prophecies interpretations came true in Andhra Pradesh, India.
The prophecies in Bible OT,NT,and Hinduism were all partially metaphorical & still found to be
metaphorical about end days. And they must be again partially metaphorical too in Hadiths of Mohammed
(s) about end days.
Bible prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal are in the form of Beast with heads & horns. Messiah is shown as
Lion. And in Hinduism Messiah is shown as 3 faced man Dattatreya, Lord Shiva with 5 faces, Swine Avtar
Varaha, Short man Vaman Avtar etc with many hands & churning of the Milk ocean story is also purely
metaphorical. Messiah’s wives are shown as 9 different forms with many hands & weapons. All the end
days’ stories of Messiah are shown in the form of pictorial language whose interpretations were supposed
to be different. Quran & Hadiths also have such pictorial form prophecies. If Muslims insist on its literal
meanings then they can never recognize the Isa son of Marium’s second coming as Mahdi. First they
should gain complete knowledge of the prophecies & their interpretations.
As it is always habbit of Allah to do the prophecies in partial metaphorical languages since beginning. So
it happened in Hadith’s prophecies too.

Allah’s habbit won’t change which proves that since beginning Allah had been
communicating mankind with pictorial language prophecies whose
interpretations were always partially different.
Quran 35:43:- So no change will you find in Allah's Sunnah (way of dealing), and no turning off
will you find in Allah's Sunnah (way of dealing).

Partial Metaphorical prophecies misunderstood as literal by Muslims!
End days prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & Isa son of Maryam’s coming were
through visions of Prophet Mohammed (s) whose interpretations were supposed to be different
& strange but Muslims believed them to be literal. The coming true of prophecies interpretations
in an unexpected strange place destroyed 1400 years Muslim’s old chronic self-developed
misunderstood faith but those interpretations proved by Quran & Hadiths! The prophecies were
so confusedly recorded that they couldn’t know the prophecies were fully through visions of
Prophet Mohammed (s). Most of the Hadiths narrators didn’t say that those prophecies were
through the visions of Prophet Mohammed (s) & recorded them without narrating the way of
their deliveries from Allah. The ways of those prophecies delivery were through the visions but
not direct like Quran. Suppose if they would have come directly like verses of Quran then all of
them would have been recorded in the Quran itself but not in hadiths. But few Hadiths clearly
mentioned some of them as visions which made it clear that all of those prophecies were
actually through visions & based upon those visions Mohammed (s) narrated among his
companions. And later on companions repeated those prophecies as statements of Mohammed
(s) without narrating them to be through his visions. Now the main key hadiths are discovered
which clearly prove all these prophecies to be through visions which were recorded in many
parts in different hadith books. Mainly the names of the places used in the prophecies are 100%

metaphorical & the scenes associated with those metaphorical came true literally. Hence I say
that they were partially metaphorical & literal too.
There are books of Hadiths like Sahih Buqari which speak about the Prophet’s metaphorical
visions & their interpretations. And those interpretations are different & not literal. Those who
believe Quran & Hadiths must also believe that end days prophecies were also partially
metaphorical which were misunderstood by Muslims to be literal.

The main Master Prophecy through visions about Mahdi:This Vision of Prophet Mohammed (s) about the Mahdi is like an engine of a very big train. This vision
clearly proves that all the prophecies about Mahdi, Jesus were through visions whose interpretations
were supposed to be different. All the related prophecies of Isa son of Maryam (Mahdi), Daabbatul Ard &
Maseeh Dajjaal originated from this vision or other untold alike visions. And companions of Mohammed
(s) recorded the parts of those visual prophecies in different book of Hadiths. How did the prophecies of
end days come to prophet Mohammed (s)? Were they direct like Quran or through angel Jabraeel (a) or
through visions? The investigations now proved them to be through visions & visions are partially
metaphorical in their nature along with literal scenes. The other symbolic visions of Jesus & Maseeh dajjal
circumblating kaba, the khilafath of Abu Bakr (rz), Umar (rz) & the place Yathrab of Mohammed (s)
migration are also there which came true with different practical scenes.

Main Master Vision prophecy just like engine of a big scattered train discovered:Main Master Vision of Mohammed (s) about Mahdi, his house being attacked, Mahdi’s taking refuge in
his house with family with fewer articles who don’t have capacity to stop the people coming against him.
But in other hadith books the narraters are not telling that it was vision of Mohammed (s) due to which
people thought that its direct revelation. This vision’s interpretations were supposed to be different in
similar symbolc language. Remember this was actually a detailed vision of Prophet Mohammed (s) whose
many parts are found in different Hadiths. In the book of Shia Biharul Anwar also the other details also
have come. Even the month, satellite channel news of announcement by Mahdi & by Satan against him,
the symbolic names of attackers on his house, the arrest of Mahdi by Police & at last all people
vanishment from the open ground is also mentioned. One should understand why the people are
surrounding the house? Because their intention is not do pledge alliance but to harm Mahdi & his family.
Then only Mahdi will be unwillingly come out. But many scholars have misunderstood this incident
prophecy in opposite sense. They say that “Mahdi will run away from madinah to makkah in order to
avoid bayit & people will forcibly bring him out to do bayit”. Its perfectly against sunnah of Nabi (s). Its true
that Mahdi will shift from main city to a village (from tolichowki to upperpally village around 10 kms) then
people will go against him there also.

The proof of Mohammed (s)’s vision in Sahih Muslim volume 6. Page 417, 418, 419. :Ayesha (rz) narrated that once Mohammed (s) shook his hands, legs while sleeping. Then we said “O
apostle of Allah you have done some act which you don’t do while sleeping”. Mohammed (s) said its
surprise that some people of my ummah will surround the house (remember the Arabic word is “Albait”
means just the house) for a man from who will be Quraish tribe, he will take refuge in the house
(remember the Arabic word is “Albait” means just the house). When those group of people will reach an
open ground, all of them they will go into the earth. Then we said, “O apostle of Allah on the way there
are many types of people moving, then he sai yes among them some persons will be those who come
come willingly, some unwillingly under influence & some just passersby (travellers), but all of them will die
at once & Allah will raise them up based on their intentions respectively.

Other part of the above vision narrated by Hafsa (rz) or Ayesha (rz) Sahih Muslim volume
6. Page 418:- Some persons (qowm means a common group of people pointing to a family) will take
refuge of this house kaaba (means house of Mahdi in symbolic sence) who will not have power to stop
the opponants, they will be less in number & will not have much articles. A group will be sent towards
them & when that group reaches the open ground, they will all go into earth.

Other part of the above vision narrated by Salma (rz) in Sahih Muslim volume 6. Page
417:-Umm Salma said that Mohammed (s) said that “A man will take refuge in the House (albeit), a
group of people will be sent to him & when they reach into an open ground, they will all be pierced into
the earth. Then I sai “O apostle of Allah, what about those who have come by force in this group? Then
Mohammed (s) said, all all will be pierced into earth & raised on qayamat based on their intentions.”

Narrated Abdullah: - The Prophet mentioned the Massiah Ad-dajjal in front of the people saying, Allah
is not one eyed while Messsiah, Ad-dajjal is blind in the right eye and his eye looks like a bulging out
grape. While sleeping near the Ka’ba last night, I saw in my dream a man of brown color the best one can
see amongst brown color and his hair was long that it fell between his shoulders. His hair was lank and
water was dribbling from his head and he was placing his hands on the shoulders of two men while
circumambulating the Kaba. I asked, ‘Who is this?’ They replied, ‘This is Jesus, son of Mary.’ Behind him I
saw a man who had very curly hair and was blind in the right eye, resembling Ibn Qatan (i.e. an infidel) in
appearance. He was placing his hands on the shoulders of a person while performing Tawaf around the
Ka’ba. I asked, ‘Who is this? ‘They replied, ‘The Masih, Ad-dajjal.’ ” (Book #55, Hadith #649)
similar hadith in Sahih Bukhari- Narrated Abdullah bin umar: Allah’s Apostle said, “Today I saw myself in
a dream near the Ka’ba. I saw a whitish brown man, the handsomest of all brown men you might ever
see. He had the most beautiful Limma (hair hanging down to the earlobes) you might ever see. He had
combed it and it was dripping water; and he was performing the Tawaf around the Kaba leaning on two
men or on the shoulders of two men. l asked, “Who is this?” It was said. “Messiah, the son of Mary.”
Suddenly I saw a curly-haired man, blind in the right eye which looked like a protruding out grape. I
asked, “Who is this?” It was said, “He is Masiah Ad-dajjal” (Book #72, Hadith #789)

What is the meaning of the following hadith which seemed to contradict the
above hadith?
Narrated Anas bin Malik: The Prophet said, “There will be no town which Ad-dajjal will not enter except
Mecca and medina, and there will be no entrance (road) (of both Mecca and medina) but the angels will
be standing in rows guarding it against him, and then medina will shake with its inhabitants thrice (i.e.
three earth-quakes will take place) and Allah will expel all the nonbelievers and the hypocrites from it.”
(Book #30, Hadith #105)

Quran & Hadiths declared End Days Prophecies as Partially Metaphorical &
Ignorant Muslims don’t believe this fact but insist on its full literal Meanings due
to lack of complete knowledge !

Were the end day’s prophecies Partially Metaphorical but misunderstood as Literal by Muslim’s majority
which led them to deny the Isa son of Maryam’s coming as Mahdi? If this biggest mistake of Muslims
majority is rectified then all worlds’ problems can be solved because they will follow prince of Peace the
Mahdi whom they assumed to be a blood shedder & brutal killer of mankind!
Are End day’s prophecies about Isa Ibne Maryam (a) (Jesus Christ’s second coming as Mahdi), Maseeh
Dajjaal (Antichrist666) & Beast of the Earth (Daabbatul Ard) partially metaphorical or Fully Literal? Quran

& Hadiths considered them to be partially Metaphorical & they came true also! But ignorant Muslims may
insist on the Literal meanings & become hypocrites!
A true Muslim with complete Holy Quran & Hadiths knowledge must believe that the detailed descriptions
of end day’s prophecies were through the visions of Prophet Mohammed (s). And those prophecies
through visions were supposed to be revealed with different interpretations. Quran, Hadiths, Bible &
Hinduism Books clearly say that those prophecies will be having different interpretations but will not be
the same as mentioned. If Muslims don’t believe this fact then they will deny those prophecies which had
come true now certifying Islam as true religion. Those prophecies also certified all previous religions to be
true. Now the question from Muslims is “Do you believe Quran & Hadiths with books of Interpretations of
visions like Sahih Buqari or not? “If yes then Islam is now proved most scientific certified true religion &
Prophet Mohammed (s) is true Prophet of Allah! If a Muslim does not believe this fact then he is enemy of
Allah, his prophets, his true believers & himself in disguise of a Muslim. Such unbelievers are destined for
7th level deepest hell & considered as Hypocrite worst creatures of Allah upon earth. And such ignorant
hypocrite religious Muslims or non-Muslim will create nuisance, terrorism & fight against the honorable
real Messiah Mahdi Mahadev. All their evil comments, fights & works against Messiah Mahdi will be
Satanic. Those persons will be considered even worse than the Maseeh Dajjaal. Because of their
rejection in ignorance Maseeh Dajjaal will become more powerful & Messiah Mahdi will suffer along with
all true religious people of the world.

For example: - “White donkey of Maseeh Dajjaal” is now revealed as Aeroplane used by 4rth Maseeh
Dajjal Mirza Tahir Ahmed Qadiani in 1991 A.D. but not the inventors or other users of it. And no real white
Donkey ever existed. So it was metaphorical prophecy but not literal. And the word “Kaafir (unbeliever)”
on the forehead of Maseeh Dajjaal is proved to be general “Non-Muslim declaration” which is not really
printed on his forehead. So it was metaphorical prophecy but not literal. Now there are many such proofs
given below which are proved to be metaphorical & misunderstood as literal by ignorant religious
Muslims. Without complete knowledge of Quran & Hadiths they cannot recognize the real Isa son of
Maryam the Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Dajjaal.

Proofs of Prophet’s Visions & their different interpretations.
It is old way of Allah to reveal future events in pictorial language to his prophets. Quran also have
revealed about Jesus Christ reincarnation as Mahdi but sealed them with wisdom. Common man cannot
understand it fully. But detailed prophecies are narrated in hadiths. All those future events of end days are
through visions of prophet Mohammed (s) whose interpretations were supposed to be different. Muslims
say that Hindus worship the photoes & converted them into the idols with many hands, colors, dresses,
weapons etc. But those are all the prophecies & stories of the last saviour’s arrival. In ancient time most
of the people don’t know scriptures but understand picture language (picture language). It is Allah’s habbit
to reveal the future events in picture language to his prophets. And he spoke directly also. But his means
of communication the language is still pictorial. Many persons even now have the visions in this language
which need their interpretations. It is considered as 46th part of the prophethood. Such visions to true
believers of Allah are continued even today also. The Hindu, Muslim, Christians, Jews & others now have
converted them into scriptures or the simple words. You might have seen Muslims, Christians, Jews
kissing or touching those holy books with respect through head, lips & carrying them above their heads.
That is not actually the worshipping but deep respect & it is not polytheism. Those who can’t read, write &
by heart the verses of those holy books just keep on prostrating & worshipping directly to the images just
like the children of a nursery class who recognize the words through pictures initially. They need to be
educated & then come to higher level of worshipping the real creator without an image.
I want to prove that the names of places & scenes mentioned in hadiths of prophet Mohammed (s) about
the Jesus Christ, Mahdi, Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Arz are actually similar different places but not the
same as shown in his (s) visions. Based on those visions Prophet Mohammed (s) narrated about
Maseeh, Mahdi, Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & other signs. These prophecies are perfectly based
upon Quran also & cannot go against it. It was not an easy job for a common Muslim or non-Muslim
scholar to perfectly relate them with each other till end days. The interpretations of those places shown in
visions came true but very much different. To prove this first one should know that the above mentioned
prophecies were not direct revelation like Quran but they were through visions only. Suppose if these
prophecies were revealed directly through voice of Allah or an angel then they all would have come in

Quran like other verses. But they are all not seen in Quran perfectly by mankind. Yajooj, Majooj, Smoke,
Dabbatul Ard, earthquakes, Jesus arrival prophecies are seen but others like Maseeh Dajjaal, Fire from
Yemen, rising of sun from west are not seen in Quran. But in fact they are very much mentioned in Quran
sealed with wisdom. I have disclosed about Maseeh Dajjaal & people’s taking shelter with their Lord. The
details of the above mentioned 10 signs were not even directly told to Prophet Mohammed (s) by Angel
Jibrayeel (a). Otherwise Mohammed (s) would have clearly told us. Once Jibrayeel (a) came in human
form to enquire about Muslim definition & Mohammed (s) informed us about it. But main root Visions
about Jesus, Mahdi & Maseeh Dajjal are recorded in authentic hadiths. This proves that Mohammed (s)
had detailed visions about those main 10 major signs of World’s end. But people did not understand the
interpretations of those prophecies & by mistake in ignorance they believed the places mentioned in
visions as it is literally. That’s why all Muslims had a firm believe about Mahdi’s arrival in kaaba, Yasrab,
Jesus in Syria, Daabbatul Ard in Makkah safa Hill, Maseeh Dajjaal in Iraq Afghanistan etc. But they never
successfully tried to see them through all aspects of Islam. And it was not their job nor they were ever
forced practically to go so deep. Quran, Hadiths, Bible & Hinduism books are filled with such metaphorical
symbolical prophecies which came true & also remained as future prophecies.

Quran certify the Prophet’s Vision to be partially metaphorical.
[Quran 8:42] When ye were on the near bank (of the valley) and they were on the yonder bank, and the
caravan was below you (on the coast plain). And had ye trysted to meet one another ye surely would
have failed to keep the tryst, but (it happened, as it did, without the forethought of either of you) that Allah
might conclude a thing that must be done; that he who perished (on that day) might perish by a clear
proof (of His Sovereignty) and he who survived might survive by a clear proof (of His Sovereignty). Lo!
Allah in truth is Hearer, Knower.
[Quran 8:43] When Allah showed them unto thee (O Muhammad) in thy dream as few in number, and if
He had shown them to thee as many, ye (Muslims) would have faltered and would have quarrelled over
the affair. But Allah saved (you). Lo! He knoweth what is in the breasts (of men).
[Quran 8:44] And when He made you (Muslims), when ye met (them), see them with your eyes as few,
and lessened you in their eyes, (it was) that Allah might conclude a thing that must be done. Unto Allah all
things are brought back.
Quran surah yusuf 12: 4 :- (Remember) when Yusuf (Joseph) said to his father: "O my father! Verily, I
saw (in a dream) eleven stars and the sun and the moon, I saw them prostrating themselves to me."
12:5. He (the father) said: "O my son! Relate not your vision to your brothers, lest they arrange a plot
against you. Verily! Shaitan (Satan) is to man an open enemy!
12:6. "Thus will your Lord choose you and teach you the interpretation of dreams (and other things) and
perfect His Favour on you and on the offspring of Ya'qub (Jacob), as He perfected it on your fathers,
Ibrahim (Abraham) and Ishaque (Isaac) aforetime! Verily, your Lord is All-Knowing, All-Wise."
12:100. And he raised his parents to the throne and they fell down before him prostrate. And he said: "O
my father! This is the interpretation of my dream aforetime! My Lord has made it come true! He was
indeed good to me, when He took me out of the prison, and brought you (all here) out of the bedouin-life,
after Shaitan (Satan) had sown enmity between me and my brothers. Certainly, my Lord is the Most
Courteous and Kind unto whom He will. Truly He! Only He is the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
12:101. "My Lord! You have indeed bestowed on me of the sovereignty, and taught me the interpretation
of dreams; The (only) Creator of the heavens and the earth! You are my Wali (Protector, Helper,
Supporter, Guardian, etc.) in this world and in the Hereafter, cause me to die as a Muslim (the one
submitting to Your Will), and join me with the righteous."
12:36. And there entered with him two young men in the prison. One of them said: "Verily, I saw myself
(in a dream) pressing wine." The other said: "Verily, I saw myself (in a dream) carrying bread on my head
and birds were eating thereof." (They said): "Inform us of the interpretation of this. Verily, we think you are
one of the Muhsinun (doers of good - see V.2:112)."
12:37. He said: "No food will come to you (in wakefulness or in dream) as your provision, but I will inform
(in wakefulness) its interpretation before it (the food) comes. This is of that which my Lord has taught me.
Verily, I have abandoned the religion of a people that believe not in Allah and are disbelievers in the
Hereafter (i.e. the Kan'aniun of Egypt who were polytheists and used to worship sun and other false
deities).

12:43. And the king (of Egypt) said: "Verily, I saw (in a dream) seven fat cows, whom seven lean ones
were devouring - and of seven green ears of corn, and (seven) others dry. O notables! Explain to me my
dream, if it be that you can interpret dreams."
12:44. They said: "Mixed up false dreams and we are not skilled in the interpretation of dreams."
12:45. Then the man who was released (one of the two who were in prison), now at length remembered
and said: "I will tell you its interpretation, so send me forth."
12:46. (He said): "O Yusuf (Joseph), the man of truth! Explain to us (the dream) of seven fat cows whom
seven lean ones were devouring, and of seven green ears of corn, and (seven) others dry, that I may
return to the people, and that they may know."
12:47. [(Yusuf (Joseph)] said: "For seven consecutive years, you shall sow as usual and that (the
harvest) which you reap you shall leave in ears, (all) - except a little of it which you may eat.
12:48. "Then will come after that, seven hard (years), which will devour what you have laid by in advance
for them, (all) except a little of that which you have guarded (stored).
12:49. "Then thereafter will come a year in which people will have abundant rain and in which they will
press (wine and oil)."

Very big lesson to Mankind about understanding of metaphorical meanings of
prophet’s visions through chapter yusuf of Quran mentioned above:- After reading
above verses of Quran about metaphorical pictorial language vision of Prophet Yusuf (a) if any one insist
on the real 7 cows or real 11 stars sun moon to prostrate to Yusuf (a) then will those visions Literally ever
come true? They had already come true but not literally. No real sun or moon or 11 stars prostrated to
Prophet Yusuf (a) but his parents & 11 brothers, sisters prostrated to him. And now real 7 cows ate the
other 7 cows but its meanings were different. In the same way the names of the places used in the
prophecies of Mohammed (s) were fully metaphorical with literal scenes. And they came true in India.

Ibrahim (a)’s vision son’s sacrifice was replaced with sheep. Here also the
interpretation of vision is replaced with a Goat practically.
7: 102:- And, when he (his son) was old enough to walk with him, he said: "O my son! I have seen in a
dream that I am slaughtering you (offer you in sacrifice to Allah), so look what you think!" He said: "O my
father! Do that which you are commanded, Insha' Allah (if Allah will), you shall find me of As-Sabirin (the
patient ones, etc.)." 37:103:-Then, when they had both submitted themselves (to the Will of Allah), and he
had laid him prostrate on his forehead (or on the side of his forehead for slaughtering);
37:104:- And We called out to him: "O Abraham!
37:105:-You have fulfilled the dream (vision)!" Verily! Thus do We reward the Muhsinun (gooddoers).37:106:- Verily, that indeed was a manifest trial
37:107:- And We ransomed him with a great sacrifice (i.e. - a ram);

Visions of Prophet Mohammed (s) & their interpretions in Hadiths.
Now do you believe the interpretations of Mohammed (s)’s visions about ending days have the different
interpretations but not the same in reality? Some visions were direct guidance in his own lifetime the
visions about future are symbolic. Do you believe Quran & Hadiths? Then the interpretations of all the
prophecies which were through visions of Mohammed (s) came true.

Visions of Mohammed (s) about Khilafat of Abu Bakr (rz) & Umar (rz):-I heard Allah's
Apostle saying, "While I was sleeping, I saw myself standing at a well, on it there was a bucket. I drew
water from the well as much as Allah wished. Then Ibn Abi Quhafa (i.e. Abu Bakr) took the bucket from
me and brought out one or two buckets (of water) and there was weakness in his drawing the water. May
Allah forgive his weakness for him. Then the bucket turned into a very big one and Ibn Al-Khattab took it
over and I had never seen such a mighty person amongst the people as him in performing such hard
work, till the people drank to their satisfaction and watered their camels that knelt down there."
Note:-There are many narrations of Deams interpretations in Hadiths. Some of them are given below.
This is only to prove that the prophecies about Demolition of Kaaba, arrivalof Jesus, Mahdi, Masih Dajjal,
Mahdi’s taking refuge in house, Qutuntuniya’s conquest, Baab Lud (Lydda), Palestine, Iraq, Syria,
resurrection of deads Rajat (reincarnation) are symbolic & their interpretations were sealed till Jesus

Second coming as Mahdi. Mohammed (s) were not given the interpretation of these visions as he himself
doubted Ibne Sayyad, Jewish boy to be Maseeh Dajjaal. Or Allah might have taken a covenant from him
not to disclose the interpretations of these visions. Bible, Quran & Hadiths clearly speak about the sealed
prophecies.

How to do Interpretations of Dreams/Visions (Ibne Maja book of dreams p.381):Anas bin Malik (rz) narrated: - Mohammed (s) said interpret the dream based on name, symbols. For
example dates tree is symbol of Arab man & Mango tree is symbol an India man. Because date trees are
found in Arabia whereas Mango tree in India.

The vision of Mohammed (s) about Milk & its interpretation ( Buqari v.3. p.800):Narrated by Abdullah bin Umar:- Mohammed (s) said that he had a vision while sleeping & saw that the
a cup of milk is brought to him which he drank till the milk started coming out of his finger nails. After
drinking it the left milk was given to Umar (rz) by him (s). When the companions asked its interpretation,
then he (s) said, “its knowledge”.

The vision of Mohammed (s) about Umar (rz)’s long shirt & its interpretation
(Buqari v.3.p.803):- Abu Sayeed Qudri narrated: Mohammed (s) had a vision while sleeping
that persons are being brought to him wearing shirts. Some shirts were till chest & some shirts
were even shorter or longer. Then Umar (rz) came to him with so long shirt which he was dragging
on earth with him. Mohammed (s) said its interpretation is “the religion (deen)” of Umar (rz).

Mohammed (s) also misunderstood his vision about migration:- Mohammed (s) saw a
place with date trees where he was migrating. He (s) thought this place to be Yamama but he migrated to
Yasrab city called as Madina in Arabic. (Buqari v.2.p.515 ).

Tameem Dari statement a vision: - Tameem dari (rz) narrated a symbolic pictorial language
prophecywhich was heard from one of his brothers about Maseeh Dajjaal & Mohammed (s) arrival as
unlettered prophet. It was the prophecy among Christians whose half was fulfilled by arrival of prophet
Mohammed (s) & half was remaining till end days. The half left was about Maseeh Dajjaal during end
days. Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad’s 4rth caliph made his headquarter in western Island
London. He couldn’t enter Makkah & Madinah Yasrab but travelled everywhere. Lake of Galilee or
Tibeias is 55% dried up now.

Why Biharul Anwar Hadiths is used as proofs when it is unbelieved by the Sunni
people mostly? It is having lot of own assumptions of the Imams & other people
mixed in it.
I know that the actual prophecies of Prophet Mohammed (s) are mixed with the ideas of many persons in
it but still the truth was hidden in them. I have brought out that truth by separating the falsehood by the
grace of Allah which perfectly being certified by Quran & Sunni Hadiths also. I not only proved my claims
from Biharul Anwar but first proved them from Quran along with Hadiths of Sahih Buqari, Sahih Muslim,
Abu Daud, Tirmezi, Ibne Maja, Mota Imam Malik,Masnad Ahmad Bin Hambal, Nisai, Mishkaat, Al-Sayuti,
Nuaim Ibn Hammad & Biharul Anwar. Even I have proved myself from Bible OT, NT, Hinduism,
Egyptians, Romans, Tibetans, Budhists, Zoroastrians & others. Wherever truth is found I have produced
them. If Sunni Muslims just see my proofs from Quran & their hadiths then also it is more enough to
pledge alliance to me. The prophecies of Biharul Anwar are also from the prophet Mohammed (s) passed
onto Shia people from Hazrat Ali (rz) & prophet’s household. They are all found to be metaphorical in
sences with actual true scenes. And all those scenes have happened practically in my life. But few
hadiths of Biharul Anwar related to Imam Askari (ra)’s son are not accepted by me because they are
disproved. And few more like Hazrat Ali is Daabbatul Ard mentioned in 27:82 Quran is found to be wrong.
And physically rising again of the dead companions of Prophet Mohammed (s) for punishments by Mahdi
etc are not found to be true. But there was spiritual re-incarnations of many & all hadiths were
metaphorically mentioned which were misunderstood by all Muslims including the Shia also. Almost 80%

prophecies of Biharul Anwar books of Shia matched with Quran & also came true practically now. That’s
why everybody should accept this truth. The coming true of the metaphorical prophecies true in present
world is itself the proof of their being true. So I have included that book also for my claims.

What is the proof that the detailed prophecies of end days about Jesus Christ
Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Dajjaal are through visions of Prophet
Mohammed (s) based on Quran.
The proofs are the styles of their narrations which seems to be symbolical clearly just like the
Bible’s prophecies, the scenes, the places names, the scenes of public fights in systematic
Police controlled world during time of Mahdi, the usage of riddles, puzzles, unlogical scenes &
unbelievable scenes in the prophecies prove that they are the visions whose interpretations
were supposed to be different. And the statements of prophet Mohammed (s) which say that
they are through visions. The entire journey into heavens is proved to be through vision but not
physical. He saw many things about Maseeh Dajjaal & Messiah Mahdi too during Meraj
(Spiritual Ascension journey) which were all symbolic through visions. And as per Quran &
book of visions interpretations those metaphorical prophecies should have strange
interpretations to be only unveiled by Isa son of Marium (Mahdi) only. Even most learned
schoolars of Islam were not supposed to unveil them.
The main proofs of the prophecies being metaphorical & not fully literal are their styles of
narrations in the riddle form, pictorial language & puzzle form with 2 different ways. The proofs
of metaphorical prophecies is the history of Allah’s communication with prophets through
pictorial language mentioned in Bible, Quran & Hadiths. The main prophecies about Mahdi,
Jesus Christ, Daabbatul Ard, Maseeh Dajjaal were shown to prophet Mohammed (s) during
Meraj which was a vision. It was a spiritual Journey & not the physical. But many Muslims don’t
believe it to be spiritual & at the same time many Muslim scholars believed it to be purely
spiritual (vision). And many other visions were also shown to Mohammed (s) apart from the
Meraj(Spiritual Ascension into heavens). And one hadith of Sahih Muslim clearly say that
Mohammed (s) had a vision about Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ going round kaaba. Another
hadith narrated by Ayesha (rz) says that Mohammed did some strange things during his sleep &
after waking up Mohammed (s) said that Mahdi will take shelter in a house (Albayit) & people
will surround for him for fights. He pointed towards Kaaba. And it proved that he had the vision.
And if we see the scenes of the vision & compare it with other parts of prophecies in different
hadiths including Biharul Anwar & others then we find all scenes connected with each other.
The more & more we see & the more things are known from the same single prophecy through
vision. The parts of this vision almost created a very big identification proof for Mahdi. When
Mahdi’s matter is through visions & metaphorical then other signs connected to him are Maseeh
Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard also. When we see their signs also then we come to know the entire end
days matter was through visions & not the direct revelation from Allah like Quran. If it were
direct then they all would have come in Quran directly. But the main hints have come in Quran &
Mohammed (s) had the details of them through visions. And whenever Gabriel (a) came &
narrated anything then Mohammed (s) has clearly mentioned them publicly. It is also written in
holy books that the prophecies will be sealed till the arrival of real Jesus Christ the Mahdi.
Sealing was there with wisdom & riddles. They could be read by all but cannot be understood
clearly. All Muslim scholars are not superior to Jesus Christ Mahdi. They are common men
though very much learned. And Jesus Christ Mahdi is unique unlearned but directly taught by
Allah through inspirations. And the scenes of prophecies will be happeneing upon him without
his own intentions & plannings naturally. So the prophecies are unfolded on its right time
practically. The book of Shia Biharul Anwar clearly states that the scenes of the holy books,
verses will be happening practically upon Mahdi. It means he is a rasool (sent by Allah) without
nabuwat (prophethood) on whom scenes of Quran, Hadiths, other holy books will happen. It is

mentioned in Quran Alimran 81, Alahzaab 7 also. A rasool who will certify the holy books even
after Mohammed (s). And all knew that Mohammed (s) also gave news of Maseeh Dajjaal,
Daabbatul Ard & Jesus Christ Mahdi along with many other signs. When they come true
naturally then it is a proof that prophethood of Mohammed (s) is practically certified. In sealed
prophecies the books of Shia Biharul Anwar clearly stated that Mahdi will be just a rasool & not
the nabi (prophet, who gives news). But they themselves didn’t understand it though they have
worked a lot on this book. The proofs of thall the prophecies being metaphorical is that they
have happened in India but not in Kufa, Makkah, Madina, Syria, Rome or other places. The
scenes mostly are direct but with places names, other characters names are all metaphorical in
sense. Half of the prophecies are with scenes & half metaphorical in sense. For example the
scene of white Minar on eastern side of Damascus where Maseeh Dajjaal is already present
with 70k Jews & descent of Jesus with 2 angels wrapped in 2 yellow sheets. Here 2 yellow
sheets & 2 angels are metaphorical in sense with hidden secret in it. These 2 yellow sheets are
covers of wheat & other hadiths say that Jesus Christ is wheatish in complexion in his second
coming. It means he will be wheatish & supported with 2 persons. It doesn’t really mean the 2
yellow sheets. Very wise true Muslim scholars can know these facts if they have patience &
time. Bible & Hinduism also have all the 50-50 mixed metaphorical prophecies. And Quran
clearly has approved the visions of prophets to be metaphorical. They can be direct
&metaphorical also. If we mixed them then they become fifty fifty. The visions of prophet Yusuf
(a) & king of Egypt were metaphorical. And the visions of Ibrahim (a) were direct. It is
mentioned in Hadiths of Biharul Anwar that Mahdi will have staff of Moses along with Solomon’s
(a) ring. And in same hadith books it is also mentioned that the staff of Moses & ring of Solomon
(s) will be with Daabbatul Ard for marking on foreheads of people. It means Daabbatul Ard who
has white stick feather with rings like Solomon’s ring the Peacock will speak for Mahdi & with
this big miracle he will approach Maseeh Dajjaal to release the Bani Israel from his bondage.

Note:-There are many proofs of prophecies through visions in books of Hadiths having
partial metaphorical meanings in them.Ibne Maja volume 3 Hadiths say that Mohammed
(s) met Jesus son of Maryam during Meraj (Spiritual Ascension into heavens) who said
that he will descend into earth for killing Maseeh Dajjaal when many people will gather
from many countries.
In other hadiths of Sahih Muslim volume 6 & Buqari Mohammed (s) saw Jesus son of
Maryam in resemblance of Urwah son of Masood which means Jesus’s father’s name in
2nd coming as Mahdi will be Masood. Mohammed (s) also saw in vision that Maseeh
Dajjaal & Jesus son of Maryam doing twaf of kaaba. These all prophecies are in
pictorial languages.
147- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ibne Uqdah from Ali bin Hasan Taimili from Muhammad and
Ahmad sons of Hasan from their father from Thalaba from Jomi Kunnasi from Abu Basir from Kamil from
Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) that he said:“When our Qaim (Mahdi) will appear, he will call the people to a new
faith like the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) has called and indeed Islam has begun strange and it will
return strange as it has begun. Blessed are the strangers!”
He said: "When Rasulullah (saas) came, people worshiped stones, and bits of rock and wood. BUT
WHEN OUR QAIM (HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)) COMES PEOPLE WILL INTERPRET THE BOOK OF
ALLAH ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN IDEAS AND WILL POINT TO THAT AS EVIDENCE." He then
said: "Thanks be to Allah that in the same way that heat and cold enter their homes, so his justice will
enter their homes.” (Sheikh Muhammad ibn Ibrahim Nomani, al-Ghaybah al-Nomani, p. 350)
For example it’s mentioned in prophecies (hadiths of Islam) that Mahdi will take shelter in kaaba& kaaba
will be demolished by a man from the place of black people (a Habashi). This doesn’t mean real Kaaba
but it meant the house of Mahdi in which he will take shelter from the attacks of his enemies. And the
demolition of kaaba means the house of Mahdi will be demolished by the man from Siddipet (black

people’s place, Habashi). Makkah means a village where Mahdi lives & Madina means a big city. Rukn
menas the temperory rented house of Mahdi & Muqam means own house of Mahdi just opposite to his
rented house with his many children. Earth’s swallowing the people means the evil attackers will run away
as if the earth has swallowed them. But Muslims believed them to be real kaaba,
ukun,Muqam,Makkah,Madina & real earth swallowing the people.
Major end days prophecies done by Prophet Mohammed (s) were through Visions based upon Quran’s
verses but not direct! But most of the Muslims believed them to be direct sayings of Mohammed(s) which
is wrong. And that’s why they developed a false faith based upon literal names of the places used in the
prophecies.
First of all know the ways of prophecies delivery to Mohammed (s) about end day’s major signs. How did
the prophecies come to prophet Mohammed (s) about Isa son of Maryam, Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard &
Maseeh Dajjaal? Were they delivered through angel Jibraeel (a) like Quran or based upon Quran’s short
hidden prophecies were they showed in visions to him? If they are directly delivered like Quran then why
did they not appear in Quran? Were they told to prophet Mohammed (s) directly by any angel? If yes then
why it’s not mentioned in hadiths clearly that those prophecies are through angel’s narrations? If those
prophecies were through visions then why do Muslims not expect their different interpretations also? Why
Muslims are insisting on the fully literal meaning of the visions & why do they not understand the
metaphorical parts of the visions? When Quran & Hadiths certified that prophecies are partially
metaphorical whose interpretations will be different then why do Muslims don’t believe this fact?
Hadiths Prophecies of End Days were Partially Metaphorical but not fully Literal! And they all came true
but Muslims still insisting on its literal meanings. Moreover they were all sealed with wisdom & only Isa
son of Maryam the Mahdi was supposed to unveil them.

Only Isa son of Maryam the Mahdi is authority to interpret the visions because
they are unveiled for him practically:-

When you see the interpretations of the visions shown by me then you will feel totally amazing & Strange.

You may say that “You have done your own interpretations which none has done before”. But it’s true
because none has done such interpretations before me of the Hadiths prophecies because they were not
the Isa son of Marium reborn as Mahdi with authority to do so. But you must see the perfect holy proofs to
support these interpretations & their coming true practically also. I am the real Isa son of Maryam reborn
as Mahdi & these interpretations were supposed to happen practically upon my life & only I was
supposed to show them to mankind. And if you expect any other Islamic or non-Islamic scholar for their
interpretations then it’s wrong because those interpreters are not certified with 1400 identification proofs
of Mahdi with time period as prophesized.

Attention all Muslims.
Note:-The metaphorical pictorial language prophecies were not supposed to be interpreted by anybody
except the real Isa son of Maryam the Mahdi. Prophet Mohammed (s) has given the prophecies to
mankind in the form of visions whose interpretations were supposed to be revealed for Mahdi. It is written
that all others will be confused, puzzled & cannot know the actual truth tuill his arrival.The matter of Jesus
Second coming, Mahdi,Daabbatul Ard& Maseeh Dajjaal is so confused that people at last give up the
faith. If they give up faith then they become non-Muslims destined for hell but if they try to understand
then end up with confusions. There have been so many false claimants also who ruined Muslim’s faith
since long. So read the complete book & then all your confusions will be removed if Allah wills. After
reading this complete book you will be able to easily identify the false claimants of Mahdi & recognize the
real one. None in the world could produce these facts as I did by the grace of Allah.
O Muslims Mahdi was never supposed to take shelter in real Kaaba & he was never supposed to take
believers alliance between Rukn & Muqam of Kaaba! Those imposters who tried earlier were foolish as
they never understood the meanings of metaphorical prophecies & hence misunderstood as literal. Mahdi
was never supposed to come in Iraq, Koofa, Mosque Sahla, Damascus etc as Shia Muslims still believe.
They actually misunderstood metaphorical places names as literal. All those metaphorical places names
came true in India. Their faith of Mahdi & Jesus as 2 different persons itself is 100% proved wrong. There
will be no real Kaaba demolition, no speaking animal will emerge from real Safah hill of Makkah & no
other Mahdi can ever come again. All prophecies are over now but they don’t pay attention to my
announcements through media. Due to not understanding the metaphorical prophecies the below given
problems arise which lead true Muslims to become hypocrite in ignorance.

Interpretation of places name also assumed by Shia Imams but not perfectly.

36- Ikmaaluddin: Shaykh Saduq says: Narrated to us Muhammad bin Ali Majiluwayh (r.a.) that he
said: Narrated to us my uncle, Muhammad bin Abil Qasim from Muhammad bin Ali Kufi from Muhammad
bin Abi Umair from Umar bin Uzaina that he said: Abi Abdullah (a.s.) said to me: Amirul Momineen (a.s.)
said:

“The son of Hind, the liver-eater will come out from the valley of Yabis. He shall be of medium height.
His face will be horrible. He will be fat. His face will be pockmarked. He will be one-eyed. His name will be
Uthman and his father’s name will be Anbasa. He will be from the progeny of Abu Sufyan. He will camp
in the land of stability, where he will sit on the pulpit.”
The author says: The ‘land of stability’ has been interpreted as Kufa or Najaf in reports.

General reasons & Questions due to which Muslims deny me as Isa son of
Maryam (Christ Jesus) reborn as Mahdi in India.This is because of their belief in
literal meanings of prophecies & not understanding metaphorical meanings.
Otherwise all prophecised scenes have happened but in India. And those scenes
are the main pillars of prophecies.
1) They say “Mahdi will be Arabic Speaking from Makkah, Madina (Yathrab)”. Are you Arabic speaking &
citizen of Arabia? Maseeh Dajjaal will come in Isphahaan Khorasan east & he will be one man to be killed
by Isa son of Marym from his weapon? And Maseeh Dajjaal is in an island tied with chain. It is nowhere
written in Hadiths that they will appear in India. So why do you claim? Isa son of Maryam will pray behind
Pious Imam (Mahdi) & why do you go against this sign?
Answer: -But actually Mahdi will not be born in Arabia with mother tongue as Arabic. Due to usage of
places names Makkah, Madinah, Rukn, Muqam, Hajre Aswad & other places they believe the same
without bothering to understand its metaphorical meanings. As per perfect authentic prophecies of
Quran,Hadiths,Bible,Hinduism Mahdi was supposed to be born in Red Hills, Hyderabad, Andhra
Pradesh,India with Urdu/Hindi/English languages speaking. And Maseeh Dajjaal was also supposed to
come from India. There was no Maseh Dajjaal tied in chains in an island but it was a symbolic
metaphorical prophecy of lost Bible narrated by Tameem Dari which is now fulfilled. There were
supposed to be 6 representatives in Maseeh Dajjaal’s group & all of them are called Maseeh Dajjaal just
like pharoah’s religious dynasty. Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth Mirza Tahir Ahmad is killed by my curse (sword of
mouth) in 2003 A.D. The cross is broken in 2004 A.D. in Begumpet area, Andhra Pradesh, India. Jesus
himself is reborn as Mahdi & the pious Imam (guide) during his arrival is actually Maseeh Dajjal but he is
pious in deeds. All the proofs are given in this book which are from most authentic sources but sealed
with wisdom & none can deny them. I have opened the seal & showed which no one other than me could
understand them but most of the scholars had been reading them since long.
2) Mahdi will be from the family of Prophet Mohammed (s)’s daughter Bibi Fatima (rz)’s children Hasan &
Hussain (rz). He will be Syed. Are you the same? How dare you say that?
Answer:-Ignorant people don’t have knowledge of the facts & just keep on speaking like parrots.But
actually Mahdi’s mother was supposed to be from the family of Bibi Fatima (rz) & father from the family of
Ibrahim (s)’s son Isaaq (a). This family is holy royal & chief (Syed). And all other signs which had
happened upon one person would certify him to be from this lineage. Hence generation record is not
mandatory. And its proved with me. All the proofs are given in this book which are from most authentic
sources but sealed with wisdom & none can deny them. I have opened the seal & showed which no one
other than me could understand them but most of the scholars had been reading them since long.
3) Shia say that”Mahdi will come in Iraq, Koofa,Damascus,Mosque Sahla is his house, he will kill the Islamic
scholars with swords, he is in occultation, he is son of Imam Hasan Askari & Nargis Khatoon, he will
appear with 313 men, he will have staff of Moses (a), ring of Sulaiman (a), the Ark of Covenant, Torah etc
from Antioch, Angel Jibraeel (a) will first pledge alliance tio Him in the form of white Bird between Hajre
Aswad & Muqam ”. And how dare you claim to be Mahdi Qaim our most beloved Imam?
Answer:-The names of the places mentioned above were metaphorical & they came true in India. The
313 persons are mentioned separately as 13 & 300 & also collectively which include many angels, Jins
also. Imam Hasan Askari(A)’s son was not the true Isa son of Maryam reborn as Mahdi& he never
claimed to be the same. The white Bird is revealed as Angel Jibraeel (a) in Peacock form & the stick of
Moses (a) & ring of Sulaiman (a) is revealed as Peacock feather stick with ring like structure on it’s end.
And the Mosque Sahla is revealed as the house of Mahdi with many children. Jesus was supposed to be
reborn as Mahdi on 24rth March 1973 during Friday night & Saturday dawn. And he was supposed to
appear from among the group of Maseeh Dajjaal to clean them from falsehood. Nalgonda District,

Bhongir, Raigir Hill with black stones etc places are called as Antioch, Damascus,Hajre Aswad in
metaphorical sense which people misunderstood. Shia expecting Mahdi to come in moque Qoum,
Damascus, Iraq,Mosque Sahla, Koofa etc are all waste though they are very big in looks. All the proofs
are given in this book which are from most authentic sources but sealed with wisdom & none can deny
them. I have opened the seal & showed which no one other than me could understand them but most of
the scholars had been reading them since long.
4) Muslims say that “Mahdi will not claim to be Mahdi but people will identify him to be Mahdi & pledge
alliance to him forcibly between Rukun Muqam of Kaaba & a voice will come from sky to pledge alliance
to him. People will gather around the kaaba& bring him out of kaaba which he will be disliking”. And you
are claiming to be Mahdi which is very much wrong?
Answer:-Some ignorant & learned Muslims believe this part as a firm faith because they have read in
Sahih Muslim Hadiths. But actually whatever they read is a small part of a long detailed hadiths. If they
read that part completely then they will not say the above mentioned. The detailed part of this hadiths say
that due to Mahdi’s claims & affixing the cine board/banners & inviting people for pledging alliance will be
the reason of enemies gathering around his house to bring him out with intention of harming him. This
house is not the actual kaaba but the house of Mahdi which is metaphorically called as Kaaba. Mahdi
himself is considered Vice-regent of Allah (Khalifathullah) & in Bible he is called as house of Allah
because the Holy Spirit of Allah is in him. The other hadiths clearly say that there will not be tiny faith
among Muslims, they will be devided in 73 sects but their mosques will be very big & the Muslims will be
more than Christians in population & all of them will be destined for hell. The other hadiths & Bible
prophecies tell that there wikll be only 30 men of faith will be left over who will be family members & few
close friends of Mahdi. To recognize Mahdi the knowledge & faith is must. When there is no faith left
among Muslims & no true hidden sealed prophecies knowledge is among Muslims then how can they
recognize Mahdi & pledge alliance to him forcibly? The Quran & Hadiths Biharul Anwar clearly stated that
no one from outside the family of Mahdi will pledge alliance to him till the emergence of Daabbatul Ard the
Angel Peacock in Ramzan July 2015 A.D.And the scene of Mahdi’s taking shelter in his own house was
supposed to happen in 2012 A.D. 14th May evening time. The hadiths say that after his call to pledge
alliance in 2012 Ramzan nobody will proceed for his help then Allah will bring out the Angel Peacock to
speak for him on 3rd year of it (2015 Ramzan). The scholars didn’t even think that why people surround
the house of Mahdi to forcibly bring him out when he is disliking& why will he take shelter in kaaba? What
will be the emergency or insecurity for Mahdi? Why he will be disliking his bringing out of his house?
Hadiths small part knowledge has become firm faith of Muslims which is proved totally wrong, unnatural &
inhuman. Quran,Hadiths clearly say that it’s compulsory duty of Mahdi being an apostle (rasul) to preach,
claim & invite people for joining him. Then how can Mahdi hide himself from public? He was supposed to
hide from their attacks, threats & evil plans. Hadiths of Biharul Anwr clearly say that Mahdi will say
“Allahuakbar with his claims” when surrounded by evil men. All the proofs are given in this book which are
from most authentic sources but sealed with wisdom & none can deny them. I have opened the seal &
showed which no one other than me could understand them but most of the scholars had been reading
them since long.
5) Muslims say that “Mahdi will be having beard, he will be most pious person & show miracle to mankind.
And don’t have any miracles except your claims, the rain miracles, the Angel Peacock’s speaking. If you
are Jesus reborn as Mahdi then raise the dead, show the miracle by giving eyes to born blind, walk on
water, fly in air & give us wealth, Can you?”
Answer:-Mahdi’s looks will not be like prophet Mohammed (s) though he will have thick beard also.
Mahdi will adopt the resemblance of the majority people of the society which means he will become clean
shaved also to please the ignorant people. All his acts are from Allah’s will & whatever he does is the
scene mentioned in holy prophecies. He is most pious person but falsely blamed for sinsby unbelievers.
He will have false cases upon him by the enemies inspired by satans to disturb his holy work. There will
be many attacks upon him & while defending himself he will be dragged into false cases by his enemies.
He will be called as cheater, mad, imposter, destroyer of Muslims faith & ignorant evil persons will abuse,
harm him. But despite of so many problems he will continue his work which makes him most pious & true
man of Allah. That itself is the miracle of the age. Everywhere falsehood will be spread & the entire world
will be filled with false scenes based upon false stories like film industries. Then Allah will make the
prophetical scenes happen upon his life which will be considered as miracle of the present age because
nobody would be able to do such natural prophecised scenes in natural world. So coming truwe of all
prophetical scenes in appointed prophecised time, place situation along with characters is the ultimate

miracle for the mankind. And rain miracles are also mentioned as sign for Mahdi. And the speaking of the
angel Peacock is mentioned as very big miracle for Mahdi. So they all came true. I came to make people
spiritually alive who are spiritual dead despite of their being so religious people. I came to give wisdom
along with eyes of knowledge so that they can see the hidden facts of holy books & flying in air or walking
on water is now within your reach through aeroplanes, water skatings, amphibian vehicles etc. But if Allah
does such miracles then you will come to know inshallaah. In my previous incarnation all such miracles
happened but still the Jews didn’t believe me & called me a sorcerer magician. Now the new latest
miracles have happened which cannot be denied if researched or investigated. But people still don’t
believe as they don’t have time & proper holy books knowledge. If the miracles above mentioned miracles
happens then they can be recorded also for further investigations. I also expect them to happen naturally
inshallaah. All the proofs are given in this book which are from most authentic sources but sealed with
wisdom & none can deny them. I have opened the seal & showed which no one other than me could
understand them but most of the scholars had been reading them since long.
6) Mahdi is different person & Jesus Christ Isa son of Maryam is different. Isa son of Maryam (a) is taken
alive in heavens by Allah with body & in his place his enemy is crucified. He will come &pray behind pious
Imam (Mahdi) in Baitul Muqaddas (Mosque Aqsa). And you are claiming to be spiritual reincarnationof Isa
son of Maryam as Mahdi which is wrong. There is no spiritual reincarnation system in Islam.
Answer: - Jesus died a natural death at the age of 120 years as per Quran & Hadiths & Bible proofs.
Spiritual re-incarnation of Jesus as Mahdi is mentioned in Quran & Hadiths which most of sunni sect
didn’t understand. Jesus was never lifted alive in heavens with body & will never come again as I am
spiritually reborn fulfilling all scenes, signs of holy books. In my previous incarnation I was not replaced on
cross by my enemy but it was me as per Isiah 53 prophecy. I was raised alive out of grave on 3 rd day after
the crucification attempt by Jews. You have read Quran Nisa:157-159 that Allah raised Jesus unto
himself but ignored the Quran: Alimran :55 which said that Allah was supposed to raise me after
unconsciousness. Read Quran Zumar:42 to understand the meaning of vafaat. It also means deep sleep.
So Quran & Bible have said the same. I was raised alive from deep sleep on 3rd day out of the grave
room.

Why did Allah consider Mahdi’s house as Kaaba, Allah’s temple,
mosque Sahla (house of Ibrahim (a), the house of many children’s
father) in the vision metaphorically?

Jesus Christ of 2nd coming the Mahdi Messiah is considered as Temple of Allah
(House of Allah, Om, Yweh, Elohim). Quran & Hadiths also certified this fact:Mohammed (s) saw in his visions that Mahdi will take shelter in the house & that house is shown as
Kaaba. Mahdi is khalifathullah (Vice-regent, representative of Allah) upon earth. He is reincarnation of Isa
son of Maryam spiritually with new body as Mahdi. So he has the Holy Spirit of Allah unlike the spirits of
common mankind.The vision’s interpretation is that “the place where Mahdi lives is the house of Allah
because Mahdi lives there & he himself is the house of Allah”. House of Allah the kaaba has black stone

& place of standing (Rukun) & Ibrahim Muqam. This represents Mahdi’s wife & children. Because the
meaning of Ibrahim is “the father of many children”.Hadiths also say that Mahdi will have some persons
with him who will not have powers to defend the attackers during Mahdi’s shelter in Kaaba. And other
hadiths say that those persons will be his own family members& few believers not exceeding 30 in
numbers.Otherhadiths say that none will pledge him alliance since his public announcement till 3rd year
of this incident & ultimately the Daabbatul Ard will emerge speaking for him. Mosque Sahla points to
house of Ibrahim which points to the father of many children & it means Mahdi will have many children
with him there during emergence of Daabbatul Ard. Other hadiths say that Mahdi will have 11 persons left
& 13 persons are also mentioned apart from 300. All this proves that Mahdi & his house are called as
Kaaba & his family place as Muqam metaphorically. One hadiths also say that Kaaba will be demolished
by a man from the place of black people. And Bible says that Mahdi the Jesus is shepherd who will be
killed but again rise from death. This shepherd means the care taker head of his family (sheep). Allah has
said in Quran that he has certified Bible. It means Jesus is really house of Allah (Temple). The kaaba is
the symbol of Allah upon earth to which all believers prostrate. But it’s not Allah & why do people hold
walls of kaaba for praying? Because they believe it to be the symbol of Allah though it’s made up of
stones. In the same way Allah’s vice-regent is alive representative house of Allah upon earth. Allah said
in Quran that those who pledge their alliance to Allah’s apostle are actually pledging their alliance upon
hands of Allah. And Allah ordered to follow Allah & his apostle (rasul). Those who follow Allah’s apostle
actually follow Allah. So Mahdi is an apostle (rasul) of Allah without prophethood (Nabuwat). His coming
is the proof of Allah’s existence. Hence he is the mobile house of Allah. Prostrating to an alive apostle is
allowed in Islam as per Quran’s orders. Chapter Yusuf of Quran says that all family of yusuf (a) prostrated
to him & it’s not unislamic. In the same way all believers can also prostrate to alive Mahdi also. He is
called as Allah in the Hadith of Prophet Mohammed (a) which means the Khalifathullaah. Mohammed (s)
said that no one can see his rab unless they die & your Allah is not one eyed whereas Maseeh Dajjaal is
having something like swollen grape upon his eyes. It means the Isa son of Maryam with 2 persons seen
against Maseh Dajjaal is called as Allah or Rabb. So it means he is the man appointed on behalf of Allah
over mankind. He is just like Kaaba for believers the mediator between Allah & mankind. If anybody
denies him then Allah is also denied. Bible, Quran, Hadiths& Hinduism considered Mahdi to be the house
of Allah. But he is the main guide leader in all prayers. An imam is the one who prostrates to Allah but all
beleivers behind him also follow him in prostrations. In the same way Mahdi also worships the Allah & all
believers should follow him. His insult is the insult of Allah & his respect is the respect of Allah because
he is the chosen vice-regent of Allah. Those who don’t believe this are destined for hell & they can
misbehave till their death. Hadiths say that all believers should take shelter with Mahdi when fire occurs &
Allah said in Quran that whoever enters the House of Allah are in peace. This also means that all
believers should take refuge with Mahdi if they want to be saved from hell fire. The Mahdi’s taking shelter
in his house happened in 2012 A.D. 14th May in Rajender nagar, upperpally, Telangana state, India & his
house demolition happened in 2014 18th September in same place opposite to the rented house. And
Mahdi was also killed by the enemies but didn’t die & arose alive again. So there will be no real Kaaba
demolition or Mahdi will never take shelter in Kaaba with his family. These scenes were metaphorical &
had happened already in India.Now Mahdi is in Nalgonda district,Bhongir with his house. All should come
there.

Home of Mahdi is called as “Home of Thanks to Allaah & mosque” !
From Mufaddal: I heard Imam Jaffar Sadik say: “THE COMMANDER OF THE FAITHFUL WILL HAVE A
HOME, AND THAT HOUSE WILL BE KNOWN AS THE ‘HOME OF THANKS’.” (Sheikh Muhammad ibn
Ibrahim Numani, al-Ghaybah al-Numani, p. 216)
Hazrat Mahdi’s (as) home will be a place where many thanks are given to Allah, where He is worshiped,
where His approval is observed, and where people abide scrupulously by the moral values of the Qur’an.
177- It is quoted fromMazaar Kabeer from the author’s own chain of reporters from Abu Basir from His
Eminence, Abu Abdullah (a.s.) that he said: “O Abu Muhammad, as if I can see Imam Qaim (a.s.) landing
at Masjid Sahla along with his family members.

54- Ghaibat Tusi: It is narrated from Fazal from Uthman bin Isa from Salih bin Abul Aswad from Imam
Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) that he said when Masjid Sahla wasmentioned in his presence: "It will be the residence
of our Sahibul Amr (Imam Mahdi (a.s.) when he occupies it with his family."

Other hadiths of Sahih Muslim say that Mahdi will be with some persons with him
during taking shelter in the house. These above hadiths say that those persons
are family members of Mahdi. And house of Mahdi is house of Allah because all
will be worshipping Allah. That’s why his residence is considered as house of
Allah & mosque.
Other part of the above vision narrated by Hafsa (rz) or Ayesha (rz) Sahih Muslim
volume 6. Page 418:- Some persons (qowm means a common group of people pointing to a family) will take
refuge of this house kaaba (means house of Mahdi in symbolic sence) who will not have power to stop the
opponants, they will be less in number & will not have much articles(My note:-This is Mahdi’s family). A group will be
sent towards them & when that group reaches the open ground, they will all go into earth.

Mahdi & his residence is metaphorically called as Kaaba the house of Allah:-Jesus
of 2nd coming is called as temple of Allah in Bible & Jesus himself is the Mahdi as per Quran & Hadiths.
So is Mahdi temple of Allah. And Allah ordered in Quran to believe all previous holy books also. And
hadiths also have confirmed Mahdi & his residence as Allah’s house.
1. Prostrating to Allah’s alive apostle is allowed in Islam. Quran’s Surah Yousuf certify this.
2. Following, obeying Allah’s rasool is obeying Allah.
3. Allah communicates with mankind through his rasool & he is the main mediator between
mankind & Allah.
4. Mahdi house is called as house of Allah’s praises. Hadiths.
5. Mahdi is allah’s khalifa the vice-regent of Allah.
6. Mahdi’s rejector is allah’s rejector.
7. Mahdi is rab (king) appointed by allah for all mankind.
8. Allah’s holy spirit in Mahdi or in other words Mahdi is incarnation of Allah upon earth as Allah’s
Holy Spirit is in him.It doesn’t mean that Allah fully has manifested in one man the Mahdi.
9. Allah’s existence proof is Mahdi (Hujjatullaah).
10. New Testament Bible say that Jesus the house of Allah was demolished & resurrected on 3rd day.
11. Doing bayit (pledging alliance) on hands of rasool of Allah is like doing bayit upon allah’s hands.
Quran & Hadiths have confirmed Mahdi as Rasool of Allah without any nabuwat (prophethood).
12. Mahdi taking shelter in a house is mentioned as kaaba in Sahih Muslim Hadiths in prophet’s
vision metaphorically which means Mahdi & his residence with his family is called as kaaba
(house or temple of Allah).

13. Kaaba demolition means Mahdi’s killing & his house demolition.
14. Jesus is shepherd of Allah whose virtual killing & resurrection again is mentioned in Bible OT.
15. Mahdi is Imam who first prostrates to Allah & behind him all prostrates to Imam. They all
ultimately prostrates to Allah.
16. As per Bible OT, NT Jesus 2nd is splendid temple of Allah.
17. No temple except Jesus & Allah the temple during end days is mentioned in Bible.
18. Mahdi’s house in Hadiths Biharul Anwar is called as Mosque sahla (house of Ibrahim, the father
of many children).
19. The place where I lived in upperpally was just like inside kaaba with single door in 2012.
20. Hindus have considered Shiva to be Allah due to this misunderstanding only. That’s why they call
shiva as allah & his wife as allaat (nav durga). But actually Mahdi was supposed to be vice-regent
of Allah along with his family upon earth.

Main reasons of Biharul Anwar prophecies related to Mahdi are Metaphorical
mixed with real scenes.
Names of Places, enemies, banners,fights, telecommunication technologies foretold in past appeared to
be unbelievable, Spiritual Rajat reincarnation mistaken as physical & spiritual. The incidents & main
theme with scenes are direct literal fixed in metaphorically named places,enemies, OT replaced Israel,
Mohammed (s) also replaced Syria with East (India), Even the east of Makkah, Madina. Nt Bible also
abondoned Jerusalem, Israel, prophecies about Ghazwa e Hind in which presence of one rasul is must,
the Jesus Christ himself is Mahdi the rasul in Ghazwa e Hind, All mostly religious people gathered in India
including polythiests, Hypocrites. Wars with Edomites is mentioned in Bible OT during Jesus in East.
OT,Nt Bible,Veda,Quran & Hadiths all say that polythiests will dislike & Islam will prevail wordwide from
East, Quran, Bible, Ved, Hadiths confirms the metaphorical prophecies give different interpretations
practically. Prophecies will be Sealed till Jesus Mahdi, Mahadev’s arrival says Hindus (Milk ocean
churning), Bible, Quran & Hadiths. People will hunt around those prophecies but will not be able to find
out the truth & they will be revealed by Jesus Christ Mahdi Mahadev only. People’s assumptions will be
something else & Mahdi will prove something new from Quran & Hadiths. That’s why there will be a big
revolt from common Islamic scholars against Mahdi. There were no mosques of Muslims till 634 A.D. in
Kufa, Sahla, Damascus & prophecies were done before mentioning their names. Qais, Sufyani, Kinda,
Romans, Byzantines were all non Muslims till 634 A.D. Abbasides did not start ruling. There were no
graves of Imam Hasan & Imam Hussain (as) till 632 A.D. when prophecies were done & hence no real
building of rivers by Mahdi there. All prophecies were supposed to be unveiled along with Jesus Christ
Mahdi after 1400 years of Mohammed (s)’s birth. People’s assumptions will be waste before arrival of
Mahdi. The Biharul Anwar scholars tried to impose the prophecies upon the rulers, son of Imam Askari (a)
but they didn’t match them. The real Jesus Christ Mahdi & Maseeh Dajjaal were missing from them. And
hence the prophecies scenes which appeared to be similar were waste. The 2 occultations about Mahdi
imposed on Imam Hasan Askari’s son wrongly. Signs like demolition of mosque walls in kufa, Damascus,
the fights with Abbasides etc were all imposed upon others but main enemy Maseeh Dajjaal & main Hero
Jesus Christ Mahdi were missing in those assumptions.

If everything is metaphorical then what is real (literal)? : - The reality or the real scenes
are mixed with the metaphorical prophecies. There are few prophecies in Islam which are literal also but
many are partial metaphorical & literal too. Mankind was not the authority to understand them as they

were all sealed till my arrival as true Messiah Mahdi. Now I have arrived to distinguish between pure
literal prophecies & partial metaphorical prophecies based upon their being revealed practically now. The
scenes are real. Physical signs like white Minar of a mosque Aqsa, House of Allah, Jesus Mahdi,
Daabbatul Ard, Maseeh Dajjaal, 70 Kbani Israel, flying white donkey,presence of 13 persons with Mahdi
first & 300 joining later, Daabbatul Ard speaking, East of the world, Edomites, the polythiests, time, period
are all direct. Most of the prophecies are in riddle, puzzle or pictorial language. There are replacements of
places,persons& enemies but the main scenes along with themes remained the same. All unique scenes
with identification proofs of Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard, Maseeh Dajjaal, the rulers etc happened practically in
India but not in Makkah, Medina, Syria, Israel, Jerusalem, Damascus etc. And the time, period of the
scenes already passed leaving no room for future any more. It Proves practically that the Prophecies of
Biharul Anwar & all other holy books were metaphorical in sences which were mistaken as real. The
reality is mixed with metaphorical names of places, persons & rulers. The satan is making people see the
open prophecies as it is mentioned in Biharul Anwar Hadiths as literal but with 3 main personalities
missing over there. Those personalities are Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & Jesus Christ Mahdi
Mahadev. Exact similar scenes should happen along with these 3 main persons. It means Satan is
making people believe the literal scenes of Hadiths happening in the real places but cannot produce the
real Messiah there. When we see those prophecies metaphorical meanings as per Quran & Hadiths then
they happened in India. The prophecies say that there will be a universal Judgement day during Mahdi
also & many will come back to life physically from graves. If we see the prophecies as direct literal then it
appears as if Mahdi is Allah (nauzobillah). But he is vice-regent of Allah.

The prophecies of Biharul Anwar which came true are:- (1) Rajat reincarnation spiritually
with other new bodies (2) Banners (3)The enemies of Islam Qays, Kinda, Sufyani, the demolition of
mosque wall on western side, the house of Mahdi adjacent to it, the 2 big ocultations & other ocultations
& hiding of Mahdi from public eyes , the Jumadi second 7 Rajab period of Mahdi’s appearance, his
identifications, the end days technologies & telecommunication media, the Abu Bakr (rz), Omar(rz), Ali
(rz), Uthman Ghani (rz), Humaira reincarnations with many others, 3 attacks upon Mahdi, Mahdi is
rasulallah without nabuwat, Daabbatul Ard speaking time, period as 2015 A.D., the places of its presence,
white Bird & other Bird’s shouting for Mahdi, 24 continious rain miracles for Mahdi, the first pledging
alliance to Mahdi by Gabriel (a) in the form of a Bird during forenoon after his 2 units of prayer, the calling
of Mahdi in distress to Allah, his sermons before this call leaning from black stone, the evil gang attack &
their following again on Wednesday, the spiritual deaths of Nafse Zakiya, his brother, the disappearance
of all followers of Mahdi except his deputy & 11 children, the Mahdi’s reading a golden sealed covenant
by breaking the seal, The voices from skies through Satellites, the reasons of Mahdi’s taking shelter in a
house, his hidings & his problems, the days like Friday, Saturday, 23rd Ramzan & other odd days
improtance in Mahdi’s life, Mahdi’s publishing the book & words used as swords, people cursing the
banner of Mahdi initially & later accepting it,the sealed prophecies & hidden matters being revealed by
Mahdi only, the reincarnations of Uzza, Laat & Manat goddesses, shifting of hajre aswad from sahla
mosque to koofa mosque, the hidden bibles of Antioch, the staff of Moses (a) & ring of Solomon (a) by
Mahdi & his approach with them to Maseeh Dajjaal the new pharoah, the availablity of water, food
everywhere on the ways from city to other places even during night for Mahdi, the Mahdi’s travelling with
his followers in the night to reach his house, the reaching of believers to Mahdi by air within very short
time, the hypocrite Muslims plays & attack upon Mahdi when he is seen before time, the resurrection of
Mahdi from death like condition & reason of his being called as Qaim (always alive). The practical
certifications of Quran & Hadiths by Mahdi happened. The reincarnations of worst evil persons also
happened but spiritually with new bodies. The defeating of Qays, Byzantines by Sufyani & conquering 5
states by Sufyani. The joining of the 2 main persons of Cave reincarnated as 2 witness for Mahdi.

Pending prophecies:-The continious 40 days rain in month of Jumadi 2 & Rajab first ten days &
physical resurrection of the deads, 2 nd time the 20 days continious rains before the end of Mahdi in
Jumadi 2 & Rajab along with many persons resurrections physically, the re-entering Kufa with 10 K
Believers, the rule worldwide by Mahdi & best vegetations & wealth, the joining of 300 more followers
among mankind. birth of thousands of children without women, 12 Mahdi’s rule again after Mahdi.
Mahdi’s rule for 309 years. The sufyani’s pledging alliance to Mahdi & Yamani’s joining.

What is found totally wrong? : - Most of the discussions of Shia leaders (Imams) based upon
metaphorical sealed prophecies & their ultimate conclusions are almost found to be wrong because they
assumed all places names literally. The resurrection of Ali, Abu Bakr, Uthman, Omer from their original
graves did not happen. The Ali (rz) is not the Daabbatul Ard himself. Prophet Mohammed (s) is not reborn
again & joined Mahdi but he rules spiritually & had joined Mahdi too.The scenes of Mahdi, Maseeh
Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard didn’t happened in real Syria, Iraq, Saudia Arabia.

Bible’s OT & NT’s metaphorical pictorial language prophecies!
From Bible Revelation chapter 12 & 13 New Testament.
Revelation 12 (It’s about Jesus Christ reincarnation as Mahdi Messiah)
12 And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and
upon her head a crown of twelve stars:
2 And
3 And

she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered.

there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads and ten horns,
and seven crowns upon his heads.

4 And

his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the dragon stood before
the woman which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born.
5 And

she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up unto
God, and to his throne.
6 And

the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared of God, that they should feed her there a
thousand two hundred and threescore days.
7 And

there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his
angels,
8 And

prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven.

9 And

the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world:
he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.
10 And

I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our God, and
the power of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them before our God day and
night.
11 And

they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives
unto the death.
12 Therefore

rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the
devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.
13 And

when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman which brought forth the man

child.
14 And

to the woman were given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness, into her place,
where she is nourished for a time, and times, and half a time, from the face of the serpent.
15 And

the serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood after the woman, that he might cause her to be carried away
of the flood.
16

And the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood which the dragon
cast out of his mouth.
17 And

the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the
commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.

The Beast out of the Sea (It’s about Maseeh Dajjaal the AntiChrist 666 but not
about the Daabbatul Ard of Quran 27:82)
13 The dragon[a] stood on the shore of the sea. And I saw a beast coming out of the
sea. It had ten horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on its horns, and on each head a blasphemous
name. 2 The beast I saw resembled a leopard, but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth like that of a lion. The
dragon gave the beast his power and his throne and great authority. 3 One of the heads of the beast seemed to have
had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. The whole world was filled with wonder and followed the
beast. 4 People worshiped the dragon because he had given authority to the beast, and they also worshiped the beast
and asked, “Who is like the beast? Who can wage war against it?”

5 The

beast was given a mouth to utter proud words and blasphemies and to exercise its authority for forty-two
months. 6 It opened its mouth to blaspheme God, and to slander his name and his dwelling place and those who live
in heaven. 7 It was given power to wage war against God’s holy people and to conquer them. And it was given
authority over every tribe, people, language and nation. 8 All inhabitants of the earth will worship the beast—all whose
names have not been written in the Lamb’s book of life, the Lamb who was slain from the creation of the world.[b]
9 Whoever

has ears, let them hear.

10 “If

anyone is to go into captivity,
into captivity they will go.
If anyone is to be killed[c] with the sword,
with the sword they will be killed.”[d]
This calls for patient endurance and faithfulness on the part of God’s people.

The Beast out of the Earth

11 Then

I saw a second beast, coming out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb, but it spoke like a dragon. 12 It
exercised all the authority of the first beast on its behalf, and made the earth and its inhabitants worship the first
beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. 13 And it performed great signs,even causing fire to come down from
heaven to the earth in full view of the people. 14 Because of the signs it was given power to perform on behalf of the
first beast, it deceived the inhabitants of the earth. It ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was
wounded by the sword and yet lived.15 The second beast was given power to give breath to the image of the first
beast, so that the image could speak and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. 16 It also forced all
people, great and small, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hands or on their
foreheads,17 so that they could not buy or sell unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the
number of its name. 18 This calls for wisdom. Let the person who has insight calculate the number of the beast, for

it is the number of a man.[e] That number is 666.
Vision of the eagle and the lion with their different interpretations. 2 Esdras 11

11 On the second night I had a dream. I saw an eagle, with twelve feathered wings and three heads,
rising up from the sea. 2 As I looked, it spread its wings over the whole earth, and all the winds of heaven
blew toward it, and the clouds[a] gathered around it. 3 Out of its wings grew opposing wings. These
became small, tiny wings. 4 Its heads were at rest. The middle head was larger than the other heads, but
it was also at rest with them.
5

I kept looking and saw the eagle flying with its wings to rule over the earth and over those who lived on
the earth. 6 I saw how everything under heaven was made to submit to it, and no one opposed it, not a
single creature that lives on the earth. 7 I looked and saw the eagle rise on its talons and call out to its
wings, saying, 8 “Don’t all watch together. Let each one sleep in its place and take turns watching, 9 but
the heads will be kept for the end.” 10 I looked and saw that the voice didn’t come from its heads but from
the middle of its body.11 I counted its opposing wings, and there were eight of them. 12 A wing arose on the
right side, and it ruled over the whole earth; 13 and while it was ruling, it came to an end and disappeared
so that its place vanished. The next one rose up and ruled, and it held sway a long time. 14 While it was
exercising its rule, it came to its end, so that it disappeared like the previous one.
Then a voice rang out, saying to this wing, 16 “Listen, you who have held sway over the earth all this
time. I announce[b] this to you before you begin to disappear. 17 No one after you will hold sway as long a
time—not even half as long.” 18 A third wing raised itself up, and it also exercised rulership like the
previous ones, and it too disappeared. 19 And so it happened to each of the wings in turn, to come to
power and then never to be seen again. 20 I looked, and indeed the wings that followed on the right side
also rose up in time so that they too might rule, but some of those who came to power disappeared
immediately, 21 while others of them rose up but didn’t succeed in establishing their rule. 22 After all this, I
looked again, and the twelve wings and two of the little wings had disappeared. 23 Nothing remained on
the body of the eagle except the three heads that were at rest and six little wings.
15

24

I looked and noticed that two of the six little wings were set apart and remained under the head on the
right side, but four remained in their place. 25 I watched as these little wings plotted to rise up and take
power. 26 One was raised up, but it immediately disappeared, 27 and then a second, but this one
disappeared more quickly than the previous one. 28 I saw the two that were left plotting among themselves
that they too should rule, 29 and while they were making their plans, one of the heads that had been at
rest, the one in the middle, woke up. This one was bigger than the other two heads. 30 I saw how it formed
a partnership with the two other heads, 31 and then how the head turned with those that were with it, and it
ate the two little wings that had planned to rule. 32 Moreover, this head gained power over the whole earth
and dominated those who lived on it, inflicting great distress. It had greater power over the whole world
than all the wings that had gone before.
33

After all this, I watched as the middle head, just like the wings, suddenly disappeared. 34 There were two
heads left, however, which also ruled over the earth and over those who live on it. 35 I looked and watched
as the head on the right side devoured the one on the left. 36 I heard a voice saying to me, “Look in front
of you and consider what you see.” 37 I looked and saw something like a lion being roused, roaring out of
the forest. I heard how he spoke in a human voice and said to the eagle, 38 “Listen, you, and I will speak

to you. The Most High says to you, 39 ‘Aren’t you the last of the four beasts that I made to rule in my world
so that I might bring about the end of my times through them?40 You, the fourth that has come, conquered
all the beasts that came before you, ruling over the world with much terror and over the whole world with
harsh oppression. You have lived in the world with deceit for so long! 41 You judged the earth, but not in
truth, 42 for you have oppressed the meek and injured those who caused no unrest. You hated those who
spoke the truth and loved liars. You destroyed the dwellings of those who bore fruit and tore down the
walls of those who had done you no harm. 43 Your insolence has ascended to the Most High and your
pride to the mighty one. 44 The Most High has reviewed his times. Look! They are finished, and his ages
are complete.45 Therefore, eagle, you must utterly vanish, you and your terrifying wings, your dreadful
little wings and your evil heads, and your dreadful talons and all your worthless body. 46 Then the whole
earth will be refreshed and restored, set free from your violence, and will hope for the judgment and
mercy of him who made it.’”

Apocrypha: 2 Esdras Chapter 12
1 And it came to pass, whiles the lion spake these words unto the eagle, I saw,
2 And, behold, the head that remained and the four wings appeared no more, and the two went unto it
and set themselves up to reign, and their kingdom was small, and fill of uproar.
3 And I saw, and, behold, they appeared no more, and the whole body of the eagle was burnt so that the
earth was in great fear: then awaked I out of the trouble and trance of my mind, and from great fear, and
said unto my spirit,
4 Lo, this hast thou done unto me, in that thou searchest out the ways of the Highest.
5 Lo, yet am I weary in my mind, and very weak in my spirit; and little strength is there in me, for the great
fear wherewith I was afflicted this night.
6 Therefore will I now beseech the Highest, that he will comfort me unto the end.
7 And I said, Lord that bearest rule, if I have found grace before thy sight, and if I am justified with thee
before many others, and if my prayer indeed be come up before thy face;
8 Comfort me then, and shew me thy servant the interpretation and plain difference of this fearful vision,
that thou mayest perfectly comfort my soul.
9 For thou hast judged me worthy to shew me the last times.
10 And he said unto me, This is the interpretation of the vision:
11 The eagle, whom thou sawest come up from the sea, is the kingdom which was seen in the vision of
thy brother Daniel.
12 But it was not expounded unto him, therefore now I declare it unto thee.
13 Behold, the days will come, that there shall rise up a kingdom upon earth, and it shall be feared above
all the kingdoms that were before it.
14 In the same shall twelve kings reign, one after another:
15 Whereof the second shall begin to reign, and shall have more time than any of the twelve.
16 And this do the twelve wings signify, which thou sawest.
17 As for the voice which thou heardest speak, and that thou sawest not to go out from the heads but
from the midst of the body thereof, this is the interpretation:
18 That after the time of that kingdom there shall arise great strivings, and it shall stand in peril of failing:
nevertheless it shall not then fall, but shall be restored again to his beginning.
19 And whereas thou sawest the eight small under feathers sticking to her wings, this is the interpretation:
20 That in him there shall arise eight kings, whose times shall be but small, and their years swift.
21 And two of them shall perish, the middle time approaching: four shall be kept until their end begin to
approach: but two shall be kept unto the end.
22 And whereas thou sawest three heads resting, this is the interpretation:
23 In his last days shall the most High raise up three kingdoms, and renew many things therein, and they
shall have the dominion of the earth,
24 And of those that dwell therein, with much oppression, above all those that were before them:
therefore are they called the heads of the eagle.
25 For these are they that shall accomplish his wickedness, and that shall finish his last end.
26 And whereas thou sawest that the great head appeared no more, it signifieth that one of them shall die
upon his bed, and yet with pain.
27 For the two that remain shall be slain with the sword.

28 For the sword of the one shall devour the other: but at the last shall he fall through the sword himself.
29 And whereas thou sawest two feathers under the wings passing over the head that is on the right side;
30 It signifieth that these are they, whom the Highest hath kept unto their end: this is the small kingdom
and full of trouble, as thou sawest.
31 And the lion, whom thou sawest rising up out of the wood, and roaring, and speaking to the eagle, and
rebuking her for her unrighteousness with all the words which thou hast heard;
32 This is the anointed, which the Highest hath kept for them and for their wickedness unto the end: he
shall reprove them, and shall upbraid them with their cruelty.
33 For he shall set them before him alive in judgment, and shall rebuke them, and correct them.
34 For the rest of my people shall he deliver with mercy, those that have been pressed upon my borders,
and he shall make them joyful until the coming of the day of judgment, whereof I have spoken unto thee
from the the beginning.
35 This is the dream that thou sawest, and these are the interpretations.
36 Thou only hast been meet to know this secret of the Highest.
37 Therefore write all these things that thou hast seen in a book, and hide them:
38 And teach them to the wise of the people, whose hearts thou knowest may comprehend and keep
these secrets.
39 But wait thou here thyself yet seven days more, that it may be shewed thee, whatsoever it pleaseth
the Highest to declare unto thee. And with that he went his way.
40 And it came to pass, when all the people saw that the seven days were past, and I not come again into
the city, they gathered them all together, from the least unto the greatest, and came unto me, and said,
41 What have we offended thee? and what evil have we done against thee, that thou forsakest us, and
sittest here in this place?
42 For of all the prophets thou only art left us, as a cluster of the vintage, and as a candle in a dark place,
and as a haven or ship preserved from the tempest.
43 Are not the evils which are come to us sufficient?
44 If thou shalt forsake us, how much better had it been for us, if we also had been burned in the midst of
Sion?
45 For we are not better than they that died there. And they wept with a loud voice. Then answered I
them, and said,
46 Be of good comfort, O Israel; and be not heavy, thou house of Jacob:
47 For the Highest hath you in remembrance, and the Mighty hath not forgotten you in temptation.
48 As for me, I have not forsaken you, neither am I departed from you: but am come into this place, to
pray for the desolation of Sion, and that I might seek mercy for the low estate of your sanctuary.
49 And now go your way home every man, and after these days will I come unto you.
50 So the people went their way into the city, like as I commanded them:
51 But I remained still in the field seven days, as the angel commanded me; and did eat only in those
days of the flowers of the field, and had my meat of the herbs

The main conterversories among Muslims about Jesus Christ, Mahdi & Maseeh
Dajjaal due to not understanding the pictorial language prophecies.
1) The main problem with the Muslims is that they did not read my complete book of claims with proofs as
they don’t know English or they don’t even want to read them or don’t want to investigate into the actual
matters. They are all divided into many sects & don’t have time or don’t want to give time for
investigations. But if all of them read my literature completely with proofs then they will easily believe my
claims & also make others believe them. They are egoistic & thinking that they are superior to Jesus
Christ the Mahdi. Most of the Muslim scholars are not intelligent & away from wisdom. They are very
much busy in their own activities.

2) Common Muslims who are reading incomplete Quran, Hadiths & other holy books believe that Jesus
Christ is alive in 2nd heaven with body & soul. He was replaced on cross by another person.
(But actually there was no replacement of anybody in his place nor was he lifted alive with body & soul
into Heavens. He was just brought out of grave on 3rd day safely, lived a life of 120 years & then died a
natural death. He was married, had wife & children also. But actually Jesus Christ was supposed to be
reborn with new body in India with many other personalities).
3) Common Muslims believe that all the prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal, Jesus Christ, Mahdi, Daabbatul
Ard are direct & nothing to do with their interpretations. They think that those prophecies will happen
literally as mentioned. They don’t know the prophecies through visions of prophets have different
interpretations also. They are not comparing the visions of prophet Yousuf (a) & Mohammed (s) which are
in pictorial language. They are not taking lessons from the Quran in understanding the pictorial symbolic
metaphorical meanings of the prophet’s visions. Some of them believe that Maseeh Dajjaal is already
alive in some island tied up in chains. They believe that Tameem Dari the companion of Mohammed (s)
actually saw Maseeh Dajjaal & his spy. They believe that Maseeh Dajjaal will be a Jewish Messiah from
non-Muslim Israelites. (But actually it is proved that Tameem Dari was narrating a symbolic prophecy of
Christians which was certified by Mohammed (s) to be true. And it came true also now. Jesus Christ
himself is Mahdi & the Imam (pious leader of Muslim group) is actually Maseeh Dajjaal during descent of
Jesus Christ the Mahdi. All the prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal, Jesus Christ Mahdi & Daabbatul Ard
were sealed & symbolic. They were waiting for their right time for interpretations. And now they are
proved to be perfectly true. There was no Maseeh Dajjaal & his spy already available in an island. It is
proved to be symbolic prophecy which came true now. Most of the Muslims just keep on reading the
prophecies about ending days from internet & hear them in mosques. They don’t know that those
prophecies are through visions of prophet Mohammed (s) & their interpretations will be different. They
also don’t know that the prophecies were sealed by the prophet (a) & Allah till arrival of real Mahdi. So
whatever prophecies are written in hadiths spoken as it is without interpretations. And hence the same is
believed.
4) Muslims don’t believe in reincarnation as Allah himself hid this fact from them in a wise way.
Reincarnation is mentioned in Bible, Hinduism, Quran & hadiths but people didn’t understand them due to
mixed wise verses of Quran. Reincarnation of Jesus Christ along with many persons is mentioned in
Hadiths, Quran, Bible & all holy books & now came true also. Shia & some wise religious people believe
in reincarnation.
5) Muslims think that Maseeh Dajjaal is just a single man with miraculous powers & he will live for 40 days
until killed by Jesus Christ (a). But actually it is a complete religious dynasty founded by a false Messiah
corrupted by Satan. The vice-regents of Maseeh Dajjaal are also Maseeh Dajjaal just like pharoah’s
dynasty. And now that is revealed as Mirza Ghulam Ahmad’s Ahmadiyya Jamat. And the Baitul
Muqaddas mosque Aqsa is in India built by Maseeh Dajjaal by fooling many true Muslims. Muslims
believe that Daabbatul Ard (earth’s creature) with staff of Moosa (a) & ring of Sulaiman (a) will speak to all
mankind from one single place after coming out from real Safa hill & Marwa in Makkah during forenoon
time. They are not believeing them to be symbolic whose interpretations came true in India. And the angel
Gabriel (a) adopted the form of that mysterious animal & that animal is revealed as Peacock. Muslims are

not believing that Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his entire Ahmadiyya Jamat is Maseeh Dajjaal but they say
that “he is just a small dajjal (liar, duplicate) though all signs matched with it.
6) Muslims believe that Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ son of Marium will come in Mosque Aqsa (Baitul
Muqaddas) of Israel or Damascus in Syria mosque Ummayad. But they don’t know that Allah have
already replaced Israel with India as per 2 Esdras 1:28 Bible & even Mohammed (s) have replaced it with
East the India.
7) Muslims are thinking that Mahdi will not claim to be Mahdi but people from their own will go & pledge their
alliance to him by hearing a voice from heavens. They say that Mahdi will be born in Madina or Makka
with mother tongue Arabic. They think that he will have thick beard & wear full Islamic dress. They believe
that Jesus Son of Marium & Mahdi are 2 different persons where as they are one. But all these faiths are
due to misunderstanding the symbolic prophecies only. They think that they are the authority to
understand those symbolic prophecies whereas only the real Jesus Christ will come to know their
interpretations on its appointed time. The prophecies in Hadiths say that Mahdi’s face will not be like
prophet Mohammed (s) which means he will not keep beard or wear Arabian dresses but will be in pure
Indian dresses. Though he will keep thick beard for some time but Hindu prophecies also say that he will
be cleaned shaved.
8) Muslims think that Mahdi will invite Jesus Christ to lead the prayer but actually that Pious Imam is Maseeh
Dajjaal & not the Mahdi.
9) Muslims are thinking that Jesus Christ will be a prophet Rasool & Mahdi will be just An Imam (pious
leader). Whereas Jesus Christ himself is Mahdi & sent by Allah with new body & old soul. He is not the
prophet (nabi) of any kind but only a rasool (sent by Allah) who will be guided with true visions of Allah
(the 40th part of prophethood).
10) Muslims believe that the real kaaba will be demolished. Mahdi will really take shelter inside the kaaba
with few members & people will bring him out from there forcibly for pledging alliance to him. And many
opponents will be really swallowed by earth. But in fact Mahdi will just go away from city into a village,
take shelter in a rented house which will be a little away from his own place. His house will be demolished
by a person from the place of black people. There will be a road, a ground in between his own& rented
house. He will announce through satellite channel from heavens whose news will be heard by many
Muslims women also who will be in veils. That month will be Jumadi sani & Rajab as per Muslim
calendars. Allah people will be vanished accept a news giver. This prophecy is the actual part of a
detailed prophecy mentioned in Biharul Anwar. But its small part has come in Sahih Muslim volume 6
pages 417-419. There is nothing to do with real kaaba or Madinah with this prophecy. It was supposed to
happen only in India. The opponents of Mahdi will surround his house with the intention of harming him &
his family. And Mahdi will be forced to come out of his house unwillingly. All the people will run away as if
the earth swallowed them. Muslims believe that the real army with weapons will come from Iraq & Syria
for Mahdi. But actually a group of people will attack Mahdi’s relatives the believers & the relatives will
overcome their attack led by a man from tribe Bani Kalb. In fact few persons of Pakistan (Symbolically
Iraq) & India (Symbolically Syria) will believe in Mahdi after attack on his house. Muslims are assuming
these prophecies to be all non-symbolic & real big international fights whereas those prophecies are
symbolic & non-symbolic mixed & were supposed to happen in very simple style. After all it was just a
matter of one man with few believers. How can it be very big war?
11) The prophecies actually proved to be symbolical & came true also but Muslims do not believe them. They
want those prophecies to come true as it is. They don’t want to believe the visions interpretations of
prophets which came true in India. They are unable to bear these facts & feeling strange. Due to very
small knowledge they are filled with doubts & confusions. They don’t want to see the proofs that Jesus
Christ himself is Mahdi who is called as Lord Shiva, Dattatreya, Narsimha, Venkateshwara, Vaman Avtar,
Kalki Avtar, Zeus, Osiris, Miraku Bantsu, Gesar Khan, Maitreya, Messiah Ben David, Chanbasweshwar
etc. Most of them speak or start arguing without knowing complete details of my claims & explainations.
Most of the Muslims have become quarrelsome, aggressive & they are not even 1% perfect in Islamic
studies though they have good qualifications in other subjects of this world. Muslims still believe that

Jesus Christ will descend as a prophet (Nabi) again because he was taken alive with body into heavens.
They are actually going against Quran & Hadiths by expecting him to be prophet (Nabi).
12) Once all the Muslims should see the proofs of Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh Mahdi.
Compare them all with my claims, see the time period of this world which has already crossed the
expected time of Jesus Christ Mahdi. Then they should first believe that Jesus Christ Mahdi is just a man
sevant of Allah but not the super natural non-human. The stardom of Mahdi & Jesus Christ is very much
developed among mankind that they don’t want any human being to be with such a claim.

The main controversy among Muslims about prophecies of end days!
The main conterversy is wheather the prophecies about Jesus Christ Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard (Speaking
creature of earth) & Maseeh Dajjaal are symbolic & non symbolic mixed or purely direct open? Are they
sealed through pictorial language prophecies till Jesus Christ Mahdi’s arrival or unsealed? Can anyone
clearly understand them perfectly other than real Jesus Christ Mahdi or not? If any Islamic religious
scholar perfectly believes in Quran, Hadiths & also wise then he will easily accept those prophecies to be
symbolic & non symbolic mixed otherwise foolish people will create nuisance. For this they have to give
time, read the books completely & then use common sense with intelligence. If anyone believes Quran,
Hadiths, Bible & other Holy Books symbolic prophecies then most of the end day’s prophecies which
were promised by Allah have happened proving all religions to be true. And the mankind became
polytheists also due to not understanding the pictorial language prophecies started worshipping the
images of many creatures. Especially Egyptians, Greeks, Hindus migrated from Rome, Egypt & Greece
long ago, the descendants of Esau (Edom) became the polytheists though they also believe the one
creator of entire universe. The same case is with Muslims now who believe the symbolic prophecies to be
real non-pictorial & assuming them to come true as it is. But Muslims worship only one Allah. They have
at least very much confused in understanding the sealed pictorial symbolic language prophecies. After all
it was not their job to know or break those seals of sealed prophecies before time. They keep on reading,
try to understand them, write books on those prophecies but at last failed. Many who were confused
started unbelieving them & left the hope also.

The scenes of Hadiths happened upon Jesus Christ the Mahdi.
The main proof from Hadiths: - Jesus Christ Mahdi is seen in the prophecies where there is Maseeh
Dajjaal. The places of both are same because they are meeting each other in a same place. Mohammed
(s) saw Isa Ibne Maryam (Jesus Christ Mahdi) circlumbing Kaaba against Maseeh Dajjaal. And in other
prophecies Jesus Christ is arriving in a group of Muslims in Baitul Muqaddas whose Imam (leader) Pious
is Maseeh Dajjaal. Mohammed (s) said the 2 horns of Satan will rise from east (India) of Makkah &
Madina (Yasrab). One more hadiths clearly say that Muslims will fight with Bani Al-Asfar (Wheatish,
yellowish people the Indians) during end days when Maseeh Dajjaal will come out. These Bani Al-Asfar
are the children of Esau (Edom) son of Isaaq s/o. Prophet Ibrahim (a) & black princess. This generation is
unique & easily identified worldwide as Indians. The word Indus is derived from Edus (Edomites) & later
called as India from Indus valley civilazation. Only these people put the red colored mark on forehead
symbolizing the Red grain deal of Esau (Edom) with Jacob (Yaqoob (a)).

Prophet Mohammed (s) replaced Syria with India: - (Sahih Muslim V.6. P.470,
Mishkat V.3.P.38 & Tirmezi).

Prophet Mohammed (s) has said three times that Maseeh Dajjaal will not be in Syria or Yemen Oceans
(It includes (Yemen, Syria & Damascus). But it will appear from east. Mohammed (s) was in Makkah &
Yathrab when these prophecies were done. So being in Arabian Peninsula he pointed towards the East
where there is a land of 3 sides water & one side land. It’s India. Even 3 partitions of it are mentioned
which happened without wars through the Allah’s praises like “Allahuakbar”.The partitions of SubContinent India into 3 provisions appeared as Pakistan, Bangla Desh & India. So being in Arabia
Mohammed (s) pointed to India & this India should also have a mosque by name Aqsa with white tower
(Minara) on exactly eastern side of Damasus. And at this same place Maseeh Dajjaal was supposed to
appear against whom real Isa son of Marium (Jesus Christ the Mahdi) was also supposed to appear
along with 2 persons. When we see the Old Mosque Aqsa of Jerusalem with towers in it then we come to
know that the Mosque Aqsa is on southern side of Damascus & on western side of Arabian Peninsula.
And the towers on it are not white but Yellow which now appears to be pale yellow. It means it’s not the
Mosque Aqsa of Jerusalem but the mosque Aqsa of Qadian, Punjab with white Tower (Minara) in India.

Hadiths spoke about 2 Mosque Aqsa!

One Mosque Aqsa was already replaced with Kaaba just after prophet Mohammed (s) Meraj (spiritual
ascension through vision) & another was to appear on eastern side of Arabia & Damascus where Maseeh
Dajjaal the pious Imam (guide) & real Jesus of 2nd coming were supposed to meet. And that was the
future mosque Aqsa mentioned in Quran also. When Allah took prophet Mohammed (s) to the farthest
mosque (aqsa) spiritually through vision then it’s also clear that the Old mosque Aqsa was supposed to
be replaced with the new one in India. And the prophecies speak about another mosque Aqsa where
Maseeh Dajjaal was supposed to be present with white tower (Minarat) during arrival of Isa son of Marium
(Mahdi). And another hadiths speak about the inhabitation of Muslims in Mosque Aqsa in series of the
emergence of Maseeh Dajjaal of end days. This points to the new mosque Aqsa of Maseeh Dajjaal 666
but not the old one as another hadiths say that the signs of end days shall appear only after 200 years of
Prophet Mohammed (s)’s death. And Old Mosque Aqsa was inhabited by Muslims within 50 years after
Mohammed (s). So this also means that it was the future mosque Aqsa which was supposed to be built
by Maseeh Dajjaal from the tribe of Bani Israel. So that’s revealed as Aqsa Mosque with white Minarat of
Qadian, Punjab, India.

Decoding or revealing of all Symbolic prophecies’ Interpretations came true in
India miraclously:- All Symolic Prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal, Jesus Christ Mahdi & Daabbatul
Ard (Speaking creature from earth) happened practically in India & matched perfectly with each other. It
proved that the names of places used in prophecies were purely symbolic or metamorphical in sence
which were supposed to happen in India but not in those actual places as mentioned in the prophecies of
Hadiths (Islamic prophecies of end days). The savior from Allah was urgently required in India rather than
any place in the world. This India is the highest religious populated country, with higest superstition,girl
child killiers, illiteracy, polytheism, injustice, hypocrisy & ignorance. Its the higest Muslim populated
country in the world but Indian government officially declared Indian Muslim population around 180
million which is infact more than 250-350 million. This false declaration is due to reservation politics in
India. The world recognized India to be country of higest polytheism.

All Prophecies were sealed with metaphorical meanings along with wisdom & real
Jesus Christ of 2nd coming the Mahdi was the only authority to break open them
on appointed time.They were all supposed to be unfolded naturally for the 2nd
Coming of the Christ.
Sealed Prophecies
Sealed Prophecies till Jesus Christ Second coming as Mahdi Messiah: - The
meaning of sealed prophecies is that they are readable but in symbolic form which uses pictorial
language. Those incidents mentioned in prophecies are time bound & happens perfectly on their
prescribed timings only. The apostle of Allah must be there to explain entire mankind during coming true
of those prophecies. All the signs perfectly matche with the symbolic pictorial language prophecies.

People keep on assuming many things & compare them with prophecies but common mankind is not the
authority to certify them. Such are the prophecies of end days when Jesus is reborn as Mahdi. Proof from
Quran Zuqruf 43:61 says “Jesus is knowledge/Sign of the Clock or time”. So it means his arrival will
disclose the knowledge of end days including Maseeh Dajjaal, Dabbatul Ard & other signs. Abu Huraira
narrated hadith in Tirmezivolume 1. Page 836 that the signs of Allah will be revealed quickly continuously
(Those signs/miracles (aayats) include 10 major signs during Jesus Second Coming). Quran An-Nmal
27:82 says that signs of Allah will be denied then Dabbatul Ard will speak(it means signs will be disclosed
during end days which shall be denied by mankind & 10 major signs include the arrival of Jesus
also).Bible OT Isiah 29:11-12, Daniel 12:9-10 also says that prophecies will be sealed & cannot be
understood by people. Wise people will understand them during end days. Bible Nt also say that it will be
only Jesus of second coming to break the sealed prophecies or during his time they will be revealed. For
example 2 prophecies are there in Hadiths about the parent’s name of Jesus Second coming.(1)
Mohammed (s) said that Jesus will descend among Muslims whose resemblance is like Urwah son of
Masood(Muslim v.6.p.464). Now replace Urwah with Jesus & read again. It is read as Jesus Son of
Masood. It means the father name of Jesus will be Masood. And Jesus is called as Messiah which in
Arabic language means Maodood (the most beloved, freinded of Allah). (2) Mohammed (s) said that if the
faith goes to Surayya (Phleades) then one or more will reach there from the family of Salman Farsi (rz)
(Buqari v.2.p.1033). It means if the faith goes to Surayya then one or more from the descendant of
Salman Farsi will go there to get it back. So it means one or more will get back the faith from Surayya.
Many Islamic scholars have concluded this one man as Mahdi. It means Mahdi will bring back the faith

from Surayya. It means Mahdi will come from Surayya or born from Surayya. The word “star” is not
mentioned in this prophecy along with Surayya though the Surayya actually means clusters of stars
(Phleades). So the mother name of Mahdi should be Surayya & Father name of Jesus Second coming
should be Masood. Another prophecy in Ibne mja volume 3.Page 458 say that Jesus himself is Mahdi. It
means the mother name of Jesus Second coming is Surayya & father name is Masood. This is a very big
example for wise people to understand & even I being Mahdi didn’t know these secret till 2004 when Allah
revealed to me through vision. Common Islamic Scholars kept on reding these sealed prophecies with
wisdom but couldn’t know the secrets lying in them. They even never thought that there is no picture of
Jesus & Urwah son of Masood then how can people recognize them. But the secrets were lying in the
prophetical words & revealed only at their right time.

Allah said in Quran that Jesus Christ is knowledge of end days. It means some
knowledge is still hidden from people though it is there in Quran & Hadiths. That
knowledge is also sign & it actually pointing to sealed prophecies & reincarnation of
Jesus also.
Quran 43: 61:- And he ['Iesa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary)] shall be knowledge/sign for (the coming of)
the Hour. Therefore have no doubt concerning it And follow Me (Allah) (i.e. be obedient to Allah and do
what He orders you to do, O mankind)! This is the Straight Path (of Islamic Monotheism, leading to Allah
and to His Paradise).
Who is authority to disclose prove antichrist 666 when prophecies are already sealed till Messiah's
arrival? None other have authority to break these seals. Even if they knew it or doubted also it will be
good their guesture but not an authority to break it, destroy & prove Allah's facts.
I am the real Messiah Mahdi the reincarnation of Jesus son of Marium & certified by 1350 identification
proofs from all holy books. I am certified by Allah miraculously through Angel Gabriel (a) in Peacock
Daabbatul Ard form also. So I am revealing or breaking the sealed prophecies in public now but
practically that are already broken. But mankind did not understand them. Now as an authority I am
preaching the same.

Jesus Christ of 2nd coming is only the authority to break open the sealed
prophecies as per Bible
Revelation 5:4
And I began to weep bitterly, because no one was found worthy to open the scroll or look inside
it. 5Thenone of the elders said to me, “Do not weep! Behold, theLion of the tribe of Judah, the root of
David, has triumphed to open the scroll and its seven seals.”6Then I saw a Lamb who appeared to
have been slain, standing in the center of the throne, encircled by the four living creatures and the elders.
The lamb had seven horns and seven eyes, which represent the sevenfold Spirit of God sent out into all
the earth.…
Isaiah 29:10-12
…10For the LORD has poured over you a spirit of deep sleep, He has shut your eyes, the prophets; And
He has covered your heads, the seers. 11The entire vision will be to you like the words of a
sealed book, which when they give it to the one who is literate, saying, "Pleaseread this," he will say, "I
cannot, for it is sealed." 12Then the book will be given to the one who is illiterate, saying, "Please read
this." And he will say, "I cannot read."…

See 4 sealed prophecies in Hadiths about the Jesus Christ second coming as
Mahdi:- Almost all religious scholars for last 1400 years have been reciting these hadiths. Many dajjals
also have tried upon them to cheat mankind. But none of them got the secret treasure hidden in the
symbolic codes. Those Hadiths are

Hadith One: - Even if the faith goes to Surayya then from the descendants of Salam Farsi one or more
will reach there.

Hadith two: - Mohammed (s) saw Jesus Christ son of Marium during Meraj (ascension to heavens)
whose resemblance is like Urwah son of Masood. He will descend & kill Maseeh Dajjaal. (Sahih Muslim
vol.6 page 464)

Hadith three: -According to Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi’s accounts from Ibn Masud, Rasulullah (saas)
said: “His name will be compatible with mine, and his father’s name with my father’s name...”1
“Even if only one day is left to the life of this world, Allah will certainly prolong that day until the
coming of a man [Hazrat Mahdi (as)] from the Ahl al-Bayt whose name is compatible with mine.” –
narrated in Ahmad Ibn Hanbal’s Musnad.

Hadith Four:-Mahdi is from the descendant of Mohammed(s)’s daughter Bibi Fatima, his sons Hasan
& Hussain (rz).

Hadith One’s decoding:-My few questions from the Islamic scholars. Do you have the real foto of
Jesus Christ as I know its nowhere in the world? They are all imaginary. And do you have the foto
Mohammed (s)’s companion Urwah son of Masood? I know none have. Then how can you recognize him
when you don’t have Fotoes of both persons? The answer lies in the words of prophecy itself. Just
replace Jesus Christ with Urwah & see the name as Masood. Yes the name of Jesus’s Christ father in his
second coming will be Masood.

Hadith two’s decoding: - If the faith had gone to Surayya then one or more from Salman Farsi (rz)
will reach there. Why reach to Surayya? In order to get the faith back. So the faith will be brought back
from Surayya through Salman Farsi’s descendant. So the faith will be brought back by a man from
Surayya. So the man comes from Surayya with faith. It means Mahdi will come from Surayya bringing
back the lost faith of Islam. All men are born from their mother. So Mahdi also comes from Surayya. The
name of Mahdi’s mother will be Surayya. Remember there is no word “Najam” mentioned with word
Surayya (Phleades). Though it means Phleades. Did you understand this secret code of Mahdi’s mother’s
name? This hadith is narrated when the surah Jumma descent. In surah Jumma there is prophecy of one
more rasool’s arrival in wise words. But Islamic scholars have taken its wrong meanings & imposed upon
Abu Haneefa (rz). Almost all dajjals have tried to prove themselves as Mahdi but none could understand
the mother’s name of Mahdi hidden as “Surayya”. Is it not a sealed prophecy? Open to mankind but of no
use untill real Mahdi arrives.

Now you join father’s name Masood & mother’s name Surayya for Mahdi based
upon other hadith which says that Jesus Himself is Mahdi.
Hadith three’s decoding: - One day of Allah is equal to one thousand years. This means Mahdi will
come in 3rd millenium’s starting. As this prophecy matches with the Bible Hosea & Rev.20 also which
speak about the millennium (thousand years).a new millenium’s starting. And Mahdi’s name will be
Mohammed & his father’s name like my father’s name. It means Mahdi’s father name will also be there
like Mohammed (s) has his father name too. It’s another meaning of his wise narration. Nobody could
understand its secret. Another hadiths say that the name of Mahdi will be Ahmad who will struggle in
India.
One more hadith says that Mahdi will also have hidden name which he only will reveal. It matches with
Bible’s prophecies of Rev.19:12-13. “He has a name written on him which nobody knows except himself.
It’s word of Allah”.
Jabir quotes from Abu Ja’far: “When Umar asked Hazrat Ali (ra) about Mahdi, he (Umar) said: OIbn Abu
Talib (Hazrat Ali), tell me about Mahdi. What is his name?” And Hazrat Ali (ra) said: “My dear, close

friend, our Prophet saas) said: “Allah had me promise not to reveal his name to anybody until he
would appear. His [Hazrat Mahdi (as)] name is one of the knowledge which Allah entrusted upon
His messenger. (Iqmal al-din) (Gaybah, Allame Muhammad Baqir Majlisi, Ansariyan Publishing , Iran,
2007)
Another reference to restoration on the third day is found in Old Testament Bible Hosea
6:1-2 where Yahweh tells His prophet a time will come when His covenant people will acknowledge their
sins and seek redemption and restoration, as they cry outCome, let us return to the LORD; for he has
torn, that he may heal us; he has stricken, and he will bind us up. After two days he will revive us; on
the third day he will raise us up, that we may live before him.

Hadith Four’s decoding: - A daughter is not the descendant of his father. Quran have already told
that Mohammed (s) is not the father of any of your men in Srah Alahzab verse 40. It means the Mahdi’s
mother will come from the two sons joint generations of Hasan & Hussain (rz). The son or daughter of
both grandsons of Mohammed (s) will get married in future generations & from them the mother will
arrive. It means from the union of two sons generations the mother of Mahdi will come. Because another
hadiths say that the looks of Mahdi will be like Bani Israel which means the Mahdi’s father will be from the
male generations of Kind David who is from Bani Israel. This certifies Bible’s prophecies also. People did
not understand this. There is no perfect generations records any where. If any body is claiming also then
it’s the matter of 100% doubt. Then how to recognize the Mahdi’s generation record? It’s simple.
Whatever scenes, physical & other holy identifications were available in holy books will happen on a
single Muslim man. Through which it will be proved that he is from the family of prophets.

Note:-All such symbolic codes, scenes & identification proofs happening upon a man naturally cannot
be the mankind’s act. It’s the miracle of Allah (Om,Yweh). Just imagine the signs, scenes of Maseeh
Dajjal, the signs of Messiah Mahdi & the speaking of Peacock as per exact Quran & Hadiths prophecies
happened upon unlearned young man. Can it be human’s plan? No never.

Daniel 12The Time of the End
12 The angel wearing linen clothes said, “At that time the great angel Michael, who guards your people,
will appear. Then there will be a time of troubles, the worst since nations first came into existence. When
that time comes, all the people of your nation whose names are written in God's book will be
saved. 2 Many of those who have already died will live again: some will enjoy eternal life, and some
will suffer eternal disgrace.3The wise leaders will shine with all the brightness of the sky. And those who
have taught many people to do what is right will shine like the stars forever.”
He said to me, “And now, Daniel, close the book and put a seal on it until the end of the world.
Meanwhile, many people will waste their efforts trying to understand what is happening.”
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The wisdom of Quran & Hadiths.The sealing prophecies of Mahdi’s designation.
First Prophecies replaced with other prophecies with wisdom of Allah about
Jesus Christ & Mahdi. Real Messiah’s uniqueness Secured through wisdom of
Allah.
All true Hadiths are also from Allah & given to us from true prophet Mohammed (s). So the prophecies of
Mohammed (s) about Jesus Christ & Mahdi are all true. The prophecies from which people assumed
Jesus Christ & Mahdi are 2 different persons are also correct. And prophecies which say that Jesus Christ
of second coming himself is Mahdi are also true. But why these two types of Hadiths contradicting each
other? It was for the sake of security & to misguide the false claimants of Jesus Christ & Mahdi.
So first Mohammed (s) said that Maseeh Dajjaal will come from Syria but later replaced it with East of the
world (India). First Mohammed (s) said that Mahdi & Jesus are two different persons but later told that
they are one. The false claimants were confused till the real Mahdi’s arrival. The hadiths certifying Jesus
Christ as Mahdi are found to be true & they all practically also came true. This proves that Jesus Christ
himself is the Mahdi. Quran, Hadiths, Bible & all other holy books certify this as true.

Quran 2:106: "If We abrogate a verse or cause it to be forgotten, We will replace it by a better one or one
similar...."
Quran 13:39: "God abrogates and confirms what He pleases. His is the Decree Eternal."
Quran 17:86: "If We pleased We could take away that which We have revealed to you:.."
Quran 16:101 "When We change one verse for another (God knows best what He reveals), they say:
"You are an impostor...."
The Widom of blaming somebody or lying for some time to bring out the truth or safeguard true believers
of Allah against criminals is allowed by Allah himself. It doesn’t mean that Mohammed (s) or Allah is
giving false prophecies to mankind. They are true & wise.

Prophet Yousuf (a) plots a theft case where his youngest brother is found guilty of theft when he is
truly innocent and is detained from his family, so he could stay with him. Later, when the father and
brothers face poverty they come back to Yusuf and Yusuf then helps them and reveals his identity asking
them to come and live with him.

Quran Yusuf 12:69. And when they went in before Yusuf (Joseph), he betook his brother (Benjamin)
to himself and said: "Verily!I am your brother, so grieve not for what they used to do."
Mohammed (s) stated 3 times at last that the maseeh dajjaal is in the east (mashrig) of arabia. This
hadiths denied all previous hadiths from which people were assuming maseeh dajjal to be in Damascus,
Syria, Arab etc. It means the previous hadiths were actually symbolic & their interpretations were
supposed to come true in India. So exactly east of Makkah, Medina is India. It’s not even Iraq or Iraq or
Afghanistan.

Allah promised to send his last Messiah in India as per Bible & the same
promises were supposed to be revealed in Quran & Hadiths prophecies. They
didn’t change! He promised to send his Messiah in India & hence it’s done!
Allah’s promises in Bible Old & New Testaments for sending his last Messiah are for India but not for other places.
Then how can Allah go against his own promises through Quran & Hadiths when he himself has certified Bible OT &
NT as true? How can Allah promise to send his last Messiah the Mahdi in Arabia or Israel or Istanbul by giving new
prophecies to Mohammed (s) against the Bible prophecies? Will they not disprove the Quran to be his own words? It
was compulsory for Allah to give the same place prophecies for sending his last Messiah the Mahdi & that’s India.
Already Allah has promised to replace Israel with another Hidden land in entire Bible for Messiah of end days. Other
Bible chapters clearly say that Allah will gather all Jewish tribe’s polytheists of entire world in one nation in the land of
Edomites India, the land of East who walk in darkness). Entire Bible Old & New Testaments certify this descision of
Allah. Jesus son of Marium (My last incarnation) was never supposed to come again in same Jerusalem, Syria Israel.
Book of Jonah 4:11 says the land of population with more than 120000 & as well as many animals. So the
certification of this book was supposed to be done by Jesus Second Coming the Mahdi. In India the population is in
same figures but maximum. Its more than One hundred twenty crores & less than 125 crores (1250 million) with
many animals in it in 2012 A.D. Bible say that second Temple is more splendid pointing to Jesus second coming also.
Prophet Mohammed (s) also has given the same prophecies obtained by Allah but in symbolic codes. Now see the
symbolic visions’s interpretations.
Quran 2:4:- And who believe in (the Qur'an and the Sunnah) which has been sent down (revealed) to you and in [the
Taurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel), etc.] which were sent down before you and they believe with certainty in the
Hereafter.

Note:-These all symbolic interpretations are being given by me for the first time in the world because I
only was the authority appointed by Allah to prove these symbolic propohecies. Who am I? I am the real
Jesus Christ the Mahdi certified by 1350 identification proofs from all holy books. But whatever I said are
proved from Quran & Hadiths perfectly. Please see all the symbolic prophecies are perfectly matching
with the practical scenes, identifications of Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & I as real Messiah. These
symbolic prophecies never matched with any one earlier & cannot be matched in future also. Because
they are acts of Allah the real Miracles.You have to believe me as Jesus Christ the Mahdi & see that all
symbolic sealed prophecies came true practically. If my claim of being real Jesus Christ Mahdi is wrong

then those symbolic prophecies would never match. But they all matched & cannot be denied with proofs.
Only unbelievers may reject them. Common logic, intelligence & true religious knowledge easily accept all
those signs which came true. Maseeh Dajjaal, real Messiah Mahdi & Daabbatul Ard is revealed in India
as 3 major signs of the end days practically. That is the main point. And it clearly shows the usage of
words like Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Baab Ludd, Isfahaan, Yahoodia, Bola city of Iraq, Kufa, Makkah, Medina,
Rukn, Muqam etc are purely symbolic & their interpretations came true in India.All of you please
remember the symbolic prophecies interpretations & the Ghazwa e Hind by Mahdi. And also remember
that Israel is already replaced with land of Edomites (Indians) as promised in 2Esdras Old Testament
Bible. It is also replaced by Prophet Mohammed (s) in his hadiths. He (s) clearly said three times that
Maseeh Dajjaal is in East but not in Syria or Yemen. He have mentioned all about east of Makkah &
Madina. The Eastern side of Damascus. The real Syria is in north west of Makkah & Madina. So it’s India
exactly on eastern side of Makkah & Madina. He has prophecised about Ghazwatul Hind (Indias
conquest by Mahdi the Jesus Christ). Kindly once more read this interpretations of symbolic
prophecies given below which came true perfectly in similar to symbolic words used in prophecies. See
number of alphabets & physical similarities of those countries which exactly matched with India. At the
same time Mohammed (s) have prophecised about real Jerusalem’s & constantipole’s conquest also
which had happened within 200 years of Prophet Mohammed (s)’s death. But the signs of end days were
supposed to happen only after 200 years of Mohammed (s)’s death & they are actually symbolic
prophecies which were awaiting for their practical interpretations. Do not mix these two types of
prophecies. Otherwise you will be confused.

Six different periods of Maseeh Dajjaal mentioned in the form of riddles & puzzles along
with scenes.

The period of first Maseeh Dajjaal, the period of second Maseeh Dajjaal, the period of 3 rd Maseeh Dajjaal,
the period of 4 rth Maseeh Dajjaal, the period of 5 th Maseeh Dajjaal, the period of 6 th Maseeh Dajjaal.
It co-incides with the 2 Esdras OT Bible where 6 wings of an eagle are mentioned metaphorically pointing
to the 6 Maseeh Dajjaals. And the Time period of six types also co-incide with the 6 Maseeh Dajjaal.
Masih Dajjal the AntiChrist 666 will rule for 40 days. 1 day is like a year, second day is like a month, 3 rd
day is like a week, 4 rth day is like a day & 5 th is like sparks of flames. And sixthly the days are normal.
These normal days implies upon first Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad when there was no electricity,
no telecommunications, no planes, no petrol pumps, no petroleum products, no tar roads & no faster
trains than horses. The days were almost like the days of ancient period. But changes started occuring
after 1908 A.D. In 1914 A.D. the trains & cars were being used. So the period or the days were still like a
year. Then after 1914’s the speed in developments started & by the 1965 A.D. the day has become like a
month. Then after 1965 till 1971 A.D. the day has become like a week as aeroplanes were being used
worldwide along with Jet planes. Then from 1971 till 2003 the day has become like a day. And after 2003
A.D. till now the day has become like sparks of a flame (seconds). In this period the 2 enemies of Muslims
arose as per prophecies. One from Romans Hindus) Narender Modi & other Mirza Masroor Ahmed with
same Date of Births after the independent India. And the fights of real Mahdi with the evil people started.

The perfect proof of Mohammed (s) Symbolic or pictorial or metaphorical visions
about Jesus Christ, Mahdi, Maseeh Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard & Earth’s piercing in
Arabian Peninsula.

Few very important Clues from Hadiths that the prophecies about Jesus Christ the Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard
& Maseeh Dajjaal are through Visions. And Visions have different unexpected interpretations.
Suppose if the details about Jesus Christ, Mahdi, Maseeh Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard would have come
directly from Allah through angel Gabriel (a) then they would all have come in Quran. Quran also have
said about them but in short & very compressed mode which can only be explained by the Jesus Christ
Mahdi during end days. The detailed descriptions are mentioned in hadiths of Prophet Mohammed (s) & it
appears to be the metaphorical symbolic or pictorial language prophecies whose interpretations will be
different. They all appear to be very much open secrets but sealed. The hadiths narraters did not say that
those prophecies are actually from the visions of prophet Mohammed (s). Either they heard the parts of
main prophecies or they forgot to narrate. But in detailed investigations it is proved that those prophecies
with so much descriptions are actually metaphoric in sence & came true in India with Jesus Christ the
Mahdi. Allah himself gave those symbolic prophecies through visions to Mohammed (s), scattered them in
many books of hadiths & then guarded them also till my arrival time. These symbolic prophecies are
detailed narration of Mohammed (s) based upon his true visions about future. These are just like the big
train with main engine dragging all the bogies. I got the main engine of it in sahih Muslim Volume .6.
Page. 417-419. And that engine is the narration of Hazrat Ayesha (rz) in which it is disclosed that
Mohammed (s) used to have visions about Maseeh Dajjaal, Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & end days.
1) The vision of Prophet Mohammed (s) about Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ son of Marium circumbling
kaaba.
2) The narration of Mohammed about Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ which was shown to him during Meraj
(ascension). (Scholars who adopt the view that the night journey took place spiritually accepted as proof
Aisha's saying, "The Prophet's body did not leave the ground; he made a spiritual journey;" Muawiye's
saying, "The night journey was a true dream from Allah;" and Hasan-i Basri's not objecting to them (Ibni
Ishak, 275; Ibni Hisham, II, 40-41). The word "ru'yet" in the 60th verse of Isra Surah expresses seeing with
a vision rather than seeing with the eyes (Suyuti, Sherhu Qissati'l-Isra, p. 55. Quran 17:61:And remember the time when We said to thee: ‘Surely, thy Lord has encompassed the people.’ And We
made not the vision which We showed thee but as a trial (fitna) for men, as also the tree cursed in the
Qur’an. And We warn them, but it only increases them in great transgression.).
3) The vision of Mohammed (s) about Mahdi’s taking shelter in kaaba narrated by his wife Hazrat Ayesha
(rz). (Remember with this same scene there are many other scenes also like Sufyani, Yamani, Voice from
Heaven, Rajab & Juma saani, Gabriel’s pledging alliance to Mahdi from black stone, 24 continious rain
miracles, 40 days continuous rains, rising of deads from ground & many things. But we find only a part of
it in Sahih Muslim Hadiths)
4) The narration of symbolic prophecy by Tameem Dari heard from his brother. He copied it from his brother
& it was a lost Bible’s prophecy.
5) Mohammed (s)’s Meraj (ascension) was spiritual & have seen many things in metaphorical sense. (Like
the world becoming old lady, drinking of milk etc).
6) Mohammed (s) narrated a vision just like as if he had gone physically with 2 angels Gabriel & Mikayeel
(a) but it was a vision. Page. 817 volume 3 buqari.

Mainly 3 main scenes of Mahdi’s live misunderstood by Muslims.
Mahdi will not take shelter in real Kaaba or Masjid Alharam and real Kaaba will not be demolished or real
treasures of it will not be stolen. Such incident will never ever happen in Saudi Arabia. These prophecies
in Hadiths are metaphorical in sence & purely symbolic. Actually Mahdi will be brought out by evil people
from his house & his house will be later demolished by a man from the place of black people. And in
between his family & believers will be attacked by a person whose maternal family will be from Bani Kalb
tribe of Jews.
People should first know that nobody can enter kaaba with family or believers without its keys, visa &
permission from authorities. Any person entering into it illegally will be a criminal & cannot be real Mahdi.
There is no water, food, bathrooms, kitchen in kaaba. The word “Albayit” which means “the House” have
come in hadiths but not just pointing to the entire Masjid Al-Haram. It was a vision whose interpretation
can be different. Many companions of Prophet Mohammed (s) have narrated these hadiths but they didn’t
clearly say that these prophecies are through visions of Prophet Mohammed (s). People just read them
as it is & started believing that Mahdi will really be in Makkah, Medina & Kaaba will be demolished. Mahdi
will never be in kaaaba, Mediana & the kaaba destruction of kaaba will never happen because all these
signs were supposed to come true in India.
And these prophecies came true also exactly as mentioned in hadiths but in other sence. The Mahdi was
first identified with his identifications, claims along with Maseeh Dajjaal & then he was brought out from
his house when he invited people for pledging him alliance publicly on Monday 14 may 2012 A.D. at the
age of 40 years. Mahdi is Lord Shiva whose auspicious day is considered as Monday. His house was
demolished by a man from “Siddipet” (the place of black people) in 2014 A.D. on 18th September’s late
night. All the bricks of the house were also broken down by him & his associates.
There is another prophecy in Bible OT & among Hinduism as “Khandoba”. These prophecies says that
Mahdi along with his wife will slain 2 demonic brothers. One will repent but another will not. And Bible OT
says that a person with name “Saif” will attack upon Jesus Christ & then Allah will show his powers.
Those 2 demonic brothers are identified as Maslehuddin & Ameenuddin. And Sword as “Saif”.The
nephew of Bani Kalb as Mirza Amer Ali Baig from Kedar tribe whose maternal uncle is from Bani Kalb
Tribe of Jews. The believing familymembers of Mahdi overcame this attack which happened on 18th
December 2013 A.D. After this attack only I got all secrets of Hadiths & it was a very big treasure for me.
This is considered as spoils of Bani Kalb War. This scenes happened in Upparpally, Attapur, Hyderguda,
Chintalmet area in Rajendernagar, R.R. District of Telangana state of India in between 2012 14may till
2014 December ending. After this scene Mahdi went to the land of Daabbatul Ard in Bhongir, district
Nalgonda, Telangana. By this time 23years have been passed since the first appearance of Mahdi in
December 1991 A.D. against Maseeh Dajjaal in Punjab where a white Minara on mosque Aqsa is
constructed by Maseeh Dajjaal in 1908 A.D. This place is exactly on eastern side of Damacus & east of
Makkah & Medina, the land with 3 sides’ water with 3 partitions in it, the India.

Muslims Mistakes in understanding the symbolic prophecies.

Common Muslims believe that all the prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal, Jesus Christ, Mahdi, Daabbatul
Ard are direct & nothing to do with their interpretations. They think that those prophecies will happen
literally as mentioned. They don’t know the prophecies through visions of prophets have different
interpretations also. They are not comparing the visions of prophet Yousuf (a) & Mohammed (s) which are
in pictorial language. They are not taking lessons from the Quran in understanding the pictorial symbolic
metaphorical meanings of the prophet’s visions. Some of them believe that Maseeh Dajjaal is already
alive in some island tied up in chains. They believe that Tameem Dari the companion of Mohammed (s)

actually saw Maseeh Dajjaal & his spy. They believe that Maseeh Dajjaal will be a Jewish Messiah from
non-Muslim Israelites. (But actually it is proved that Tameem Dari was narrating a symbolic prophecy of
Christians which was certified by Mohammed (s) to be true. And it came true also now. Jesus Christ
himself is Mahdi & the Imam (pious leader of Muslim group) is actually Maseeh Dajjaal during descent of
Jesus Christ the Mahdi. All the prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal, Jesus Christ Mahdi & Daabbatul Ard
were sealed & symbolic. They were waiting for their right time for interpretations. And now they are
proved to be perfectly true. There was no Maseeh Dajjaal & his spy already available in an island. It is
proved to be symbolic prophecy which came true now. Most of the Muslims just keep on reading the
prophecies about ending days from internet & hear them in mosques. They don’t know that those
prophecies are through visions of prophet Mohammed (s) & their interpretations will be different. They
also don’t know that the prophecies were sealed by the prophet (a) & Allah till arrival of real Mahdi. So
whatever prophecies are written in hadiths spoken as it is without interpretations. And hence the same is
believed.
The main prophecies about Mahdi, Jesus Christ, Daabbatul Ard, Maseeh Dajjaal were shown to prophet
Mohammed (s) during Meraj which was a vision. It was a spiritual Journey & not the physical. But many
Muslims don’t believe it to be spiritual & at the same time many Muslim scholars believed it to be purely
spiritual (vision). And one hadith of Sahih Muslim clearly say that Mohammed (s) had a vision about
Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ going round kaaba. Another hadith narrated by Ayesha (rz) says that
Mohammed did some strange things during his sleep & after waking up Mohammed (s) said that Mahdi
will take shelter in a house (Albayit) & people will surround for him for fights. He pointed towards Kaaba.
And it prtoved that he had the vision. And if we see the scenes of the vision & compare it with other parts
of prophecies in different hadiths including Biharul Anwar & others then we find all scenes connected with
each other. The more & more we see the more things are known from the same single prophecy through
vision. The parts of this vision almost created a very big identification proof for Mahdi. When Mahdi’s
matter is through visions & metaphorical then other signs connected to him are Maseeh Dajjaal &
Daabbatul Ard also. When we see their signs also then we come to know the entire end days matter was
through visions & not the direct revelation from Allah like Quran. If it were direct then they all would have
come in Quran directly. But the main hints have come in Quran & Mohammed (s) had the details of them
through visions. And whenever Gabriel (a) came & narrated anything then Mohammed (s) has clearly
mentioned them publicly. It is also written in holy books that the prophecies will be sealed till the arrival of
real Jesus Christ the Mahdi. Sealing was there with wisdom & riddles. They could be read by all but
cannot be understood clearly. All Muslim scholars are not superior to Jesus Christ Mahdi. They are
common men though very much learned. And Jesus Christ Mahdi is unique unlearned but directly taught
by Allah through inspirations. And the scenes of prophecies will be happeneing naturally upon him without
his own intentions & planning. So the prophecies are unfolded on its right time practically. The book of
Shia Biharul Anwar clearly states that the scenes of the holy books, verses will be happening practically
upon Mahdi. It means he is a rasool (sent by Allah) without nabuwat (prophethood) on whom scenes of
Quran, Hadiths, other holy books will happen. It is mentioned in Quran Alimran 81, Alahzaab 7 also. A
rasool who will certify the holy books even after Mohammed (s). And all knew that Mohammed (s) also
gave news of Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ard & Jesus Christ Mahdi along with many other signs. When
they come true naturally then it is a proof that prophethood of Mohammed (s) is practically certified. In
sealed prophecies the books of Shia Biharul Anwar clearly stated that Mahdi will be just a rasool & not the
nabi (prophet, who gives news). But they themselves didn’t understand it though they have worked a lot
on this book. The proofs of thall the prophecies being metaphorical is that they have happened in India
but not in Kufa, Makkah, Madina, Syria, Rome or other places. When Mohammed (s) have replaced Syria
with East (India) then all those places are also replaced with Indian places.The scenes mostly are direct
but with places names, other characters names are all metaphorical in sence. Half of the prophecies are
with scenes & half metaphorical in sence. Some prophecies are also for the Syria, Saudi Arabia, Iraq &
other places which were mixed with the metaphorical prophecies for the sake of maintaining the seal. All
the signs related to Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard, Maseeh Dajjaal came true in India & rest of the prophecies
which were supposed to happen during Mahdi also came true in other parts of the world. But they are
not directly in physical contact with the Mahdi’s scenes. They are general for all mankind but during
Mahdi’s period. For example the downfall of Iraq’s currency, the King Fahad & King Abdullah, the clock
tower of Makkah, the destructions in Syria & other places. Another example is the scene of white Minar
on eastern side of Damascus where Maseeh Dajjaal is already present with 70k Jews & descent of Jesus

with 2 angels wrapped in 2 yellow sheets. Here 2 yellow sheets & 2 angels are metaphorical in sence with
hidden secret in it. These 2 yellow sheets are covers of wheat & other hadiths say that Jesus Christ is
wheatish in complexion in his second coming. It means he will be wheatish & supported with 2 persons. It
doesn’t really mean the 2 yellow sheets. Very wise true Muslim scholars can know these facts if they have
patience & time. Bible & Hinduism also have all the 50-50 mixed metaphorical prophecies. And Quran
clearly has approved the visions of prophets to be metaphorical. They can be direct & metaphorical also.
If we mixed them then they become fifty fifty. The visions of prophet Yusuf (a) & king of Egypt were
metaphorical. And the visions of Ibrahim (a) were direct. It is mentioned in Hadiths of Biharul Anwar that
Mahdi will have staff of Moses along with Solomon’s (a) ring. And in same hadith books it is also
mentioned that the staff of Moses & ring of Solomon (s) will be with Daabbatul Ard for marking on
foreheads of people. It means Daabbatul Ard who has white stick feather with rings like Solomon’s ring
the Peacock will speak for Mahdi & with this big miracle he will approach Maseeh Dajjaal to release the
Bani Israel from his bondage.
There are more than 1400 identification proofs of Jesus Christ the Mahdi through which anybody can
recognize him. Those identification proofs are the physical marks, signs on the body along with
appearance, looks, generation, parents, family, wives, children, close reincarnated believers & their
attributes with roles in the prophetical scenes. Time, period, natural prophetical scenes, the hidden
secrets in Quran, hadiths, the special wisdom granted by Allah to him & the main rivals (small dajjals &
Maseeh Dajjaal) are other identification proofs. All these joined together constitute more than 1400
identification proofs of last savior sent by Allah. It is mission impossible for any human being or a Jin (the
invisible creatures) to present such holy identifications of being Messiah Mahdi Mahadev who is called as
Jesus Christ of 2nd coming. All these identification proofs are bounded with time & world’s circumstances
& were supposed to be revealed naturally by Allah himself. Even the chosen Jesus Christ the Mahdi will
also be ignorant till his 18 years of age. Other future Miracles, speeches, holy works & other deeds are
not included in these 1400 identification proofs. Uptill now more than 100 people have claimed to be
Mahdi & among all religions they have been appearing false imposters but they were not even supported
with 10 authentic holy books proofs out of 1400. So they were not even 1%. Even the very close & main
last ultimate tool of Satan the false Messiah the Maseeh Dajjaal also couldn’t get even 10 such
identification proofs. For example the parents name (2), their physical attributes, Date of birth, place of
birth etc also couldn’t match. Those false claimants & the religious scholars couldn’t even know the
parents names, DOB, place of Birth though they were available in holy books in the sealed form. I have
just given the main extract of identification proofs from all holy books. If you want references then kindly
see them in last. Some main scenes, DOB, Physical features, Place & other few things only I have given.
Within these signs 1400 identification proofs are built. Based on these identification proofs I have
prepared two objective type tests papers to recognize real Messiah & Maseeh Dajjaal. Others small
dajjals can be very much ashamed just by questions from these 2 objective type test. It is just like a litmus
paper test. Within just one hour anybody can find out who is real Messiah Mahdi& who is Maseeh
Dajjaal?
But before this you should know few questions & their answers. These answers were already there in
Bible, Hadiths,Quran& with Hinduism but sealed with wisdom. The common mankind was unable to
decode them & not authorized to even understand them completely. But even if they understand then
also they cannot create those scenes to happen naturally on time. It was a mission impossible for all
mankind. It’s the miracle of Allah & was supposed to be proved by Allah himself. There is no tampering in
holy signs of Messiah or any cheating or hidden with my statements. Eveything is open & can be
researched by any religious or non religious scientist. Being an ignorant man in religion, untaught by any
Islamic or non Islamic scholar it was not my capacity to present 1400 identification proofs which were
already there in sealed form since long. It is revealed to me one by one after the completion of particular
prophetical scenes upon my life. Before the scene I never understood them but some signs were ready
by me just like a normal man. Those signs of end were never even ready by me before 1998 A.D. Already
I had appeared in 1991 A.D. supported by Holy Spirit against Maseeh Dajjaal. But I couldn’t recognize
him to be Maseeh Dajjaal until 1999 A.D. when Allah showed me the true visions about all these signs of
end in a span of 17 years. Since 1991 December till 2014 December the main scenes mentioned in holy
books have happened upon me perfectly mashallaah. Whatever proofs are given below may appear to
you very strange & surprising but they are all perfectly proved from Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Hinduism’s holy

books. First the main scenes, names, generations, rivals, time, period etc are proved from Quran &
Hadiths. In support of it all other books signs are joined here. Jesus Christ of 2nd coming the Mahdi’s
prophecies were also there among Hinduism, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, Japanese, Tibetans, Chinese,
Zoroastrians, Jews, Christians & Muslims. But the Egyptians, Greeks, Hindus, Romans, Tibetans & few
others considered them to be past or always existing. They were in confusions due to pictorial language
prophecies. And most of them started worshipping that lat savior & his family in advance even before their
birth. Hence they became polytheists. Remember Jesus Christ of second coming is called as Mahdi
(Muslims), Messiah Ben David (a) (Jews, Israel), Saoshyant Ahura Mazda (Zoroastrians), Gesar Khan
(Tibetans), Miraku Bantsu (Japan), Zeus (Greeks), Jupitor Gawd with wife Meni (Romans), Osiris
(Egyptians, Pharoahs), Lord shiva Chanbasweshwar, Final incarnation of Vishnu the Kalki, Narsimha,
Varaha Avtar, Vaman Avtar, Venkateshwara Govinda, Dattatreya, Khandoba Mailardev among Hinduism.
When Jesus Christ Mahdi is identified first with Quran & hadiths then on joining all the signs of this above
mentioned saviour a lot of information is known about him. Just by reading below given details do not
raise doubts or feel wrong because after seeing the Quran & Hadiths proofs you will be satisfied. Same
suggestion is for Hindus, Christians, Jews & others. After seeing the proofs from your own holy books you
will believe them.

Do you think that it’s just a co-incidence of prophecies of Jesus Christ the Mahdi
Messiah matching with a man practically or the perfect certification of prophecies
practically?

I mean, the matching of Birth Date, Names, places, Parent’s names, family with children, publicly
appearance time, Maseeh Dajjaal (AntiChrist666) signs,Daabbatul Ard (Speaking of Beast from earth)
signs, Scenes & their practically coming true, the perfect numbers of alphabets matching with the
symbolic places names in prophecies & all end days signs appearing.

As a religious scientist I say that it’s the proof of Allah’s existence & truth of all
holy religious books. The world is busy in their own business & hardly give time
for research on this topic. They have actually lost faith in religion & Allah (Om,
Yweh, Elohim). But it’s very good amazing News for those who believe in Religion
& give time for research prior to any comments.
Please Note: - Please give some time, read with interest & logic. Then you will come to know that
none in the entire world could ever give such details & identification proofs based on holy books up till
now. And cannot even give in future also because the Messiah is not just alone but just a main hero of a
complete big project like a story based film or a movie. The other characters, scenes & time period are all
attached with him. You can read, understand but cannot copy them in your own life. That is the miracle &
makes Jesus Christ Mahdi the natural actor star of this world. A person fully supported with perfect
identification proofs of his claims cannot be mad or psycho or Maniac. The proofs are very well verified &
then this book is printed by the grace of Allah. This is just a good news for all religious people who believe
in Allah, his prophets, hell, heaven & everlasting life promises. And for unbelievers a very good chance to
believe now.

Scattered parts of the prophecies:-Some are found in authentic books of Hadiths, some among
other Shia Sects & some in other sources. I have collected all true from them & rejoined to show the clear
picture of it to mankind.

Note:-Other hadiths say that he will be brought out of his house unwillingly. And due to fixing of
banners, salaam upon it in the evening. So it happened in 2012 A.D. Why did he take shelter in a house?
Because he was being tortured by false cases, people for preaching (hadith). Why did people surround
his house? Because he arrived with banner, signs, greetings, good news (hadiths). Why did people
attack? Because they misunderstood & rebelled. Why was he unwilling to come openly? Because he was
fearing of his arrest, attacks & nuisance by ignorants. He was 40 like he was 40 in last birth while
departing at Mount of Olives. In same manner at 40 returned from a house on hill, upparpally, hyderguda,
rajendernagar, chintalmet, along with elaan. In evening, on 14th may (22 Iyyar Hebrew calender) replacing
Israel with new Israel A.P. 1 Nisan on 24rth March 2012 & 13th Nisan 14th evening Passover festival on
24rth March 2013. The sufyani, Yamani, Khorasani etc all gathered against me & they all were gone as if
the earth swallowed them except a news reporter. The collectively happening of all these scenes just in
between 2012 & 2013 A.D. upon a young ignorant Muslim Man is not the coincidence. This is called as
the coming true of the holy prophecies practically mentioned in Holy books. (These proofs I am able to
write on 2016 A.D. but didn’t know them earlier. Like this all scenes of holy prophecies in my life came
true first & then after few months, years & days they were known to me through Allah’s teachings &
vision. On researching I found them to be holy prophecies fulfilling upon my life as mentioned. Such
scenes & prophecies happen only with the real Jesus Christ Mahdi Messiah Mahadev (Natraj) the Kalki.
This is also called as Shiv leela or Bhagwaaan ‘s leela (the holy drama of Shiva or Holy drama of
Bhagwan (apostle of Om,Allah,Yweh) in Hinduism).

Note:-Scenes, time, period, the identification proofs of Jesus Christ Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard & Maseeh
Dajjaal are most importants clues for confirmation of the places names to be metaphorical in sence. Only
places are the metaphorical & are substituated with other similar places but not the scenes, identification
proofs & physical features of Mahdi.First of all remember this Makkah & Madina are in India which is used
in metaphorical sense. Makkah means a village near the city. Madinah means the big city. Rukun means
the temperory Mahdi’s staying place & Muqam means the own place of Mahdi. Due to ignorant’s attacks,
rebels & false cases Mahdi will not say that he is the Mahdi. He will escape from the Muslims scholars
due to fears of attacks but they will be searching for him. This is different hadiths of pledging alliance to
Mahdi ultimately after his giving all the proofs. But the Mahdi’s taking shelter in a house in makkah
(metaphorical village) is different where he (I myself) appeared exactly at his 40’s.

………………………………….
Many other proofs of Metaphorical things in hadiths:- Their list is given below.
(1) Faith is yamani, wisdom is yamani said by prophet mohammed (s) points to
“yamani” as faithful, wise but not real or literal yamani.
(2) Donkey kana dajjal (3) Qustuntuniya (4) Beher Arab (5) War with swords during
end (6) Qattaal (7) Voice from Sky pointing to satellite channels (8) Horses with
lights (9) Baab Ludd, the door of fight (10) Syria, Damascus, Iraq, Iran,
Khorasan, Koofa, Sahla mosque, Bola, Hajre Aswad, Rukn, Muqam (11) Kaaba
demolition (12) Mahdi’s shelter in Kaaba (13) makkah, madina (14) Shift of black
stone to other place (15) safa marwah in makkah, kaaba (16) goat milk & fruits
for colonies (17)Telecom world in hand, skype youtube (18) spiritual rajat (19)
Md. & Ali after angels bayit (20) 07 & 666 twaf kaaba (21) 2 angels, yello sheet
cloth with 07 (22) killing of 666 by 07 through weapon (23) copper neck of 07,
half in two ardhanareshwar, hell of 666 (24) best horse riders women and men
(25) tameemdari’s 666 existing (26) 666 killing parents, bcos 07 and aliving (27)
17 hazar bhedein (28) breath of 07 and his killing (29) 3 sides water I side land,
2 sides downfall thru takbir (30) shoe tasmah (31) kill swine, break cross (32)
Indian flags, Antioch, sufyani, khorasani, yamani and others

(Bible says:- Rev 12. 13, 2 Esdras, lion, beast, white wash wall, women
jeruasalem, water of life, black clouds, etc)

